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CI-IAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO Tffe THESIS 
1. 1 LIMINAH Y DISCUSSION 
The last decade seen a rapid growth in the systematic 
techniques of systems analysis, control and optimi sation collectt vely 
known as Systen1.s Engineering. Equally rnpid has been the develop 
" 
ment of reliable cess control computers, and to a ser extent, 
the necessary measurement transducers for process control applica-
tions. The growth of technique has created new opportunities for the 
more economic operation of industrial systems, while the development 
of reliable hardware has made implementation of th 
sible. 
technique 
The primary ai.m of this study is the development of philosophy 
and techniques for the optimum control of energy usage within the Tasman 
mill system, This forms the major part of the thesis, and involves: 
(a) ~~lysis~ defi~ and decomposition of the problem 
(b) is and mod of the system characteristics 
(c) development of a co -ordinated set of ~lgoriihmE: for 
solution of the problem 
(d) of a forward looking philosophy for the 
eventual introduction of the modern techniques of 
optimum control. 
The secondary long term of the project is the planning 
of a gradual introduction of systems engineering technique to the firm, 
aim at eventual implementation of the energy optimisation techniques 
developed during the course of the University study. Obviously, this 
objective cannot be realised completely during the course of a Ph D 
study, and is dependent on many factors outside the control of the 
student, however a serious attempt at planning for implementation has 
been made and is reported on in the thesis. 
The subject material of the thesis is therefore firmly oriented 
towards the pulp and paper industry, and in particular towards the Tasman 
mill at Kawerau, New Zealand. It is seriously intended that the thesis shall 
be the foundation on which further work leading to practical implementa Uon 
will stand. As such, certain sections go beyond matters of principle 
consider matters of detail important in practical implementation. 
(1, 2. 1) 1.2 
This first chapter serves as an introduction to the and will: 
(a) show hoyv the choice of the particular proj Gct was arrived at, 
(b) give a brief introduction to the papermaking process and 
the Tasman mill tem, 
(c) state the major problems encountered during the course 
of the study and describe the philosophies 
adopted to solve these problems, 
(d) briefly summarise contents of each chapter within the 
thesis. 
1. 2 CHOICE OF PROJECT SPECI ION 
1. 2.1 
In view of the commitments of the author to the Tasman Pulp 
and Paper Company,· it was decided at tbe initiation of the proj that 
the . type of study undertaken should be towards a major facet of the 
Company's activities. Major boundaries of the study were to be set by 
personal 
satisfy the acad 
desirable that 
applicability to the firm's operations, and the need to 
requirements of a Ph D Study. It was also considered 
study discipline allow a cho e of proj ect for whi ch an 
economic return to the Tasman Company s 
implementation within a time scale of 5 10 
likely, and where practical 
s was a possibility. 
Perso interest, and the production oriented basis of the 
Company! S activities led to the choice of Ilcontrol" as the broad study 
discipline. Of the various possibilities within this subject, it was 
considered advisable to avoid those involving a d ee of specialisa-
tion in advanced process technology (1). The particular subj ect area 
favoured ,:vas "Systems Engineering - Process Computer Control - Operations 
Research", because: 
.(0 of the generality of application to the process (1, 2, 3, 4) 
(ii) such stud often yield benefits before implementation (5, 6) 
(iii) academic requirements can be satisfied vih ile still 
maintaining generality (7) 
(iv) the rapid growth of applications in the field implies that 
Tasman likely to take similar steps in the near future 
(2, 3, 4, 5). 
(1.2.2) ge 1.3 
L 2. 2, Choice of ect 
As pointed out by Lefkowitz (7) ac emic res 
a dual role: 
fulfills 
(i) satisfaction of rescarch objectives, L e, the 
advancement of the field of interest through the 
development of new conc , analytical techniques, 
methodology., etc, 
(Ii) supplying the ne of the educational process, 
essential to both the faculty and the student. 
This dual role results in an approach which is not entirely 
compatible with the approach to anlindustrial research investigation, 
in that the latter is more interested in applications of known general 
methods to a particular detailed case (6, 8,9). It was considered that 
the greatest compatibility of interests would be achieved with a project 
concerned with behaviour of a significant part of the whole system, 
rather than particular sections of the system, i. e. a project de2.ling 
with co-ordination of the mill behaviour and management decision making (10), 
rather than improving the performance of some particular section of the 
process with, say, a detailed process computer study (11, 12), 
With background in mind thep, the following arguments 
influenced the choice of project: 
(i) Advancement of technique rather than application 
is desirable. 
(iO The problem must be SUfficiently general to ensure 
breadth of training. 
(iii) Problems involving specialist knowledge of the 
process, or the installation of new equipment 
should avoided, owing to the geographic separation 
of Industry and Univers ity. 
(iv) Project information should be readily available. 
Extensive data collection consumes much time and 
money while yielding little return of immedi2.te 
academic value. 
(v) Projects involving a high degree of employee inter·· 
action at any stage should be avoid 
(1. 2,3) 
(vi) 
Page 1.4 
The project should have a distinct short term 
objective, and 8hould indicate an economJc return. 
With the assistance of mill personnel, notably D. Weston 
(Assistant to the Mill Manager), several projects were investigated 
within the constraints given above. The study which was cons idered 
to satisfy the requirements best, and which was adopted, was "The 
Optimisation of Energy Us at the Tasman Mill". 
1, 2. 3. ification 
The original project specification as seen by the Tasman 
Company Limited reproduced below: 
"(i) Investigate the automation of power purchase, 
generation and distribution, us ing actual and 
ariticipated power demands -
(a) from the substations resulting from production 
rates, scheduled shutdowns, paper breaks etc, 
(b) from the grinder loads, relating paper machine 
pulp requirements, groundwood storage and 
broke storage. 
(ii) Using the process control computer required for 
(0 above, the system should operate so that minimum 
fuel plus p0wer cost is achieved within the constraints 
specified. 
(iii) The system should continuously calculate from the 
beginning of the electrical year (1 April) whether 
the N. Z. Electricity Department maXimUlTl demand is 
optimum (fuel + power cost minimum) and,· if it is 
not optimum, what the new M. D. should be. " 
Originally, parallel investigations at the firm and the University 
were envisaged. The former was to be concerned with grinder 
performance and modelling, and the latter with system-wide co-ordination' 
modelling and optimisation. Unfortunately, the groundwood study did 
not result in useable information for the University group, as the persons 
involved, (Dc Weston and V. Lawlor) left the Company's employment. 
(1. 3.1) 1.5 
first specification satis the constraints cons ic1 
in 1. 2. and has remained unchanged. With an 
energy cost of approximately $3 Tlrillion, an econornic return on the 
project would appear ible. An additional possible benefit of 
particular project is that it ideally can serve as a vehicle for 
systenlatic introduction of modern control tecl1l1iques to the Tasman 
Pulp and Paper Company. 
The preceeding sections (1. L, L 2. 2. and L 2. 3. ) have 
described the investigations into the choice of the most suitable 
project which were undertaken the initiation of the study. Firstly, 
the most suitable type of study> or res earch area was determined, 
secondly the requirements as to the choice of a particular project 
were considered, and thirdly, a specification of the particular project 
s elected was outlined. 
The original ification was, therefore) ca. I' e fully chosen 
to provide definite benefits to both the Firm and the University in a 
co -ordinated University!Industry effort, the regrettable loss of the 
supporting effort at Tasman necessitat a reduction in the detailed 
quantitative area of the study originally intended. 
1. 3 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TASMAN MILL SYSTEM 
1.3.1. The Tasman Mill and Structure 
The Tasman Mill System a complex organisation 
in the production of newsprint, kraft pulp and sawn timber. Some 
1) 500 em.ployees work in approximately 20 acres of buildings spread 
over the 230 acres (an additional 500 employees are involved in 
logging operations based at MuruparaL Operating and skeleton 
maintenanc e crews work in 3 shifts as the pulp and paper mills operate 
contiriuously, shutting down only once a year for major maintenance 
purposes. The sawmill only works 2 shifts per day however, all 
parts of the mill are shut down from time to time for maintenance and 
also, in the case of the paper machines, to change component parts such 
as wires and felts. 
(1, 3. 2) LEi 
process involves pulping the tim.ber to constituent 
fibres, partly by mechanical partly by chemical 11'1ea118 and 
reforming. the fibres into a s of paper or pulp. Although COl1-
ceptionally simple, on a large uction basis this ess 
exceedingly corn.plex, and 
science If (2) due to the scar 
been described as "both an art and a 
of quantitative technological under-
standing of the phenomena involved. Interesting control problerns 
abound within the process s as optimunl recovery boiler control, 
optimum groundwood mill control, etc. ( 2,13, 14, 15). Figure 1.1 
shows the site layout for the expanded mill, and 1. 2 indicates 
the product flow throughout the existing mill. 
The size and cOl1.'lplexity of the systern led to a multi-
hierarchical structure of control and responsibility. This 
takes the familiar pyramid like "organizational II hierachy form (16) 
as shown in Figure 1. 3. The mill process is divided into a number 
of operational sections as indicated in Figure 1,2, each section or 
department encompas similar activities. addition t.here are 
mill-wide service departments such as: 
(i) Maintenance 
(H) Electrical 
( iii) 
(iv) Steam 
(v) Commercial 
The mill departments make up the lower level shown in 
Figure 1. 3, co-ordinating control being ed by the upper 
of the hierarchy. 
1. 3.2. The Flowchart 
Figure 1. 2 illustrates the flows b the major operational 
units of the system. can be seen in the diagram, the system. 
been designed with buffer storage between units, this givjng a e 
of flexibility in operation. 
Figure 1, 4 shows the system in detaiL Major uses of 
electricity and are indicated. process aggregation 
been carried out in this presentation, however, it is generally of a 
minor nature (e. the caustici~ing ), Some of the eonLcol 
problem(3 involved the individual "blocks II of Figure L 4 req e a 
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It d II era e--off 1. e" a comproDlise solution invo]'ling "block" inputs or 
grol1ndwood eenes S and quality control involves avo.ilable outputs (eo 
electricity supply ve us paper machine requi.rementsL The problem 
of control aDd co~·orclination of each of the blocks so that an overaU 
optimum or best compromise is achieved is self-evid 
AND 
1.4. L With Other 
Overall optimUJ;n operation of the Tasman mill system includes 
many subproblems with objectives which are at variance with the 
objectives of this study. For example, quality or production maximisation. 
As the energy variables influence all aspects of production activities at 
all levels, it is necessary that: 
(a) the application of optimising technique to the energy 
control subproblem should not result 
total operation 
less eCOn01111.C 
(b) control solutions res ulting from future studies can 
be interfaced with the optimizing control of this 
shidy, 
T'his requirement for compatibility of interfacing energy 
optimisation with other control subproblems, and with the total overall 
problem i.s satisfied in two ways: 
(1) Consideration of the economic aspects of the overall 
problem (i. e. the wider results in some 
restraints to the energy system optimisation, necessary 
to maintain co-ordinated objectives (see section 2. 1. ). 
(2) Decomposition of the wider problem into an hierarchical 
structure of subproblems from which the decomposed energy 
optimisation subproblem is isolated (see 2.2.2.), and 
the use of an aggregation 111.odel building policy (see 
2.4. 1. ), allow extension of the problem to include or 
interface with the other subproblems at any level, 
This can be achieved by superposition of either 
or restraint co~ordination similar to (1) between [be 
levels of the decomposed problem. 
(1. ~. 2) Page 1,12 
The problem of compaUbiJity 01' the optimisaHon study 
with other subproblems has been solved by these two rnethods> both involving 
cons iderati0l1 of the wider of which the energy t3ystem is apart. 
1 The Problem of imisati.on 
Limitations in present opt ahon technique precl 8. global 
solution to the problem as s ified, ow to: 
(i) the br of the s ification, covering all 
( ii) 
aspects from management planning to fast acting 
machine control 
the multivariable structure of 
and distribution network. 
ener gy control 
Decomposi.tion techniques are introduced to fragment the 
problem into manageable sections while still permitting a near optirnal 
total solution (see 2. 3), Sequential decornposition res ults in: 
a. 
b. 
A vertical optimum control structure where each 
level is determ.ined by speed or frequency of the 
solutions required. 
A subordinate horizontal structure determined by 
s-eparation and co-ordination of the tasks 
level. 
each 
The latter structure imbedded in the time-based vertical 
hierarchy to give the familiar pyramid-like "organisational hierarchy" (16). 
The resulting 'task' structure contains the subproblem.s of the 
overall problem, and any required co-ordination between subproblems 
at the same level. ion of control to i.nclude other related problems, 
as discussed in 1. 4.1. would imply imbedding and co-ordinating the 
correspbnding subproblems at suitable levels to give an extended overall 
task structure. 
Imbedding suitable levels of the model hierarchy i.n task 
hierarchy gives a co~ordinated, extendable, ta.sk model structure, i. e. , 
a complete, detailed problem forrnulation. Application of control and co 
ordination techniques at each level res ults ide3J1y in an optimal solution to 
the overall pr?blem. Control techniques for each may be s ed from a i 
(1. 4. 3) Page 1.13 
generalised control hierarchy, but are limited by feasibility and speed 
of response. Co '-ordination 
where conflicting objective 
may be either interactive, 
III 1 J II • are )a anceCl , or pa,sSlve, 
restraints are set on the common variables to limit objecti.ve function 
conflict. 
Decomposition of energy optimisati.on problem into an 
hierarchi.cal structure of manageable subproblems, is therefore a. 
major tecbnique utUis 
of pres ent optimisation 
to overcome the computational lirn.itations 
1. 4. 3. FrorYl the of Disturbances to 
--~--.----~-~--~~-Conditions 
any practical system, various disturbances act to 
modify the of 
previous conditions 
disturbances 
operation, 
system from time-to-time, dis 
optimum operation. The variety of 
the 
e 
a problem in the minimisation of non -optimum 
The solution philosophy adopted here is: 1) to e and 
clas s ify the disturbances explicity with respect to 
characteristics, and 2) to utilise this information in the horizontal 
decompos ition of the task structure and in the specification of the 
design requirements of each subproblem ,isolated (see 2. 3). 
This approach to the problem embodies a "divide aHd rule ll 
re 
concept in groupi.ng the disturbances by characte , and specifying 
separate though related algorithms to deal with each More 
sophisticated algorithmB developed later in the thes (4. 5. ) are 
capable of 
1.4.4, 
with a general class of disturbance. 
Problem of Plant Data its Limitations 
operational data has been derived 
plant i'. 
formation 
Although relatively plentiful in quantity, this in-
not always in a useful form (e. c graph.B), and 
the data sampling frequencies used are often too low to provide a 
, sufficient quality of history of operating conditions. Data inaccuracies 
also ar e through measurement errors and 
characteristics. 
in plant 
(1. 4. 5) Page 1.14 
quantit 
The problen:1 here 
accuracy of tl1e res 
e errors greatly 
of the study. No 
the 
solution 
is pos sible in the times cale of a D study siJlce the extensive data 
collection and correlation required 'would gtve a poor ernie return 
for the effort involved, . However> a typical deterministic weekly cycle 
and nominal probability d uUons have been compiled from the 
limited data collected. For comparison of the 
performance with normal operation, a set of 
ing system 
recordings 
for ri00 9 (35 days), 1968, were com.piled (2. 3, ) 
For the internal s Lmi1:s> very little information is avail-
able on transfer functions applicable. GeneI' linear transfer 
functions have been assumed in m.odeUing the system, this assumptiol1 
the co-efficient values used being taken from a Tasman report 
on simulation studies, correspondence with various mill pel's 
All system data and modelling a.ssumptions are subject to 
correction. In the it is intended that a study with this 
objective should be carried out at the plant b any implementation. 
mentioned earlier (1. 2. 3. ) this inform.ation was originally to have 
been provided by a team at the firm. The loss of these persons from 
Company1s employ created a regrettable reduction in the 
quantitative aspects of the study. 
The problems associated with the of quantitative informa-
Hon on the plant characteristics has not been solved in this study, 
however. the nominal system information 
to prove the ,techniques developed. 
ed has been sufficient 
1. 4.5. Problem of 
Optimal control of systems with dynamic content is notoriously 
experis ive of computational time and (17, 18). The large 
lJ1.CLLC:'-' a definite limit on the requirement 
defines a level 
of application, C e. 
time-hierarchical structure below which optimal 
control cannot be used. This limit: with: 
(i) 
( .. \ 11, 
(iii) . 
the dynamic content of the system being optimiBcd, 
the form 0 f the opt irnis ation algo rithms us ed , 
the type of com.purer 
(1. 4. 6) Page 1.15 
For on-line dynamic optimal control, the dimensionality 
problem obviously critical; for off-line advisory 
the proble.m is not so serious. although stDJ Urn.iting. 
improve the feasibility of dynamic control in the energy opt 
have assumed a major r.ole in study y and include: 
dynamics to a 'best I 
consistent \-vUh position 
(section 2.4) 
( i) reducing the 
minimum 
the task 
UP devising new optimising algorithms designed 
for the particular class of problem. 
4,2,4,3) 
eetions 
to 
aHon 
Res earch in this area of the problem is being eontinued in 
Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of 
Canterbury, particular ....... j.Ju .... ,""is being placed on (ii) above, and the 
use of various computing s , especially those with a fast parallel 
computing capability (e. g. hybrid analogue/ computers). 
This thesis will esent a new algorithm termed llDynostat" 
which will form the bas of optimum control technology for the specific 
energy optirnis ation problem. 
1. 4. 6. sociated with the Introduction of New e 
The term is used to emphasise the importance of a planned 
introduction of substantial new technology such as optimal computcr 
control, to a large 0 ation. Problems of confidence and com-
petent operation are envisaged if the rate introduction exc the 
maximum rate of assimulation of the wide range of persons involved, 
from executive management to shop floor operatives. 
To avoid haphazard and sudden changes a planned introduction 
typified by a gradual ramp function with , is proposed. 
implementation of the off-line and techniques of the power 
optimisation is to be spread over sever years, deta Hed 
feasibility, and cost /benefit stulcHes 
tion of optimis schemes would b 
control hierarchy where high speed 
the system .to work in parallel with 
carried out. Implementa-
at the upper levels of 
l1m18Cessary, this permitting 
hmnc.1.n operators, in an 
advisory capacity. The lower, faster res pDnf~e levels of automatic 
(1.4. 7) 1. 16 
control could then lJe systemat introduced, 
The gradual planned introduction is seen as the best approach 
to the associated \vith introduction of a new tt;chnology. 
Subsequent applications should efore start off a favourable 
confident atmosphere, a,nd handled on a much shorter tirnescale o 
L 4. '7, S 
---~:!... 
optimum 
system 
these 
The above are the problems foreseen in solution of 
control problem, bearing in mind 0 the wider 
at ions 0 Although the tecbniques proposed to deal wi.th 
fall well short of perfection, a understanding of 
the problems at the initial 
to work. 
offer a good foundation from whieh 
1.5 A BCTORY TO THESIS 
-~-, 
The ultimate objective of this project the development 
and implementation of a co-orc1inated set of optimum control algorithms 
to optimise the energy of the Tasman Complete implementation 
is outside the scope of this thesis, however a wide range of , jnc1udi.ng 
the techniques of hierarchical analys is, modelling. digital computer 
algorithm development and programming, the development of a 
plan implementation of the optimising algorithms, has been covered. 
The work ented in this thesis can be grouped into ei.ght 
significant s eetions: 
(1 ) 
Seetion 2.2 eonsiders the cornpatibility problem 
discussed in 1. 4. 1. 2, 1 considers the wider problem 
i. e. the overall optimum operation of the Tasman 
from an econom.ie aspect. obvious re-
q uirement that the optimisation should not 
result in less econon1.ie overall operation results in 
some general on the prob objectives. 
In 2.2. 2, the wi problem is d eel int.o an 
hierarehical structure of subproblems from which 
the components of ener gy optimis ation problem 
(1.5) 1.17 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
can be isolated, This approach allows extension 
of tbe problem. to include or interface with the other 
subproblems leveL 
Section 2. 3, 1 solves the complexity problem discuss 
in L 4.2 by decomposition of the overall energy 
optimisation problen1 into a set of co-oruinated sub 
problems. vertical and horizontal decompos itions 
are employed, resulting in a pyramid like "organis 
].. . h II 111erarc y In 2. 3. 2. the preliminary requirements 
of the algorithms to solve these subprOblems are 
established. 
of Suitable Models of the Tasman em. 
------~------------------------------------.----~--~-~ 
Section 2 4 
models of 
concerned with the development of 
'1'asman system use in the energy 
system optimisatioll. In 2. 1. process models 
the system are developed utilis~ng an aggregation 
technique. A rll.athemati cal formulation and objective 
function are presented, and a hierarchical model 
structure 1 suitable for' ion to include 
possible studies is given. section 2.4. 2, the vFLrious 
disturbances to the system are analysed resulting in 
classification of their major components. Models of 
the primary disturbances affecting the energy subsystem 
are also presented, 2, 4, 3 presents a simple model of 
a typical month of system operation for comparison of 
existing practic e. with the control actions of 
optimis ing algorithms, 
for 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the modification of existing 
control algorithms to suitable of the subproblems 
of overall ener'gy optjmisation problem as 
d d in 2. 3. Section 3.2 briefly s 
(1..5) 
(5) 
Pa 1, 18 
relevent applications of optimal control a,lgorithrns, 
further references b dug made e aDDlicable L _ 
throughout the remainder of the chapter. In 3. ~) 
algorithms are developed from existing technique for 
the long'tern'l problems on upper layer of the 
problem hierarchy. In section 3.4, application of 
existing technique for the inter'mediate term problems 
attempted. 
for the 
Intermedi,ate Term Problems 
Section 4. 2 is concerned with the synthesi.s of the 
line and on~line Dynostat algorithms to solve the 
optimum scheduling problem of the intermediate term 
level the problem hierarchy. An attempt to utilis e 
existing technique to solve this problem was made 3.4. 
however this did not result a satisfactory solution. 
Attempts to us e dynamic progrmnming methods \ver e 
frustrated by the computational dim.ensionality 
(see 1.4.5), and so the Dynostat technique was evolved 
as a solution to difficulty, 4, 2, 1 describes the 
evolution of this new teClmique, resulting in the off~'line 
Dynostat algoritlun. 4. 2, 2 presents the further de 
velopment of the technique to an on~]jl1e capability. 
In 4, 2, 3, a heuristic algorithm to solve the optimum 
scheduling problem is propos ed. 
(6) Development of Sens itivity Analys is Algorith~ms for 
the Intermediate Term Problems 
Section 3 presents the evolution of techniques to 
analyse the sensitivity of the optimum schedules to the 
vari.ous disturbances v.h ich affect the At 
each level of development increasingly sophisticated 
methods of correcHng for the disturbances are incor·· 
porated in new algorithms. In 40 30 5, a powerful 
new composite optimisation ithm incorporating 
sensitivity determination and restrainls is 
(1, G) 
('7) 
( 8) 
Page 1,19 
the Ener 
The \VO pres ented in Chapter 5 ents an attexnpl 
to overcome the difficulties of introducing new techniques 
to an industrial environment as described 1.4< 6, 
Section 5.2 concerned with the development of a 
philosophy of introduction, while 3 presents a 
for the introduction of the ene optilnisation 
techniq ues and algoritluTIs developed in thesis, 
and Docmnentation of the is 
Chapter G concludes the thesis with summaries of 
(0 the academic results of the thesis, 
(ii) the effects of the project within the industr 
( iii) project documentation in 
and published material. 
form of reports 
(iv) areas of the study where future development 
would be expected. 
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SYNTHESIS OF A RESTRAINED HIERARCHICAL 
-.--~~--~ ~--=-~~~<~~~--. --~~ ~--
STHUCTUHE OF SlJBPROBLEMS FROM 
- . 
~JEH~_~lQ~ 01',' THE W~DER SY~~:rE~, 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUITABLE SYSTEl\1[ 
--.---,,~-~~~-~~~-~-~~-.~~~~~~----------~-~-
MODELS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The system with which this study is concerned is complex, 
and operates on a large scale. A suitable problem formulation vvhen 
attempting control of such large scale systems is of extreme 
importance - it has been claimed that a properly formulated problem 
is half solved (1). 
threefold: 
2) 
3) 
The objectives of the work reported in this chapter are 
To ensure that the ()bjectives of the energy system 
optimisation are comparable with the total operation 
of the firm as a whole, and can be coordinated with, 
or expanded to include, the other component operational 
subproblems of total operation as required. (The former 
is approached by consideration of the overall system from 
an economic viewpoint, the latter by decomposition 
and hierarchical structuring of the decision maldng in 
mill operation). 
Decomposition of the overall energy optimisation problcrn 
into a hierarchical structure of related subproblems of 
manageable size, and a prelim inary specification of 
required solution algorithms. (The broad decLsion making 
structure of (1) abo ve perm its the relevant problems to be 
readily isolated; further decomposition yields the co-
0rdinated subproblems and gives initial soluti.on algorithm 
specifications) . 
Derivation of suitable models of the process, of the 
disturbances to which the system. is subject, and of 
typical present operation for comp8.rison purposes. 
(2.2) Page 2,2 
2.2 CONSIDERATION OF THE WIDEH SYSTEM 
The term "wider systern" is defined by Jenkins (2) as 
that larger system of which the tern to be controlled a part. 
Although the wider system concept can be generalised to a 
nation or even internatio level, for the purposes of this study 
the wider system is taken as covering all aspects of mi.ll operations, 
Variables outside this sphere will influence the firm's behaviour, 
but are considered relatively uncontrollable (3, 4, 5). 
As pointed out by Jenkins, consideration of the wider 
system and objectives: 
clarifies the role and defines the boundaries 
of the system to be controlled 
(ii) resolves the conflicting objectives of interlocking 
or competitive systems at the same level of the 
plant hierarchy. 
2,2.1 General Restraints on the 
from Consideration of the 
System 
In th section the economic objectives of mill opere.tiol) 
are considered in a macroscopic sense. Consideration of energy 
optimisation within the framework of the wider system operation 
ds to some general restraints and observations necess to 
maintain coordinated objectives. 
The basic objective of the wider system (L e, the firm) 
is to maxim e the return, r, on investment (shareholders equity), 
C, over N years, where N 
is formulated here as: 
Max (r) :;:: Max 
Let Sn value of 
Kn - value of 
kn ::: inter 
the planning horizon. This objective 
Nett Total Profit 
sales in year n 
borro'Ned capital in year n 
rate on 1<n in year n 
Ln :::: total labour ern played in year n 
(2.2.1) 2. 3 
"Vj] :::; wage rate year n 
E :::; energy us i.n year n n 
en == energy cost unit in year n 
Cn ::: earnings channelled into capital in n 
~VIn ::: 111aintenance co (less labour) in year n 
Dn == depreciation allowance year n 
Tn == taxes in year n 
On ;;;; overhead co in year n 
Then objective of the firm may essed as: 
Max I' 
n::: 1 
N 
= Max 
n-1 
N 
-knKn - wnL~l-enEn -Mn -Dn -On}+Dn -T n- D, 
= Max 
Cn 
N Ln) -Rn-knKn wnLn 
= Max 
n=l Cn 
Where: cost of raw materials in year n 
P n saleable production in year n 
b n == product price in year n 
C n total invested capital in year n 
P n == f(Cn+Kn > Ln} :;: production function in year n 
Tn function of t ......... } 
This maximi is ca~ried· out by two the 
by the Board of Directors), and shareholders (as repr 
management. In general shareholders make the 10 term. dyn3Inic 
'financial decisions on the basis of estimated prices and markets, while 
management is responsible for optimum operations within the financial 
constraints. The latter of principal interest here, the former being 
more in the realm of applied economic theory (3, 4, 5). 
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The management task is to utilise the capital works 
appropriation (al:Jd to some extent, tbe ma intenance and operations 
appropriations) to increase 1) the saleable production, 2) the 
quality of the product (within defined limits), or 3) the efficiency 
of the production process (through reduction in % system" input 
quantity costs, L e. labour, raw materials, energy). Expend itur e 
of the appropriation is governed by the estimated return on capital 
for all expenditure possibilities. 
The energy system optimisation falls into category (3) 
above, and is consistent with the aims of the wider system, provided 
that production and quality targets are not jeopardised. 
Further consideration of the concept of the wider system 
with regard to the above discussion, and to the mill system as 
represented in Figure 2.1, leads to the following requirements for, 
and observations on, overall optimal control: 
The energy optimisation must not prejudice the supply 
of energy or other inputs of suitable quality (e. g. inter-
mediate products) to the final production units in the 
process (i. e. paper macllines and pulp dryers). To do so 
would result in less economic overall operation as these 
units produce the only direct income to the process, and 
are worked at continuous maximum possible production. 
This restraint does not apply to the sawmill to the same 
extent as it do es not generally work to a maximurn 
capacity, and thus lost production can be made up. 
(ii) The energy optimisation and control system should inclucle 
a means of analysis of the return on capital for the various 
expenditure possibilitie~ within the energy system. This 
planning evaluation function would assist objective decision 
making in the managem ent capital allocation task. 
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(iii) 
Page 2,6 
Flexibility of the optimi control system s is neces:::;ary 
as circul11.stances both inside and outside the system are 
subject to constant change, e. g, coal and oil fuel prices 
and availabilities vary, electricity price structures are 
subject to 
and the technolo 
(6), system production capabilities vary, 
of the process is improving, 
(i v) The presence of buffer storage at practically all stages 
in the process 
intermed 
to reduce 
the excess production capability of 
in the production process to be utilised 
energy demands. This reduces the require 
ment for standby generation capacity, or permits reduction 
in the demand on electricity from the New Z 
Elect ricity Department (NZED). Additional controls in the 
energy isation therefore, are the production 
of the intermediary pro cess units. 
(v) Process optimisation to minimise energy usage and 
e product quality within each unit of the plant with 
r ct to production requirements is an additional poss 
control function. This function is not enVisaged witbin the 
nd 
of tbe present study owing to limitations of data and 
knowledge of the topics. It has, however, been 
ifically considered with respect to co -ordination with the 
study to allow later development to proceed within 
existing framework. 
(vi) Optimal maintenance scheduling would result in impro 
system operation in ensur ing that best use of 
available downtime with respect to production, tty, 
energy, and the availability of maintenance labour and 
equipment. \Vithin this r study, optimal nance will 
only be considered in its interaction with 
task. This is necessary to ensure co -or 
development when the detailed data and 
acquired. 
en control 
of later 
experience is 
(2.2.2) Page 2.7 
The above corriments arise from consideration of the 
econolnic asp of the operation of the wider stem. They include 
prerequisites of the cnergy ::;ystcm optimisati.on to ensure that thi.s 
does not yield less cconomic ovcrall operation, and some more 
general comm on the en system optimisation and other 
closely related sub-problems encompassed within the wider 
2.2.2 erarcbical Into a 
The objectives of the wider system were considered from a 
macroscopic or management viewpoint in 2.2.1 above. Some general 
ob serva tions were made on the interaction of the objectives of the 
energy sy 
system. 
optimisation and the optimum opcration of the wider 
The aim of this section is to identify the major operational 
problems of the wider system in hierarchical form and to utilise this 
structure to construct a ion making hierarchy for the wider 
system. The sub-structure including the energy optimisation task 
may then be isolated, and its interactions with the wider system 
can be clarified and resolved. 
While detailed solutions to all the sub -problems detennined 
are not expected in the course of this study, the hierarchical 
analysis of this section nevertheless provides a framework to 
co -ordinate further research into control of the Tasman system. 
Many applications and philosophies, (e. g. the AHCH 
philosophy of 1959 (7), predate the development of a hierarchical 
theory; these drawing on particular configuration s 
industries, and the experience and ingenuity of de 
various 
engineers. 
Some examples where hierarchical approaches to integrated plant 
control have been developed are: 
1. Iron and steel (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1 13) 
2. Hefineries (14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19) 
3. Chernical Plants (7, 16, 20, 21, 22) 
4. E lectrical S.Y~;tems (7, 23, 24) 
(2.2.2.1) Page 2.8 
A short summary of some applications given in (1). A 
computer language for hierarchical control is developed in (25). 
Although sorne elements of hierarchical theory have been 
known for some time (e. g. the work of Kron in 1939), it is only in 
recent times that a unified theory has begun to evolve, At this point 
in time, however, the work not comprehensively formal ed, serving 
mainly as an inspiration for, and a guide to, application. An account 
of the histori development of hierarchical concepts and theoretical 
techniques is given by Mesarovic et (26). Other m.ajor publications 
in the field, principally with respect to specific techniques, include 
those of Mesarovic, Pindeisen, rSOl1, PEskin and Lefkowitz (1, 1 
15, 17, 18, 27, 28, 2B, 30, 31, 32). 
The approach taken to this particular application makes 
use of the theoretical studies mentioned above, and the peculiarities 
of both the problem, and the system to be controlled. Initially 
a vertical decomposition is made, resulting in a layer structure. 
This is followed by a primary horizontal decomposition of the 
problems on each layer. control structure is overlaid on each 
level (33), and finally, the introduction of the stratified model of 
2.4.1.5 provides the basis for a secondary horizontal decomposition. 
A summary .of the steps in this procedure is presented in 
s e ctio n s 2. 2. 2, 1 to 2. 2. 2. 4. 
2.2.2.1 Vertical Decomposition 
This decomposition based 011 the frequency of solutions 
required, L e. the time horizons of inter 
complex. 
in operation of the miH 
Figure 2. 2 shows the resultant layer hierarchy (1, 16): 
the result of substituti a structure of sub-goctls, each with its 
own dec ion making structure, for a complex monolithic goal. 
(2,2,2.1) 
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As can be seen in the diagram, the Tasman mill system 
has three basic operational time horizons: 
Long Term: for long rm planning and the 
optimisation of certain plant param eters which are 
negotiated or reviewed on an annual basis, e. g. the 
maximum demand (lVL D.) restraint on electric" 
power purchased. from the State. Speed of decision 
making not generally a ingent problem. 
(ii) Intermediate Term! executive engineering and 
operative 
scheduling. 
ctions such as production and Dlaintenance 
(iii) Short Term: operative system control, viz., meeting 
production 
restraint sat 
and systenl constraint and 
ction (e. g. energy balances etc.) 
2.2.2.2 Primary Horizontal Decomposition and Secondary Vertical 
Decomposition 
Three basic layers have been established by the primary 
vertical structuring. The decomposition of section is based on 
separation and co -ordination of the various sub -problems of each layer. 
The resultant structure is shown in Figure 2. 3. At each 
layer of the cture, relevant info rmation on past and esent system 
behaviour can be obtained a data acquisition, storage and 
retrieval system. Similarly, a fore-casting unit at each level utilises 
suitable parts of this information to produce forecasts of system 
performance over the time horizons of interest. 
On the long term layer of the archy!· a secondary vertical 
decomposition into long term planning and shorter term planning is 
possible. The former involves analysiS of factors external to the 
mill system (e. g. market wth, world productions and prices etc.) 
and optimum decisions on the basis of these analyses. horizontal 
decomposition into analysis and decision making can thus be seen. 
Short term planning involves determination of optimal parameters 
with respect to expected sales and production determin by long term 
considerations. A sirnilar horizontal decomposition applies. 
On the intermediate and short term layers the overall 
task decomposes into two related sub optimum scheduling or 
plant control, and optirnum maintenance. The solutions to each of 
these problems require co -ordination to achieve overall optimality. 
A horizontal decomposition of the decision ta at each 
level can be derived as a function of information available. 
Deterministic data implies decision making under inty; 
probab ic data implies decision making under either risk or 
uncertainty, depend on the quality of the data. At all levels of the 
hierarchy in this case, both deterministic and probabili ic info 
(2,2,2,2) 
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(2, 2. 2, 2) Page 2,12 
will available. Thus the nature of the problems at each layer 
of the structure can be r ed as decision making under mixed 
conditions of certainty, I' and uncertainty (34), ease the study 
and solution of the scheduling problem at the interrnediate a 
-artificial division into deterministic probabili problems 
can be made. This decomposition can regarded as giving the 
associa.ted problems of optin:Yisation, and sensitivity analysis, 
Self-
Learning or 
Adaptive Strategy 
r--~ lItarninq & Adoption 
-
Optimisat io~ 
Strategy 
- I 
RegUlation 
StrGtegy 
RegUlation 
€l"'" (Direct Control) ." t I I ~ 
ion 
£ tern. 
- -
-- -
ES ! 
I I 
--. FlG. 2·4 FlH~CTiONA\L L.,L\YER ISION HIEHARCHY. 
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2,2. 2.3 Control Structure 
The nature of the control structure on each level of the 
problen1. hierarchy can be determined by consideration of the general 
"functional layer decision hierarchy II of Figure 2.4 as I'overlaid I' 
on each echelon, rejecting tho se layers which are inappropriate or 
in si.ble, The formulation of this "functional layer decision hierarchy" 
extensively discussed in (1, 28). 
The resulting control structure shown 
Adaptive cor~ I 
[ Optimisation 
Intervention 
Ado.ptive Function 
Optimisation 
Intervent ion 
L..._. __ O_p_t_im .... i sat ion---] 
_Fail sate. ~oc0dur;~ 
Regulat ion. _~ 
Control 
Action 
ESS 
Figure 2.5 
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On the long term the low speed of res required, 
complexity, poor problem defin and the greater of 
uncertainty require that decision ma at this level contain self-
organis adaptive, and opt flUlctions. 
A t the intermed iate problems can be more readily 
formalised quantitatively, thus self organising control is appropriate, 
System parameters and configurat can change however, thus 
some adaptive function is required, although this can initially be 
performed by human intervention. Occurrence of unexpected 
disturbances to the system requ ire that 
schedules with be rapidly updated 
include an on-line fac ility , 
previously optimum 
optimisation .must therefore 
A major requirement at the short term level is spe of 
. response. Optimisation at this level will on-line to cope with tem 
disturbances; relatively unsophis , to give the desired speed. 
This level of control closest to the process, and therefore will include 
regulation func ) with corresponding actuators and sensors. In 
addition, failsafe procedures may be required to guard against 
of higher level units. 
2.2.2.4: Secondary izontal Decomposition 
The basic subproblems involved in control of the Tasman 
mill system have been presented in hierarchical form, along with a 
suitable control structure for their solution. A further horizontal 
decomposition of the problem structure may be , based on the 
stratified system model of 2.4.1. 5, This rnodel, as will be discussed, 
the minimum viable model for the general problem of control of the 
system; it may however, be lIexpanded II without drastic 
re organisation, for more 
problems. 
tailed control of this, or other related 
Imbedding the hierarchical model of Figure 2. 18 res uUs 
in the funy decomposcd proble.m hierarchy of F 2. 6. 
(2,2.2,4). 
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Horizontal decomposition of the process control problem, 
i .. e. the short term level, i.s evident in the diagra.m. Co-ordination 
of individual process areas is carried out as necessary by the overall 
internal scheduling unit. This could most readily be achte.ved by a 
primal technique (2'7). 
More generally, any L1l1it (at any level in the structure) 
which utilises the nlOdel in the course of computation can be subjected 
to a horizontal deco.mposition and subsequent co- ordination based on 
the structure of the model (1, 26, 27). As these techniques were not 
utilised to a great extent, further discussion is linlited, however, the 
additional units where such methods could be used are as follows: 
(i) Long Term: forecasti.ng and analysis functions. 
(ii) Intermediate Term: forecasting and optimal maintenance. 
(iii) Short rl'erm: data acquisition, forecasting and short 
term maintenance. 
2.2.2.5 A Summary of the Hierarchical Decomposition of the 
Wider System 
Sections 2.2.2. 1 to 2.2. 2.4 have presented a step by step 
decomposition of the problem of total operation into an hierarchi.cal 
structure of related subproblems. A generalised control structure 
for optimum control and regulation has also been presented. The 
final hierarchy of Figure 2. 6 may be considered as a decision making 
structure by which the entire process may be controlled, while Figure 
2.5 shows the maImer in which the decisions should be made, or the 
control exercised. 
This hierarchical structuring of the wider system serves 
three functions: 
(i) it aids understanding of the system, and the behaviour 
of the system, as a whole, by breaking down the total 
operational problem into manageable related 
subproblems. " 
(2, 3) Page 2.17 
(ii) it forms a for the separation of the energy 
optimisation substructure, and permits ready 
identifieation interactions between the energy 
optimisation substructure, and the wider system 
str ucture. 
(iii) it serves as a framewor k for the co-- ordination of 
future research into optimum control of the Tas man 
III ill 
2. 3 SYNTHESIS 0 F A HCHICP, L STH.UCTURE OF RESTRA 
ENERGY OPTIMISATION STUDY SUBPROB 
2.3.1 Isolation of the 
from the 
A hierarchy for the control of all aspects of planning 
process operation been developed for the Tasman system as 
shown in Figure 2.6. meets the requirement for a complete, 
overall, "expandable" prob1elTI fonllUlation - it is expected that future 
research will be based on this structure so as to ensure that 
control efficiency increased. 
of control hierarchy concerned with the 
optimisatio.i1 problem of this study Inay readily be se d fTom 
this hierarchy, giving an energy optimisation t ubstructure 11" 
Certain 
optimisation 
of this structure, although related to energy 
and thus included in the 
hierarchy cannot be considered in detail, pI' 
of time 
ilt each 
avajlable data. These units will 
Separation of the energy control s 
control sub-
due to limitations 
considered individually 
tructure from the 
structure of Figure 2.6 can be performed by consideration of each 
echelon of the overall organisational hierarchy: 
(2. 3. 1) Page 2. 18 
(i) Long Term 
---,,--~--
Energy optimisation is not considered implic itly in the 
"long term planning" aspects of this level, concern here 
be ing more involved with interacti.on with the "outside world". 
Shorter term planning however, is concerned with optimum 
system. configurations within the restraints of available 
capital. The total process on this level may be considered 
as: 
1) Given previous system performance (data handling), 
determine forecasts for the coming period. 
2) (analysis); determine the marginal return of capital 
and effects on process sensitivity to system disturbances, 
for each subsystem of the horizontally decomposed system 
(e. g. groundwood pulp section, turbo generation section etc. ) 
3) (decision making) determine the capital expenditure for 
each subsystem, given the analysis information. 
The energy subsystem is involved in this process directly 
and indirectly. Direct involvement arises fro1'n consideratio.n 
of the energy subsystem as a capital allocation alternative, 
This requires that the subsystem be analysed to determine 
the marginal return of capital and process sensitivity, as 
above, for the various expenditure possibilities available. 
The indirect involvement arises from the interaction of the 
energy network with all subsystems of the lnill: an increase 
in the production of some subsystem involves an increase in 
the supply of energy required. This generally will require 
expenditure of capital witl}in the energy subsystem, thus 
analysis is necessary to c1eternl.ine an optimal solution to the 
increased supply situation. The analys is lwocechlres in both 
cases are sinl.ilar, differences involve values of the energy 
subsystem constraints and restraints. 
Data handling and for~casting functions etl'C relevant to the 
above .analysis but are not considerec1 ill dei-an. These 
functions are carried out m.anually ~{t present; C:1Utomation is 
(2.3.1) Pa 2.19 
outside the scope of the project. The assumption is made 
that required information will be avai1able. 
Given the results of the various analyses, decision making 
largely a management function, and thus not considered 
in this study. It is expected that analytic techniques n'lay 
assist the decision making process at a later date. 
(ii) Intermediate Term 
As discuss in 2. 2. 2.4 energy optimisation at this level 
involves the energy supply and distribution, and production 
scheduling problem. The energy control sub-structure 
consequently contains this problem. 
Data handling, forecasting and maintenance scheduling are 
carried out manually at the present time. Again, the use 
of analytic techniques is regarded as a subject for future 
research, data and time limitations preventing investigation 
at this stage. It is assumed th~:d information regarding the 
interaction of these units with the optimal scheduling units 
is available. 
(iii) Short Term 
Data organisation, data handling, forecasting and 
mai.ntenance units are regarded in a manner similar to above. 
Process control and optimisation unHs have a direct 
relationship with the optimal scheduling unit of the inter-
mediate level. Direct process control not proposed at 
this stage, consequently the process areas can be aggregated 
into mill base loads as in 2.4.1.2. Extension of the control 
to specific process units can readily be achieved by expansion 
of this level of the model (2.4.1.5). 
(2.3.1) Page 2.20 
From these considerations an hierarchical structure for the overall 
energy optinlisation and control problem can be drawn up. This is 
shown in Figure 2.7. 
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2. 3. 2 F urtbe I' Definition 
Restraints Ye 
Two factors hlfluence 
viz: 1) information of system 
of ithm at eacb level, 
ur, and 2) system dynamics. 
Considering system , a sificatiol1 into 
two groupings is possible: 
(1) Fast response units. Those which respond to 
disturbances wlthin a few minutes. Most machine units 
in the system fall into this category. e. g. paper machines, 
grinders, power boilers, turbines. 
(2) Slow response units. Those lU1its with dynamic responses of the 
order of hours. This category accounts the product 61'· 
material storage units - where the c slow 
speed of response is determined by saturation of finite supply 
and demand facilities e. g. groundvlOod 
The influences of system information, 
at each level of the control hierarchy may be 
tem dynamics 
(i) Term 
System information at this level is given predominently 
reasonably accurate forecasts and probability distributions, 
as well as deterministic intervention from the upper long 
term planning sub-level. In terms of the energy optimizati.on 
study, the analysis task at this level is to determine the 
cost system (restraints) which will satisfy process 
dem~ll1ds for some given % of the time. The iterative system 
shown in Figure 2.8 solves this problem. The solution 
oceeclure may be summarized: 
(a) Given forecasts of system behaviour (e. g. paper 
requirenlents, grotL.'1dv'[ood unit efficiency etc.) 
the coming period jn the form of probability 
qistributions, det.ermine the optim.al system configur 
to s forecast lucan value requirernents. 
(2.3.2) Page 2.?2 
This gives initial values of systenl parameters 
(io eo restraint limitations such as turbo generator 
capacity, groundwood unit capacity etc). 
(b) Using these values of system param.eters, determine 
the cost sensitivity to variation in parameter values 
(independent variables x), and variation in system 
behaviour (independent variables y). This sensitivity is 
given by (total period cost)/ {}x, and ()j(total period 
cost) / '(4'y, respectively, and describes the "peakness II 
in the functional va] ue topology at the' optimum point. 
(c) Using the same information, determine the likelihood 
of not meeting production demands. 
(d) Submit the resultant information to management. 
Depending on sensitivity information, and the cost 
of implementing system parameter changes from present 
system values (when compared with the resulting 
operational savings), some variations in system para~ 
meter values may be sug~estedo 
(e) Repeat the process from (a), constraining the para-
meter values to those suggested by management. 
W.hen all parameter values and sensitivity results are 
acceptable, the process has converged. 
The adaptive nature of .the problem requires a high degree 
of operator intervention in this loop iterative process. 
Periods of interest at this level are sufficiently long that in 
terms of control the slow and fast response system dynamics 
may be neglected. Various syste1"n. parameters however, 
affect the dynamics of the system, particularly the slow 
response dynamics (e. g. the spare capacity of the electrical 
netwol'le influences the rate at which groundwood pulp can be 
produced - and thus the titTle taken to achieve a certajn upward 
change in storage level). Change in the slow response 
(2.3.2) Page 2.23 
dynamics (L e. the inter iate storage unit:'3) affects 
abiJ ity the system to orb peak demands. This d 
relationship between certain system parameter values, 
system dynamics, and the likelihood of not meeting 
production requirements must be im.pUcitly considered 
ct 
the constraint sensU analysis as shown in Figure 2.8 
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The iterative process described has the computational 
advantages of static optimisation teclmiques but irnplicitly 
considers the operational' dynamics of the m. 
(ii) Intermediate 
Algorithms this le\rel must consider the 
system dynam s implicitly, as periods of 
the same order, although response 
neglected, as in the long case. Cons 
related optimisation subproblems 
response 
rest are of 
ics may be 
ing the two 
this level: 
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(a) 
(b) 
Optirnal reorder This problem 
for'mulation of optimum decision rules restocking 
m input materiaL Such supplies of each 
formulations ally involve determination of opUm.al 
reorder levels based on: 1) delivery followinu the o 
ordering action; 2) material cost; 3) cost of storage; 
4) cost of cap required (interest ), and 5) demand 
distributions for the c0rn.ing period. 
As pred icted information· on deterministic system 
behaviour 
generally 
not utilized, and demand distributions 
slowly with time, decision rules 
derived require updatihg at relatively infrequent 
intervals. Formulation of a dec ion rule for a 
particular reordering subproblem 
procedure. 
therefore an off~' 
Optimal scheduling. Explicit ideration of slow 
response dynamics requires that the decomposed 
problem algorithms of this overall problen1 include 
1) dynamic optimisation of 
expected -dependent 
usage using the 
demands (deterministic 
information); and 2} analysis of the cost and constraint 
sensitivity of the resultant optimal trajectories 
(sched ) with respect to disturbances 
may occur (probabilistic information). 
"Vhen a non expected system disturbance occurs, 
trajectories previolJ.sly produced by the scheduling unit 
are no longer optimal. 
this unit must therefore 
dynamic optimisation of 
capable of rapid 
to produce new optimal trajectories -' in the extreme 
the method must be capable of on-line implementation. 
(2.3.2) Page, 2.25 
Co-ordination of the two subproblems can be achieved 
by' an iterative procedure as in FiglU~e 2. [). Optimum 
trajectories are subjected to a sensitivity analysis to 
determine intervals where the cost sensitivity is high, 
or where the likelihood of not me eting system demands 
is high (constraint sensitivity). Artificial constraints 
are then chosen for these regions to force the 
trajectory into areas of lesser sensitivity. 
Constraint sensitivity is more important than cost 
sensitivity at this level, as the cost of lost production 
far exceeds the typical energy saving. Consequently 
in early schemes cost sensitivity is neglected. Later 
development, however, enables determination of this 
parameter. Finally, an algorithm is proposed for the 
monolithic solution of the overall problem. 
reg ion s whe[1Z r~- Selection of artificial 
~ Constraint l D y,mio Opt; m; 'aU 0" Or t. Tmiccto,;" ", S",,; t,,;t y A"u I Y';' 
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(iii) Short Term 
Algorithms this level are concerned with the optirni.saLion 
of decomposed sub areas of the system model. Storage 
which interface these sub areas not be considered 
implicitly those algorithms as they are accounted for in 
the co-ordinating scheduling problem of the intermediate 
level. The order of soluUon frequency however, requires 
treatment of major slow response and fast response dynamics 
internal to sub region eons"idered: algorithrns fore 
usually involve dynamic optimisation. 
Features similar to intermediate term case (ii) are: 
(a) Utilisation of deterministic and probabilistic 
information on system behaviour by defining 
optimis ation and sens itt vity is units for each 
sub ion. 
(b) The co-ordination of these two sub problems. 
(c) The requirement for on-line algorithms imposed 
by the high frequency solutions required, and 
by the occurrence of unexpected system disturbances. 
It is proposed that co-ordination of the deoomposed system 
sub problems could be achieved by a method similar to 
that proposed by Findeisen (27), as follows: 
Define co-ordination variables v, as all variables which 
interact with other sub systems (this includes variables 
whi,ch interact with the co·-ordinating energy network). 
the general case there win be three vector variables: 
VI = sub m input quantity and quality variables. 
v2 ::: sub system output quantity and quality variables. 
-
v3 sub system energy input variables 
L e. the sub m shovln in Figure 2.10. 
(2-,3,2) Page 2,2'7 
The sub system optim isabon algorithm. will utilise internal 
independent variables to produce a relationship betvveen 
the co- ordination variables which optimal in terms of 
energy , subject to system constraints such as 
quality requirements. This optimal relationship 
,~ -
f'" (VI' v2' v3) shown as a family of curves for the 
case vvhere "1 :: vl) v2 :: v2' and v 3' (s e e Ii' ig ur e 2. 11) 
The relationships f':< (\~I' ~~) can be considered as the 
v 
internally optimal transfer ftmctions for the sub systems. 
The scheduHng and co-ordination algorithm of the intermediate 
level then utilises these transfer functions to arrive at a 
globally optimal schedule. These schedules define the 
optimal values of v, L e. define the control action at the 
lower short term leveL 
Quality variables can be constrained above certain values, 
or may 
equations. 
V, 
included in the upper and! or lower functional 
FIG. 2·10 SHORT TERM PF<OCESS OPTIMISATION SUBSYSTEM & It~TERACTION 
FIG .. 2'11 
VI 
incr<zosing 
vt 
A FAtv11LY OF OPTIMAL SUJ:.SYSTFM T RAI'lSFER FU1KT IOt-JS. 
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Where the optimal transfer functions are not subject to rapid 
variation, co- ordination may be calTied out over periods 
which are some multiple of the intervals considered at the 
lower level, i. e. the solution frequency of the supremal is 
less than that for the infimal (as implied in the layer 
structure of this study). If however, the optimal transfer 
functions change more rapidly, then obviously co- ordinatiDn 
must be carried out at the same frequency as the lower 
level process optimisation. 
A t this stage, it is not proposed that process optimisation 
algorithms be developed, owing to the lack of data and 
specialist process knowledge. Units at this level are 
therefore treated as: 1) individual process units, in which 
case the co-ordination variables are related by the "best" 
transfer function possible with manual control; 2) mill base 
loads, when the co-ordination variable is .fixed equal to the 
sum of demands; and 3) inter-process. region storage, when 
the .co-ordination variable is the storage level. 
The total energy opt imisation problem decomposition and the 
required algorithm specifications for each level, are 
summarised in Figure 2.12. 
2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF SUITABLE MODELS FOR TI-IE ENERGY 
OPTIMISATION STUDY 
There arc two aspects to the modelling task. 
The first is concerne.d \~.dth determination of an overall 
model for the system to be controlled: this model will have a macro 
variable system-wide nature consis,tent with the discussions of 
Chapter 1. The model will not be final in the sense that it serves 
only as a basis for the study in genera], thus it must permit more 
detailed expansion of desired regions. 
(2.4)" Page 2. 2!) 
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The second aspect is concerned with investigation and modelling of 
the ,disturbances the system is liable to undergo. Work here is of 8 
pre liminary nature as the large amounts of data and time necessary 
are not available at this stage. 
2.4.1 Models of Structure 
The modelling policy utilised here is one of "aggregation" 
(1, 38, 39). This policy results in description of the syst~m 
by a lower orde l' model such that the model variables in some given 
sense represent macro-variable "averages il of the system variables. 
Thus sections of the process are defined by an "index funi~tion!l f, such 
that for every t, f(t) depends on the instantaneous values of all 
variables xl (t), x2(t)' ......... xn(t). 
f(t) = F(x1 (t) x2(t) ............ , xn(t» thus represents an jiJ.dex of 
system behaviour with time. 
This type of macro variable has been used in stability' studies of 
large systems (Lyapunov functions) ( 1), and, with respect to the 
present study, has the following advantages: 
(i) aggregation can be performed in Reveral stages resulting in 
a hierarchy of models, the aggregate variables describing 
appropriate performance for each level. This permits a 
ready decomposition to a lower level if greater detail is 
required at any stage. 
(ii) The index function could be the instantaneous value of a 
performance function for a local process unit optimisation, 
thus permitting sUb-optimisation of process units as discussed' 
in 2.8. Co-ordination of these sub-optimisations ~s then 
the function of the overall optimisation. 
(iii) The decomposition of the system into operational areas, or 
process units, provides a ready basis for aggregation. 
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2.4.1.1 Model 1 
With respect to the process sche.n'latic of Figure 2. L (a repeat 
of Fig, L 4), sev simplifying observations may be made: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Logging operations are not connected to the system in an 
energy sense, and the connection the process sense is 
highly buffered by storage at the milL Consequently, for 
normal operation the effect of logging operations may 
neglected. 
Finishing and Shipp of the final pI' oducts are principally 
accounting functions and have minimal interaction with the 
process or energy systems; These functions may thus be 
neglected. 
The stock preparation activity approximately proportional 
to paper machine production as the connecting storage 
small. These two process units may thus be combined 
into a single unit. 
(iv) In terms of the energy system; the sawrnill and timber 
treatment sections may be treated as a composite unit; 
the latter especially having minor energy requirements, 
(v) The chemical pulping cycle dependent principally on pulp 
production; the blac k liquor and white liquor storage being 
minimised with respect to production requirements only so 
as to reduce the quantity of constituent chemicals required. 
As little flexibility is signed into the cycle for the 
purposes of energy supply and demand regulation) it was 
considered that attempts to impose this form of control would 
either be injurious to p:r:oduct quality; or would result in 
greater chemical loss. Similarly) the addition of oU to the 
recovery boilers to boost stearn output was not an allowed 
variable in the energy optimisation as: 
(a) it is detrimental to the chemical recovery process. 
(b) additional steam required cc'n be produced 
power boilers. 
the 
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As a result of considerations it was decided to 
treat the cycle a8 a s 
stage. Although the rec 
in the steam plant, 
the production of the 
equivalent process unit at 
boiler is included 
output was tal\:.en as proportional to 
pulping unit. 
(vi) As optimisation of either quality or energy usage within 
the groundwood sub system not within the scope of this 
project, at least initially, no loss is incurred by treating 
the sub system as an equ 
energy optimisation. Flows 
are s.maU compared to 
assunled that groundwood 
at all times. The effic 
unit in tern'1S of the overall 
white \vater, and caustic soda 
available; it was thus 
ements for these could be met 
(enersry /production) of this, 
composite unit is critically dependent on internal quality 
considerations. As this unit a major electricity consumer, 
a more detailed representation be required at a later 
s ,however, this section of the aggregated model may 
ahvays be expanded. 
2.4.1.2 Model Aggregation Step 2 
next aggregation step concerned with identifying 
process which may be readily, or usefully controlled with 
regard to optimization. Units which do not fall into this 
category may then be aggregated into "block ll ene requirements, 
or IImill base II) corresponding to the energy distri.bution 
forrns. Process units are also considered with to: 
(i) II • 1 t II . Tl . eqUlva. en energy stor,age capaCIty. liS a function 
of required/ton of the product stored ton 
storage 
useful 
ity. Stored energy of this can be 
pre 
of peak energy demands, in that 
unit can be operated under 
throughput, thus releasing energy for use 
d 
If a unit and the preceeding process are 
to be in this manner, it is preferable the 
process units hav:e a high cons umption of an ene:c 
(ii) 
the 
with r 
or 
L 
(0 
(ii) 
<:> 
of lirnited availabiJity ( to energy systern con 
and that the process unUs be then'lselves preceeded 
large storage to production of earlier units, 
Jarge sections of the 
put. 
might be forced to redu 
a 
The "period of di II of the storage unit. This is a 
measure of the effectiveness buffering the unit and 
the tinle taken for the stora level to fall from maximum 
to minimum levels whilst er normal operation conditions 
but with no input to the :3tore. If this period is short the 
effectiveness of energy control storage is limited, and 
special monitoring or control 
energy control is not propos 
be required even if 
se 
The various blocks and i.nterconnections of Figure 2.1 and 
difJtribution schematic of Figure 2,13 are therefore examined 
to the nature and magnitude of loading, productions 
as follows: 
and Distribution 
Within this ,system, the following simplifications can be made: 
Including 650 psi outputs of 'the recov boilers as negative 
components of a unit base load (MBL 650), Support units 
of these boilers (e. g. air fans, , soot blov!ers, 
etc.) are included as positive compon 
base loads (lVIBLE, MBL 650), 
of thc corresponding 
s the recovery boil ers 
are process dependent, little flexibility is L 
three power boilers use sirnilar 
ce character'istics and co 
have sirnilar 
and all output 
650 i they may be combined into a single com-
posite beIler. For the purposes of this it is assumed 
that the three boilers are operated optimally to produce the 
requir output of the "equivalent single bo II Later work 
may show the necessity of an optimal controller in this region, 
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(iii) 
(iv) 
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Including the boiler support (air fans etc.) requirements for 
steam. and electricity their respective mill base loads 
(MBL 150, l\rlB ). .Although these requirements are roughly 
proportional to boiler output, they are s.mall with respect 
to the mill , thus the aggregation errors are 
minor, 
.As the 10 
boiler 
rem.oved. 
i steam requirement is largely satisfied by the 
t, this level in the hierarchy can be 
passive reduc 
the 50 psi 
up steam demands through the 50/10 psi 
station are low, and are thus absorbed in 
load with little effect. 
(v) Turbines, exchangers, passive reducing stations, and 
N. Z. E. D. supply have been considered as separate units 
owing to ent characteristics, costings or restraints. 
2. Water 
The inp to this block are principally river water and 
electricity, the output being filtered water for general mill use or 
highly pur w for use in boilers 0 Although daily water 
consumption high million gallons / day), adequate river supply 
is available so large storage is not necess drical 
of this section is com.paratively modest (1. 5 MW ) , 
reasonably constant (as the major water consumers 24 hours/ 
day), and not readily controllable. We may thus remove this 
sub from consideration (assuming water is s 
), accounting for the electricity consumption 
or a cOlnbina.tion of two ways: 
(a) Apportioning the electrical load to the 
consumers proportional to their 
when 
one of, 
us water 
general, 
this can be taken as proportional to production rate. 
(b) Including the water treatment 
"electrical mill base load ll , 
tric in an 
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Method (a) is considered to be rnore physically realistic, however 
aggregation other process lLnit.s tends to reduce rnethod (a) to 
method (b). Method (b) was thus initi.ally adopted, this having 
considerable advantage with re ct to data acquisition. 
3. Input Log Storage 
The capacity of th unit is very large to act as a buffer 
between the .m.ill logging ope rations. For nonn.al .lTlill operation, 
it can be assurned that logs are available when required, i. e. the 
storage unit can be considered as an infinite source. 
4. Wood 
This block requires relatively small amounts of electricity 
and 150 i clean steam (average - 1. 0 MW and 10) 000 /hr), in· 
addition to high press ure water for the hydraulic debar ker. The 
latter demand nl.ay either be supplied electrically (1.3 MW) or 
by a steam turbine (650 psi input, 50 psi output, 30,000 Ibs/11r). 
Because this flexibility the barker pumps have en considered 
as separate units in the energy system. 
As the other steam and electrical loadings are made up of many 
small loadings, effect coi1trol as part of an opti ing schem.e 
wo uld be diJficult, and of doubtful value. Accordingly the steam and 
electrical requirements are included in the respective mill base 
loads L 150, MB ). 
5. Wood - Sawmill 
As this unit has a large flperiod of discharge ll , and a 
relatively s.mall "equivalent energy" capacity, the infinite source 
assumption with regard to sawll:lUI requirenl.ents, and a similar 
infinite sink assumption with respect to wood preparation output, 
, may safely be made. Thus dependence behveen the two proeess 
tU1itS is removed. 
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G. mill 
This effectively a min output unit, and is therefore 
not subject to energy control. Steam and electricity requirements 
are small (la, 000 lbs/hr 100 i geothermaJ steam; 13, 000 lbs /11r 
ctricity), relatively constant 50 psi clean 1. 4 lVIW 
although periodic, and made up of multiple small loads. Hence 
steam and ctrical requirements are included in the respective 
mill base loads (lVIBLG 100, lVlBL 50, MBLE). 
? Wood . Sawmill - am Plant 
This hog fuel storage is directly a source of energy, 
however two factors mitigate 
energy control system. 
t explicit consideration in the 
(0 Low energy content! ton as com~pared to coal or oiL 
Baile r feed capacities are limited, consequently use of 
hog fuel during periods of high steam requirement is 
110t considered advisable. 
(ij) The storage unit has a high (1 week) period of discharge, 
consequently' infinite source and sink assumptions may be 
made. 
The hog fuel effectively a negative cost in that non- use would 
result in heavy removal costs, economy thus demands use of 
this fuel. Point (ii) allows hog fuel to be considered as available 
when required. 
8. Wood Unit Stor 
The Itperiod of discharge!! for this unit is approximately 
two weeks, 'and the ttspecific enei'gy content (:::: energy/ton) of the 
stored chips is low. Infinite source and sink assumptions can thus 
be made, this maldllg the sulphate l':mlping process independent of 
earlier stages in the process. 
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9. s Mill 
This unit a mecliLm1 high requirement for 150 psi and 
50 psi dean stean1. (63,000 and 52,000 lbs/hr respectively), but a 
relatively low requirement for electric energy (2.25 lVIW). 
In addition the recovery boilers of this unit have a high output 
of 650 psi steam, roughly proportional to pulp throughput. 
Three points mitigate agai.nst indivi.dual control of th uniL 
(i) 
(iO 
(iii) 
. The plant usually working or near full capacity as 
excess pulp can be dried and sold as a system output. 
The nature of the energy tern is such that in general 
electrical energy is under the tightest constraints. The 
small electrical loading of this pulp mill renders control 
for electrical purposes of doubtful value. 
The 150 and 50 psi steam snpply 
constrained that all normal optimal 
not so tightly 
ak demands cannot 
be met) altho variations in steam cost/lb with load 
may occur due to the necessity to utilize less efficient 
conversion equipment. Control of this medium steam usage 
ullit would thus result in relatively minor savings. In 
addition) throughput reduction. would affect recovery stearn 
output after a short time delay, this being detrimental 
to good chemical recovery. The loss of production steam 
would have to be made up by the power boilers, effectively 
wiping out any savings inc t.HTed. 
Accordingly, the throughput of this unit is not included as a 
variable in the energy cost optimisation. As the energy requirements 
are relatively constant, the steam and electrical units are included in 
the respe ive mill base loads (MBL 150, lVIBL 50, IVIBLE). 
10. Mill Blea<?h 
This unbleached pulp store a low "period of dis char II 
and rnedium "equivalent steam energy" storage. Due to the considera-
tions ove, this unit and the preceeding min are not controlled 
individ ually. The level in this storage' unit will affect ocess 
througbput of the sulphate pulp mill and the bleaeh plant (assuGling 
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tha.t the output dryer unit will wor k to full capacity) as infinite 
source and sill!\: assmnptions are not fully j , however these 
relatively minor process effects will have Jittle impact on total 
mill base loads of the energy system. Consequently this sior 
unit is not featured in· the energy systern rnodel. 
11. Flakt r 
This an output unit and is thus assumed to work to 
capacity 'subservient to the pulp requirements of the paper machines. 
It is a relatively small electricity consmner (0.5 MW), 150 psi 
steam consumption being medium low (24,000 lbs/hr). These 
loadings are constant clur ing operation and are thus considered in 
the mill base loads (MBLE, MBL 150). 
12. Bleach Plant 
This unit is a minor steam (7, 000 Ibs/hr 50 psi) and 
electric ity (1. 3 MW) user, consequently it is not considered as an 
energ,y variable, especially in view of the slovi response imposed 
by bleach qu·ality considerations. The energy requirements are 
thus considered in the mill base loads (MBL 50, MBLE). 
13. Bleach Plant Flakt Machine Stor 
This storage has a "period of discharge II of 3 hours under 
nor n1.al operation,. however, as the bleach plant has adequate reserve 
capacity and bleached pulp only utilized by the I<t dryer under-
excess conditions,. this unit is assumed to have no effect with 
respect to either paper machine or energy system operation. 
14. Chlorine Plant and Associated 0 
The chlorine plant is a medium consumer of electricity 
(1. 9 MW) and 50 psi steam (6, 000 .tons/hr) .. The storage for 
chlorine and caustic soda have a period of discharge of 3 days 
under average mill conditions, thus this unit i.s suitable as an 
energy variable to control peak loads. However, as thc chJodne 
requirements of the bleach plant may vary considerably, and 
chlorine plant output capability also varies due to rnailltenallce 
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difficulties, it was decided not to utilise this production variable 
in the energy optimisation at this stage. 'T'he energy requirement 
was 1'efo1'e included in the mill base (l'vlBLE and MBL E,O). 
15. Vvood Groundw ood Mill Stor 
stor is divided into two sect The major 
storage unit has a long period of storage (one wee k), and the spec ific 
enerf:,'Y content of the stored wood b is low. Infinite source and 
sink assurnptions can thus be made for this section, th achieving 
independence of groundwood control from earlier process areas. 
etween this major storage and the groundwood min, there is a 
small storage unit (period of charge - 15 mins) as provisi.on 
against small conveyor breakdowns. As these are relatively frequent 
and cannot always be controlled by the storage the resultant prodyction 
loss shoLlld be considered in the optimizing scheme. 
16. Groundwood Min 
T'his unit is a large consumer of electricity (34 MW), and 
buffer storage following. Production is thus controllable subject 
to internal quality constraints. As a first approximation, the eleven 
grinders and support equipment may be considered as a single 
grinder unit with a composite efficiency characteristic. T'his has 
the follow advantages: 
(i) 
(U) 
aUows the groundwood department greater flexibility for 
quality control 
averaging the inder characteristics tends to reduce the 
variations which can OCellI' 
(iii) only one more variable is introduced into the energy 
tern optimisation. 
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1'7. Groundwood Mill -
This unit has high equivalent electrical energy storage 
(120 MWH) but a relatively low period of discharge (4 hours). 
The maximum and minimum allowable levels are 200 and 90 tons, 
the latter limit being set through quality considerations. The low 
period of discharge requires that the storage level be considered 
explicitly in control of groundwood production. 
18. Mill 
The two paper lTI.achines are of crucial importance within 
the system. Because of the ir importance, and their high total 
consumption of pulp (25 tons/hoUl~), electricity (15.0 MvV) and 
steam (182, 000 Ibs/hr 50 psi, 000 lbs/hr 150 psi) these machines 
are considered individually in the model. Steam and electricity 
supplies to the machines are also considered distinct from the mill 
base loads, the loads being taken as a first approximation, as directly 
proportional to the paper production. 
The production of broke may vary considerably about the average 
(5 tons / hour) depending largely on paper machine running conditions. 
Large storage tmits are available however (150 tons); the % of 
broke in the prepared stock for the machines n~ay thus be kept 
relatively constant. Also, broke is available for the groundwood 
department for freeness control as required. The broke cycle may 
thus be removed from the .model with little effect, by making infinite 
sink and source assumptions. 
The above aggregation and controllability considerations give rise 
to the systern model shown in Figure 2.14. 
It may be expected that study at the firm will reveal areas where 
more detail can be utilised with respect to power optimisation, 
such as: 
(i) groundwood mill 
(ii) log storage 
(iii) power boiler control 
(iv) stock preparation - broke return systems 
(v) chlorine plant 
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At this stage, however, the model a satisfactory representation 
of a complex system, and can always be extended later into a 
hierarchical structure to include more detail. 
2.4. L 3 s fron1 the Model 
The input storage units of the system (for coal, oil and 
chemieals) are designed to act as a buffer between the relatively 
continuous procesf; demands, and discontinuous arrival of the 
inputs, generally bulk purchas and transported by truck or rail. 
Consequently these units have periods of discharge of several we 
It can be reasonably assumed that reordering and supply 
of the input quantities will be such that the input storage never 
depleted, i. e, the system demands can always be met. With regard 
to the system energy optimisation, the input storage units may 
therefore be regarded as infinite sources, and need not considered 
explicitly. The optimal reordering of stocks (inventory control) with 
respect to system demands, input mater prices, storage and 
transportation costs, will not interact directly with the energy 
system optimisation, although it will influence the overall cost of 
coal and oil. The two problenls may thus be considered separately. 
The simple stora model of the optirnal reorderi.ng problem 
shown in Figure 2.15. The simplified "working ll model for the 
ene optimisatlon problem is featur ed in Figure 2.16, Tables 2. 1, 
2.2 and 2. 3 give the key to this diagram, 
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Table 2. 1 Mu ,Energy SOUrC(~E) 
Energy Sources 
Geothermal 
100 Ib/in 2 
at 
Geothermal stearn at 
220 Ib / in 2 
Coal fuel 
boilers 
Oil fuel 
boilers 
power 
power 
Scrap wooiJ (hog) for 
power bo s 
Process dependent steam 
(650 Ib/in 2) frorn 
chemical recovery cycle 
Electr 
cha 
energy pur-
from the state 
Sym~bol 
GS100 
GS220 
C 
o 
Di~3tribution Forrns Symbol 
650 1b/in2 clean CS650 " 
150 Ib/in2 clean steam CS150 
50 Ib/in 2 clean steam~ CS50 
Electrical ene 
Table 2, 2 Model Energy Converters 
Energy Converters 
1 turbine 
1 turbine 
1 turbine 
1 
1 
1 
1 heat exchanger 
1 heat exchanger 
3 power boilers 
essure redu 
Symbol 
Tl 
T2 
T3 
1 
PRS2 
PHS3 
HEl 
HE2 
PBl 
PB2 
PB3 
g sbtiol1, 
-~----------------
Input 
650 1b/i02 clean 
steani 
150 Ib / 
steam 
clean 
100 Ib / 
thermal steam 
650 1b/ 
steam~ 
clean 
150 Ib / ln2 clean 
steam 
220 Ib/ geo-
thermal steam 
220 Ib/in2 geo-
tb steam 
100 Ib/in2 geo-
tberm steam 
Coat 0 
vrood 
or scrap 
Output 
50; 150 Ib / in2 clean 
steam and 
energy 
ectri.cal 
Electrical energy 
Electrical energy 
150 Jb/in2 clean 
steani 
50 Ib/in2 clean 
100 Ib/in2 geo-
thermal steam 
150 or 50 Ib/in2 
steam 
50 Ib /in 2 clean 
6 r::0 11/' 2 1 0} m c can 
ste::un 
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Table 2.3 Model Energy ses 
Energy Users Production R equ irenlents 
2 paper machines PJVIl city, pulp, and 50 Ib / in 2 
steam 
2 Barker pumps 
11 gr inders 
Electrical mill base 
load 
BP 
G 
Either electricity or 650 Ib / in 2 stearn 
Electricity and. wood 
650 Ib / in 2 clean steam 
mill base load 
150 lb / in 2 clean 
mill base load 
50 lb/in2 clean 
mill base load 
100 Ib/in 2 geothermal 
steam Hlill base load 
Electricity 
50 650 lb/ in2 clean steam 
MB L150 150 lb / in2 clean 'steam 
lVfBL50 50 Ib/in2 clean steam 
MBLG 100 lb/in2 geothermal 
2.4.1.4 Mathematical Formulation and ctive Function for the Mod el 
With re ece to the rnodel of Figure 2. 16, the following 
variables specify the system behaviour at any time (t). 
(a) State riable 
Xl (t) tons of groundwood pulp stored 
(b) Control Variables 
Ul(t) production of groundwood mill in tons/hour 
U 2 (t) electrical output, No.2 turbine 
U 3(t) :::: electrical output, No. 3 turbine 
= 50 psi output, low pressure exchanger 
, 
50 psi output, high pressure exchanger 
150 psi output high pressure heat exchanger 
150 psi output .. 650 - 150 essure reducing station 
U4(t) 
U 5(t) 
UG (t) 
U7(t) 
U 8(t) 
Ug(t) 
;:; 50 psi out]Jut 150 - 50 pressure reducing station 
100 psi output, 220 - 100 ps i geothermal pressure 
reducing station 
" 
'.'. 
(2.4.1. 4) 
U 1 O(t) 
Ull (t) 
U12(t) 
u 13 (t) 
U14(t) 
U 15 (i) 
VI (t) 
V2(t) 
V 3(i) 
V 4(t) 
V5(t) 
V 6(1,) 
V7(t) 
V 8(t) 
(d) 
y 1 (t) 
y 2(t) 
Y3(t) 
Y 4{t) 
Y5(t) 
stem 
hog fuel input to power boilers 
::: coal fuel input to power boilers 
:::: barker pump electrical input 
barker pump 650 psi steam input :::; 50 
:::: 1 
::: 1 
U6 = 0; :::: 2 
0; :::: 2 
U5 = 0 
UlS ::: 0 
Variables V (t) 
:::: N.Z.E.D. electricity supply 
::: 100 psi geothermal stealn supply 
::; 220 psi geothermal steam supply 
;:: oil f).lel . t mpuv, power boilers 
= 650 psi output, power boilers 
50 psi output, No. 1 turbine 
= 150 psi output, No. 1 turbine 
= 650 psi input, No. 1 turbine 
Demands 
== tons/hour output of No. 1 paper machine 
tons/hour output of No. 2 paper machine 
= electrical mill base load (KW) 
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i steam output 
:::: 650 psi clean steam mill base load (lbs/hr) 
:: 150 psi clean steam mill base load (lbs /hr) 
Y6(t) = 50 psi clean steam mill base load (lbs/hr) 
Y7(t) :: 100 psi geothermal steam mill base load (Ibs/hr) 
(e) Transfer Functions 
Each of the control units (U) can be expected to have a nonlinear. 
relationship between input and output. No information was available 
on the nature of this relationship however, and plant experimentation 
was not feasible, so linear transfer functions, similar to those of 
Westall (40) were assumed. These may be expressed as a vector 
9(t) of time dependent coefficient values. 
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(f) Constraints 
The sy constraints give the relationship betvleen the dependent 
and independent variables and are detennin by the rnill balances. 
(i) Pulp Balance 
:: 1 (t) 
Xl (t) :: ql (t) Yl (t) 
(ii.) Electricity Balanee 
N.Z.E.D. supply V1 (t) Y3 (t) -:- '012(t) + q7(t) Ul(t) + q3(t) Yl(t) + 
q4(t} Y 2(t} U 2(t) - U3(t) - (ql0(i:) V 6(t) + ql1(t) V7(t» 
(iii) 650 psi Clean Steam Balance 
V5 (t.) Y4 (t) + U13(t) + VS(t) + q15(t) U7(t) 
(iv) 150 psi Clean Steam Balance 
(v) 50 psi Clean Steam Balance 
V6 (t) :: Y6(t) + q5(t) Yl(t) + q6(t) Y2(t) - U13(t) - '0 4(t) U5(t) 
(vi) 100 psi Geothermal Steam alance 
'(viii) 220 psi Geothermal Steam a.1ancc 
(viii) No. 1 Turbine Steam Balance 
(ix) Power B~iler Energy Balance f 
V5(t) :: q19(t) U10(t) + qlS(t) U11.(t) + Q20(t) V4 (t.) 
(2.4.1.4) Page 2.49 
(g) Hestraints 
These m.ay be expressed in vector form as: 
X (t) ~ (t) " X (t) min %~ JTIax 
U (t) 5: u (t) 4' u (t) I; 
min '~ \::' lTIaX 
V (t) I V (t) .I' V (t) ~ 
- min ,,'? - lTIaX 
(h) ective F'ul1ction 
All input costs ewe linear, therefore a row vector of co coefficients 
c (0 can be fa , All castings are proportional to energy quantity 
except for ctrical energy froIn the ,Z.E.D., which an 
additional char Cs (t) for the negotiable maximum demand value 
U(t) 
max. 
The objective function can thus be formed: 
4 
Z(t) ::: C· 1 
i 1 
(i) General Formulation 
The model under sian can be imbedded in the more 
class of multichannel problem shown in e 2. 17. Notice that 
the system demands are represented by U (t) in this formulation, 
The system 
(t) 
where; 
equations for tl1is system 
tr X (t)dt 
0'" 
P (0 - U (t) 
M (t) 
~(t) S 
are: 
configuration of the Tasman system this formula Hon is 
shown in Figure 2,18. Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2. 3 give the key to th1 S 
d 
(2.4,1.4) 
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personal eomrnunication with syst.em operator's D.nd engine8r:3. 
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(t) max ::; 200 tons X (t) gO tODS 1 rnin 
U 1 (t) max 22. 7 tons/hour U (t) - 0 tons Ihou1' 1 min 
U2(t) max = 2,800 KW U2(t) min = 0 KW 
u (t) 3 D1ax 9,200 KW u (t) 3 min 0 KW 
U 4 (t) max 50,000 Ibs/hr U 4(t) min :::: 0 Ibs/hour 
U 5(t) max :;: 60,000 Ibs /hr U 5(t) min :::: 0 Ibs/hour 
U 6 (t) max ::: , 000 lbs/hr U 6 (t) min 0 Ibs Ihou1' 
U'7(t) max 600,000 Ib8/hr U 7(t) min = 0 Ibs/hour 
U 8(t) max ::; 250,000 Ibs/hr U 8(0 min 0 Ibs /h.ou1' 
U9(t) max :;: 250,000 Ibs /hr U g(t) min 0 Ibs/hour 
U 1 O(t) max 35,000 Ibs/hr U10(t) . = 0 Ibs/hour mm 
U 11 (t) :;: 20,000 Ibs /hr U 11 (t) min - 0 Ibs /bour max 
U12(t) :;: 1, 300 KW 
U13(t) 33,000 Ibs/hr 
V 1 (t) max = 46,200 KW V 2(t) max 240,000 Ibs /hr 
V 3(t) max 130,000 Ibs /l1r V 4(t) max :;: 12, 000 Ibs /hr 
V5(t) max :;: 450,000 Ibs /hr V6(t) max :;: 230,000 Ibs /h1' 
V;l(t)max ::: 85,000 Ibs /h1' V 8(t) max 315,000 Ibs/h1' 
ql (t) O. 848 tons/ton q2(t) ::; o. 8 LI8 tons/ton 
q3 (t) 593 KWH/ton q4 (t) 580 KWH/ton 
q5 (t) :;: 6, 944 /ton CJ6 (t) = 6,093 Ibs/ton 
q7 (t) 1, 200 K"lNH/ton q8(t} = Ibs/KvVlI 
avera 
qg (t) = 12, 8 Ibs /KViTFf q10(t) 0,0462 K\VH!lb 
ql1(t) 0.02'71 K\VH/lb q12(t) = 1. 22 Ib/lb 
, q13(t) :::: L 22 Ib/lb q14(t) = 1. 22 Ib/lb 
q15(t) = 0.91 .Ib/lb q16(t) 0.937 lb/Ib 
ql '7(t} 0.93 Ib/lb Q1S(t) :;: 7.5 Ib/Ib 
Q19(t} - L7 Ib/lb Q20(t) 7.5 Ib/Ib 
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2.4.1.5 of Models 
aggregation and separation processes carried out 
above two equivalent bierarcbi model structures. 
Aggregation Step 1 and separation of input stora result 
in the gener control app! ication hierarchy of Figure 2, 19. The 
upper level of the structure contains management mod 1 and involves 
total co -ordination of system operai:lons. This level is not consider 
explicitly in the work later s n8 as it is not within the scope 
of the project. The second level of this structure co -ord Inates 
the energy optimisation; and optimal reorder models. i. e. This 
contains the netvvork j and the relationships between the 
various input storage units. The third level contains process 
unit models to the detail required for individual control tasks. se 
mod els be decomposed to even lower levels of detail if desired, 
as indicated. Lower levels would correspond to models of particular 
machine units within the process unie co-o inatlon of these models 
being carried out at level 3. 
This model structure may be used for other control 
applications, necessary model co -0 ination being inserted at the 
required levels. e. g. A task requiring control over several 
inter related process units would have a co -ordination mod at 
level 2 or superimposed between levels 2 and 3. Energy considerations 
co -ordinate all process units in the iTI ill; thus the en co -ordina Hon 
at the uppermost level. 
This model structure displays the characteristics of a 
multilevel hierarchical structure '(1); 
v sition: in t the is decomposed 
into a vertical arrangement of -systems. The structure 
of Figure 2.19 also dispiays horizontal decomposition of 
levels, thus giving rise to 
hierarchy. 
pyramid 1 i.ke "organiza tional" 
(2.4.1.5) 
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( 
( iii) 
Prior of Action: in that the operation on any lev IS 
influenced directly and explicitly from higher lev This 
intervention reflectf3 priority of actions and goals of 
the levels, 
Perio the priority of 
action oriented downward, the success of the overall 
system depends on rmance of all units in tbe 
system, ce (ii) assumes that intervention precedes 
action at level, the success of higher level units 
depends on the perforrll.ance at lower levels, Performance 
can thus considered as an upward feedback response to 
intervention, 
Aggregation step 2 reduces the general mo structure 
of e 2. 19 to a particular model hierarchy for the energy 
optimisation problem, Figure 2,20. This structure has the 
aggregated energy loads, and the two process units for individual 
consideration at the lower level. Generalization to the degree 
requir may be achieved by rernoving process units of interest 
from the 'mill base loads" or featuring them individually at the 
same lev 1. e, reverting to the form of Figure 2, 19, As vlith 
the prev structure, decomposition of individual proc·ess units 
to give eater detail is possible if requir 
aggregation and separation policies followed have 
resulted in a multi level hierarchical model, which, v{hile a 
minimurn variable :model the energy optim ation problem, 
also expandable to include more <;]etailed considerations for or 
other 
Chapter 1. 
s. The model thus satisfies requirenl.ents of 
(2.4.2,1) Page 2, !3G 
2.4.2 Models of em ces to 
2..4,2.1 Disturbance ion 
When s, s and distributions are 
constant over any length of 
energy usage also ren'lain co 
longer these constant periods, 
i.od, then conditions for optirnal 
over the period, Hence the 
solutions that have 
thus the optima.! 
however, the arrival 
to be found, Ideally, this constancy is 
condition,S are static: for a prnctical 
of disturbances of various types d 
intervals. 
set-up at various 
It can be seen that the nature, arrival 
these> disturbances are critical to the design and 
and length of 
ation of any 
optimizing system. Consequently, study of the var s of 
disturbance with regard to the system model requir 
The various perturbations the system may under are 
of the follovring approximate types: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4, 
Planned shutdown of basic sections of the plant. e, g. 
for planned maintenance, or where plant is not wo 
24 hours per day. 
Unplanned shutdown of basic sections of plant. This 
principally due to failure or potential failure of some 
element in a series operation. Maintenance would 
normally follow such a shutdown. Notice that at some 
stage i'n this maintenance, an accurate prediction of 
downtime would be PQssible, hence this type would m 
~ith Type 1. 
Planned load change e. g. when it is known that a 
following or preceeding unit in the system is going to 
either sbut down, or change its input requirements. 
UnpHin.ned load changes, e, g. changes in production due 
to environmental concEtions or developing failures. If 
the latter .. then this type rnay lead to types 1 and 2, 
(2.4.2.1) 
5. 
Page 2. 5'7 
Corn.po site load changes. This loading type is the result 
of aggregation of minor load s, The total load varies in 
SODle fashion about a mean value. Note that the average 
value rnay vary as types 1 or 2. 
Th.e above "plant-orientated" disturbances may be classified 
into two broad groups: 
A. Determ.inisHc L e. Disturbance occurrence time and length 
known in advance. 
Planned shutdown, planned load changes, and some composite. 
load average values Inay be included. These may be grouped: 
(ii) 
(ii i) 
(i v) 
Overall management policy. This policy leads indirectly 
to certain deterministic information e. g. newspr int 
production, quality constraints. 
Production cycles. This includes sections of the plant 
which do not work continuously (e. g. sa'wmill and wood 
preparation) and those process units involved in batch 
production (e. g. digesters). 
Internal scheduling. This accounts for those process 
units not under direct control in the model, and is 
effectively section to section demand satisfaction e. g. 
if the chlorine plant has been shutdown on maintenance, 
production will be high on startup to bring storage up to 
suitable levels. Alternatively, as the sawrn.ill has reserve 
capadty, if a large order is received, overtime may be 
worked (this affects (ii»). 
Maintenance. When rn.a intenance is known to be requir ed, 
it is normally planned in some detail to ensure shortest 
downtime with regard to tl1e importance of the process 
unit, and the availability of labour and machinery. 
Shutdown and startup times arc thus known reasonably 
accurately in ad\Tance. 
(2.4.2.1) Page 2. £)8 
The inforrna Hon d Lrectly or indirectly obtainable from 
these four s is generally of the same nature. Consequently, 
no further d will be e between the s. 
13. Probabilist i.e. Disturbance a1' ri val time and 1 may only 
be expressed as a probability function. Unplanned wns, load 
changes, and compo site load instantaneous values m be included. 
The b ur of all d consumers the system 
model can be des by non -stationary probability c1 istributions, 
where the time variation may be e deterministic or probabilistic 
in nature. Unfortunately; sufficient plant information 
wledge is not available to e Ltber 'set up the stocha 
process 
process 
models (random walk, Markovian, etc.) to derive these distributions, 
o I' to construct the d ibution e111 pirically. 
Consideration of tbe nl.odel shows that there are two 
types of consumer; 
(a) Aggregated demands of process units (L e. base 
loads). Component.s of the total may be cons ed 
uncorr , as the process units (in SCI' with inter-
vening or in parallel) are relatively independent. 
Each pro cess unit component of the mill base load is also 
made up of small loads, in general s the 
process unit completely shutdown, many of load incre-
mcnts will be relatively inc1 ent. The deg~'ee of 
correlation between these incremental loads depends on 
the nature of the process. 
For this type of consumer the true non-stationary 
distribution may be approximated by a stationary 
distribution. T average value and dard deviation 
of this stationary distribution may regarded as con 
or can be vari in seme manner depending on the through 
put of the val' contributing process units, the :r 
action reducing the s of time information. In view 
the approxilnation, and as an accurate stochastic 
(2.4.2.1) 
( ii) 
Page 2.59 
production (and 
non -stationary d 
) model would also require a 
ibution, only deterministic changes in 
tlle average values of 
rnade. 
nary distributions were 
Individual mach ine, or connected serial process 
demands (L e. paper machine loads). Maximum production 
of the total pro cess depends on the state of each serial 
unit. Where the period of est well in excess of 
the mean time between individual unLt variation, the 
production (and thus energy demand) be approximated 
by an aggregated stationary distribution as above. vVhen the 
production over a smaller period of intere is required 
however, this concept becomes ina due to the 
frequent failure situations, The true non 
distribution may then be approximated by ee distributions, 
a stationary distrif,)Ution to describe the no operational 
throughput of the process, and related and 
length of failure distributions with time to e 
whether or not a unit of the process (and the who 
process) is in a failure state (i. e. zero production). Once 
failure has occurred, examination of the plant by 
personnel may enable the length -of failure to be 
deterministically fixed. 
There are two types of failure distribution: 
(a) Non random. -Where time to failure or fa ilure 
lengths are not random in occurrence. Individual 
consideration of components of the system (e. g. 
machine' wire) result in non -random, 
correlated time to fa ilure and failure length 
di ibutions. 80m e failure length distributions 
(e. paper machine dry end downtim.e) are also 
ed 
non although the time to failure distributions 
be 
(2.4.2.1) 2.60 
p (t) 
t 
PAT TERNED FAILURE, 
t 
NON PAT T ERI-JED FA ILURE 
p ( X ,t) 
LOADING, x 
p (x, t) 
FIG 2-21 EXAtv1PLES OF DISTRIBUTIONS APPLYING TO 
VARIOUS PROSA LISTie DISTURBANCES, 
(2.4.2.1) 
Determ ini stic . 
js;tul'bance 
Some overage 
values. 
Some stationary 
disturbance (] Vt:rage 
values. 
Most failure times once 
<:3 
Page 2,61 
Stationary throughput d istribut 
tirPie -to-fail ul'e and f oi lure 
distribut ions. 
R (J ndom time to 
and failuf12 length 
distributions 
FIG. 2-22 [)ISTLH~BANCE ANALYSIS & CLA IFICATIOI\l, 
(2.4.·2.2) 
2.4.2.2 
Page 2.62 
(b) Randorn. Where the disturbances occur randomJy 
with tim.e, L e. the probabili ty distributions are 
exponential. Often the result when rnany COIn .. 
ponents of a system are considered en m.asse for 
tirne ·-to ,"failure, no particular component having a 
predominating effect, e. g. Paper machine dry end 
time -to -failure. 
Illustrati ve sketches of the basic types of distribution may 
be found in Figure 2.21. The disturban ce analysis and 
classification structure is featured in Figure 2.22. 
Models of the Disturbances 
Construction of accurate deterministic and probabilistic 
disturbance models for future system behaviour prediction and 
sensitivity studies is not possible without direct observation of the 
system. This is bec8.use the data available does not completely 
describe the system and its interactions, has generally a one day 
sampling interval (a much higher sam.pIing frequency is necessary), 
and is often contradidory. 
With regard to the system model of Figure 2.16, the 10ading::.~ 
and time dependent transfer coefficients of prime importance have been 
considered, resulting in nominal disturbance or loading models. 
(i) Paper Machine 
Four related nominal .lTlOd els have been constructed for 
these key process units: 
(a) Aggregate dail~~~2~uction 
Stationary distribution s for the two machines were 
plotted as histograms llsing the data of Periud 9, 
1968. Smooth distributions \vhi ch approximately 
fitted these distributions were obtained by computer 
sinl.ulation and visual conlparison: 
(2'.4.2,2) 2,63 
(b) 
F(Yi) b. 1 .e I 
- A .. y. 
1 1 
+ 
cr:y, 
1 1 
where Yl No. 1 paper maehine daily production 
normalized over range 0 310 tons day; 
50, 1 0.002, /('i.l 0.5,01= 1.0 
No.2 paper m ine daily production normalized 
over range 0 390 tons/ day; 
0,025, a2 50, 0.3, c)"2= 1,0 
The stationary d Lbutions were plotted for the period 
1 November 1965 to 31 October 1966, and are shown in 
Graphs 2.1 and 2, 2, Three curves are shown for each 
machine: 
0) tim,e lost on paper machine - rest of mill 
o ing 
(ii) time 10 where Inil1 shut down 
(ii i) total time 10 
If lostt /day = Z, then the daily production is 
given by (24: Z) ,:~ Production rate. production 
rate norm,any at a maxinlUlYl it can be assumed 
constant, or may be given by a stationary distribution. 
(c) Failure mod 
This model of mach behaviour gives a short 
term r entation of finished paper and broke pro-
ductions. composite machine is divided into its 
three ll1ain sections as shown in Fig.llre 2. 23; time-
to - failure, and failure length distributions being 
determined for each section. For nonnal operation, 
dry end and reel faill1f'co are generally of short 
duration and pring sections are not shut down. 
Hence, during a cl end or reel faLlure J broke is 
produced in rge quantities. A wet end fa ilure does not 
produce broke, and very a results in nlaehine shutdown, 
(2.4.2.2) Page 2.64 
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Frequency 2.65 
80 
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(2,4,,2.2) 
Pulp. 
2,66 
A certain % of fin production repulped m 
e of trim and quality considerations, This % has 
here been as constant at 9,60/0 although it could 
be as a distribution. 
The time -to -failure, and failure length distributions 
r each section of the machine were plotted using 
paper bI' information on No, 2 machine frorn 
November' 1968 to March 1969. It was found that the 
time -to failure of all sections of the machine could 
be descT by exponential distributions as follows: 
Prob failure (t) 1 - e 
Where: T· 1 
Sulphate 
Pulp. 
Mean time to failure of section i 
;:: 6 hours for wet end 
::: 40 hours for dry end 
;:: 1.5 hours for reeL 
Dry Soleable Stock Wet 
P rz po rot ion End. End. Quality 
RQjecls 
9· 6 % 
(2.4.2.2) 
(ii) 
PClge 2.67 
(d) Production rate 
No information i,8 av on machine production rcttes. 
Normal policy to maintain production (1. e. 
speed) as high as posfJible, thus a distribution with 
smal1 standard d n could be expected. nominal 
normal distribution has been assumed; this 
p (r) 1 e 
where r maximUlTl production rate (tons/hour) 
u 28 /honr 
(j":::: • 5 tons /hour 
Mill Base La 
These loads have modelled using a distribution, 
with a d sHcally varying average ing data 
from Period 9, 1968, histograms of daily 10 versus 
frequency were plotted. If the multiple individual 10 ads 
which rnake up the proccss unit cOInponents of the mill base 
load caD be as to be relatively unco then by 
the C Theorem (36, 37L the mill base load 
distribution is normal. As the histograms 11orn1al, 
this distribution function has been u as a nominal model. 
P (L) 1 e 
v 
where L total daily load Obs /hour, K\tV) 
u (l\/fB 450, 000, u(MBL650) 2, 250, 000, 
u(MB 50) 
cr(MBLG) 
3, 050, 000, u(MBL50) 750, 000, u(MB LE) = 16, 000, . 
50, 000, <Y(MBLG50) 100, 000, cr(MBL150) = 350,000, 
150} 000, cr(:jV!J3 LE) ::; 4, 000 . 
The mihistie average value va depends on 
maintenancc hoursof work etc, eh rnay vary fro:rn 
to The effects of a typi. 
2,3. 
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(iii) Grinder Total E 
Grinder performallce is not well under el, however a 
nominal approximation to the real process is possible with 
the aid of several fJiInplifying assumptions. Each gr inder 
characteristic is a function of; time --from -sharpening, d, 
and input timber quality. Graph 2.4 shows a typical 
ship horsepower days per ton 
two variables; it can be seen that the 
relatively small, N cglect this effect s: 
) and the 
of load if~ 
HPDPT ]n (tirne since sharpening, timber quality) 
ASSU111e 
decisions 
the time ce sharpening, 
e rise to a relatively dete 
sharpening 
cyclic 
characteristic; and that variations in timber quality give 
rise to a randomly distributed variation about this char 
istic. Grinder performance can thus be apprOXimated by a 
stationary distribution having an average which varies as a 
deterministic cycle. The to grinder characteristic is the 
st 
sum of individual grinder characteristics, dependent 011 load 
sharing arrangements, The deterministic of individual 
machines can thus be co ed as combining in a relatively 
optimal manner (by controlling the load to a reasonably 
deterministic behaviour for the total), The corresponding 
stationary distribution descr variation about this deter-
ministic mean can be considered as normal by Central 
Limit Theorem UW, 37), A assumption the 
deterministic ns may be smoothed by the action of 
eleven grinders in paralleL and effect of refiners and 
raffinators, allows grinder behaviour to be completely 
described by a stationary normal distribution. 
'plot of total groundwood HPDPT versus frequency for 
d 9, 1968 some relationship to a normal 
distribution, Unfortunately deterministic information was not 
readily available, so for test pur ses grinder beh(lvionr was 
nominally descr by the no distribution fitted to the 
available data: 
p (y) ::: 
e: 
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2,4.3 
To aid comparison of normal operation of the m.i 11 , and 
operation determined using optimizing systems, normal operational 
data for Period 9, 1968 was colleci:ed. This data is shown in Table 
2.4. The values given are daily totals, as finer sarn_pling intervals 
were not possible for all variables. 
#1 P.M. 
Prod. 
(tons) 
#2 P.M. 
Prod, 
(tons) 
MBLE 
(KW) 
lVLJ:3 L6 50 
(000 Ib / 
hr) 
M13L150 
(000 Ib / 
hr) 
IVIDL50 
(000 Ib / 
hI') 
MBLE HPDPT 
(000 Ib / 
147.3 
274,1 
258.9 
185.0 
149.8 
269.2 
273.0 
282.8 
281. 6 
287.3 
26'7.8 
266.9 
274.9 
181. 8 
289.4 
261. 8 
269.9 
276.8 
305.7 
153.6 
212.2 
234.5 
265.2 
185.9 
287.7 
232.1 
254.4 ' 
245.9 
232.4 
250.9 
276,4 
265.0 
246.4 
226.5 
267.6 
360.3 
356.2 
269.9 
348.3 
353.9 
237.1 
363.3 
384.5 
36 fl, 0 
354.5 
346.2 
364.0 
367.2 
306.0 
0.0 
0.0 
247.9 
316.5 
298.7 
366.6 
331.1 
188.8 
261.3 
358,6 
258.8 
382.8 
380.5 
- 366.0 
367.3 
329,4 
336.9 
364.4 
289.1 
329.9 
185.6 
7924 
14349 
23488 
14746 
20264 
16868 
581 '7 
11100 
14021 
15751 
17058 
15595 
12046 
22356 
23148 
6807 
'7161 
9489 
14451 
16697 
1'7203 
24331 
17316 
17593 
14307 
13844 
14376 
14510 
16961 
15991 
16912 
16285 
20336 
19312 
23360 
-2197 
-2253 
-2231 
-2078 
-2218 
·-2402 
-·2116 
-1652 
-2276 
-2391 
-2367 
-2302 
-2362 
-2385 
-2266 
-2127 
-2369 
-·2346 
-2267 
-2360 
-2315 
-2350 
-2229 
- 2 0 '71 
-2221 -
-2384 
-2412 
-2319 
-238 LI 
- 475 
-2043 
-2135 
·,2326 
-2278 
-2256 
2992 
2773 
3196 
3194 
3060 
3076 
2293 
2275 
3229 
3439 
3395 
3351 
3097 
3298 
3012 
3113 
3461 
33 '79 
3259 
3250 
3023 
2837 
2815 
2940 
2817 
2689 
2813 
3111 
2940 
1833 
2231 
2860 
30G5 
324.3 
26G8 
273'3 
2749 
2890 
2844 
2775 
271 '7 
2355 
2403 
2585 
2633 
2612 
2772 
2689 
2624 
2547 
2713 3 
2569 
2509 
2836 
2878 
278 Ll 
2701 
2742 
2886 
2868 
3042 
2779 
2870 
2859 
24G2 
3028 
2912 
2989 
3037 
2701 
hI') 
539 
485 
488 
499 
412 
401 
566 
341 
427 
444 
441 
453 
435 
490 
423 
444 
460 
442 
329 
258 
485 
484 
426 
351 
457 
L180 
458 
46'7 
485 
387 
516 
502 
440 
406 
46'7 
68.3 
62.8 
61. 6 
65.1 
61. 5 
62.9 
66.1 
64.6 
G5.1 
62.2 
66.8 
65.2 
62.4 
71 . '7 
46.0 
62.1 
65.'7 
60.9 
55.8 
67.4: 
G 8. '7 
65.5 
63.'7 
62.5 
72.'7 
65.4 
68.6 
68.2 
63.1 
62.7 
66.4 
66.3 
68.8 
72.5 
68. :I. 
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SUlVIlVIA.RY 
Each major section of chapter s considered a 
ct of the total problern fo n. 
The basic objectives of the study, and the interactions of 
these objectives \vith thc ovcr objectives of the larger 
of optimal overall 11"1i11 operation were considered in 2. 1. 
2, 2. 1 considered the wider stern objecti.ves from a macrosco 
or D.1.anagemcnt viewpoint, yielding some general observations on 
the suitable features of the Section 2. 2,2 identified 
Inajor operation~l problems of the wider system in hierarchi form, 
and utilised this to co ct R decision making hierarchy for 
wider systern. This structure provides a framework for co -ordinating 
further research into control of the Tasman mill system. 
Following m this c structure, the energy optimisation 
problem was decompos into a more detailed hierarchy. The 
specific problems at level of this hierarchy v{ere con ereel 
in detail, this giving basic specifications for the solution 
required. 
rithms 
Section 2. 4 was concerned with modelling both the physical 
configuration of 
cOll1.ponents. 
system and the behaviour of major system 
were three basic parts to exercise. A model 
of the mill relevant to the energy optimi.sation problem was 
developed in 2.4. 1 by usi.ng an aggregation policy. This method 
chical structure of mo lowcr levels of the yielded an 
structure b more problem -specific. Analysis and d8.ssification 
of the' various disturbances to the system was undertaken in 2.4.2, 
this leading to the construction of 'empirical probabilistic models 
of the behaviour of the major system compo 
relating to 3. normal period of operation of 
compiled 2.4.3. 
F'inally} data 
mill system was 
following two cbapters are devoted to the developm ent 
of algor 
physical 
to solve the proh;lems 1S0] 
behavioural models 2.4. 
in 2. 3, using the 
ge 2.73 
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CHAPTER 3 OPTIMUM CONTROL A ORITHMS: SURVEY 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF-EXISTING ALGORITHMS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter, and the following chapter, deal with the des ign 
of algorithms which solve the subproblems of the overall study des-
cribed in Chapter 2. While Chapter 4 concerned with the develop-
ment of new algorithms to solve particularly difficult subproblems, 
this chapter describes the application and modification of existing 
methods. Unavoidably, there is some overlap between the two 
chapters as both have a similar function. Some of the subproblems, 
for example, the Static Long Term Optimisation, are completely 
dealt with in this chapter as an existing algorithm (Linear Programming) 
can be directly appl ied. In other cases, notably the Optimal Scheduling 
Problem, various existing methods have been cons iderably e:h'tended 
and modified (3. ) without achieving the desired characteristics, -
this problem is re -considered in Chapter 4 and solved by developing 
a new algorithm (Dynostat). In the case of the Sensitivity Analysis 
of Optimal Schedules, there is no existing method to solve the problem, 
and again a new algorithm is developed (4. 3). 
The major concern of this, and the following chapter, is the 
general subject of optimisation theory, particularly itt application to 
t 1 riO t' , t' II process con ro • p 'lmlsalOll L eel'l t.he subject of cons iderable 
study, particularly over the past twenty years, There are now a large 
number of academically formalized techniques, many of which have been 
applied to solve a wide variety of existing problems. 'rhe extensive 
list of survey papers and textbooks at the conclusion of these chapters 
reduce the necessity for a major slIrvey here. However, very few 
applications concerning the optimisation of consumer energy usage 
have been reported, most studies in this region dealing with optimal 
production of energy for transmission to consumers, A bri.ef survey 
of relevant applica Hans is given i.n 3. 2, as well as those referenced 
in parti.cular contexts throughout the two chapters, 
As, previously mentioned, proccss control algorithms for 
the short term control level ar'e out:::: ide scope of this study. 
Accordingly, algor UhIn development h88 been pres ented i.n terms 
(3.2) Page 3.2 
of the remaining two basic problem levels - the upper long term 
planning level, and the intermediate optimal scheduling leveL 
Throughout the development of the subproblem solution 
methods, practical implementation has been a foremost consideration, 
manifesting itself in a preference f:)r simplicity of concept, and 
low computational requirements in terms of computer time and storage. 
Methods having those advantages (us ually those with more restricted 
application) thus receive first consideration, more complex methods 
(usually having greater generality) are studied later. 
3.2 A SURVEY OF RELEVANT APPLIED ALGORITHMS 
Applications of interest with respect to the algorithm design 
in this and the following chapter involve dynamic scheduling, sensitivity 
studies, optimal reordering and static optimisation. 
Reported applications can be considered in three basic classes, 
with relevance as follows: 
(i) Aeronautical and Space Activities 
Two surveys of work in this region (1, 2) give a total of 
approximately 400 references. Much of this work involves 
the optimisation of dynamic system trajectories, which 
relates to the dynamic scheduling problem. Variational 
methods are commonly utilised. Although these techniques 
avoid the dimensionality problems of dynamic programming, 
they do not handle disturbances explicitly; a requirelnent of 
scheduling problem. As a consequence, initial solution 
algorithms did not utilize these methods. Present study 
within the overall group project is concerned with modifying 
such variational methods to suit the allocation and scheduling 
pr01:;>lem. (J. LowingerL 
(iO Chemical System Process Control 
A number of surveys (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) give extensive 
coverage of the work in this field, Generally, optimisation 
is applied to specific processes to improve product quality; 
rarely is energy consumption considered as in this case. 
Two examples which have considered this aspect are (10, 11) 
however the tech.niques utilised employ selective load sheddillg, 
and a single, variable energy source. Such techniques would 
be emely limited in this energy optimization scheme. A 
scheduling application which is more similar to the energy 
optimization problem (12), uses a simulation approach, where 
schedules are selected by some means, sirl1.ulated on a fast 
time process model, and compared on a performance basis. 
The strategy utilized for the example given is a form of heuristic 
search algorithm, which is not cons idered applicable to the 
Tasman system owing to the relatively large number of variables 
involved. 
A number of examples of optimal reordering applications are 
given in (13, 1~). While sensitivity studies using the linear 
programming method (15). and to a lesser extent using static 
non-linear programming methods (16, 17) appear to be re-
latively well formulised it would seem that s ens itivity of 
optimal trajectories has not received a great deal of attention 
in process control. 
(iii) Electric Power Supply Industry 
Many surveys of on-line and off-line optimisation and computer 
control applications in this field are available (18, 19, 20, 21). 
Of the optimisation applications studied, the scheduling of hydro-
steam systems for minimum cost (with respect to the load 
requirement), offers closest correspondence with the energy 
scheduling problem. In a sense the hydro system. problem and 
the energy optimisation problem can be considered to have a 
direct relationship. The hydro system model has a stochastic 
storage input, storage output being controlled to meet system 
loads (22); whereas the Tasman system can be considered as 
. having controlled input to ,storage, and stochastic storage 
output load demands. Both problems Lnvolve storage dynamics 
and demand satisfaction, although the energy optimisation 
problem involves multipIe demands (compared to the single 
loading demand of a generating system). (61, 63), 
(3, 3) Pa 0.4 
This close correspondence between the two problems has 
resulted in a useful carryover of concepts, especially in 
the initial stages; although later work has tended to diverge 
from the hydro steam techniques to enable greater utilisation 
of the partic ular features of the Tasman system. Particular 
references consulted will not be listed at this point, but are 
acknowledged in the text. 
3,3 DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING ALGORITHlV[S FOR LONG 
TE 
The specification elucidation of the problem at this upper 
level of the control hierarchy been considered at some length 
Chapter 2.3, Figures 2. 8 and 2,12 show the decomposed subproblems 
relevant to this study, in the form of an algorithmic solution policy. 
The problem decomposition which has been derived is con-
sidered to yield the simplest and most economic solution algorithms 
for the particular problem specification. It is however, by no means 
unique. For the similar problem of multipurpose reservoir design, 
other authors have produced different approaches, Young and Puentes 
(3.2, use a sin1Ulation approach where the integral of the difference 
between water inflow and demand is plotted against time. The resultant 
curve cyclic the maximum difference between each peak and the 
following troughs defines the storage required with time. Little in-' 
formation given on what data should be used in the ana1Y8 ; the 
example given uses artificial data typical of a yearly wet-dry cycle. 
Apart from this apparent inadequacy, the method makes no allowance 
for operating policies, or for variations in inflow and demand from 
thos e expected. 
A si-milar approach is giv~n by Hall et al (57). Here, simulation 
used to determine the critical period, i. e., the interval between 
conditions of maximum and minimum ~torage level, for various storage 
capacities and operating policies. System demands and losscs are 
assumed, and historical hydrologic recor are used to evaluate 
various combinations. A Monte C approach to provide synthetic 
A major shortcoming of the stream flow sequences is propos 
study from a des point of is that no systematic method of 
(3, 3) rage ').Q 
improving the situation is put forward for the case where operating 
policies are more complex than those assumed. 
Hall (58) bases a more sophisticated method on the concept 
that the economic return in each time period is only a function of vmter 
release. For a certain reservoir size the optimum operation policy, 
and therefore maximum return, was calculated by using a dynamic 
programming technique (39), This technique was used for several 
reservoir s ,and the size which produced the highest net benefit 
was selected as the best ign. T'he di.sadvantage of this method is 
the computational requirement, especially if probabilistic variations 
are to be accounted for. 
A very similar method is used by Mobasheri and Harboe (54) 
to formulate a two stage optimisation system for a single reservoir. 
The two stages are; 1) computation of the optimum operation to 
maximise economic return for a feasible ign, and 2) selection of 
the best design ed on information obtained from the first stage. 
The synthesized model uses a dynamic prograrnming technique to 
determine the optimum operation, and a systematic sampling method 
to select the optimum design, from designs for which optimum opera-
tional rules are determined. The data used in computation is a fifty 
year streamflow record over critical period, the res ervoir minimum 
size is based on worst case design. In addition the authors give a brief 
resume of other work in the field, adding that the possibilities of 
combining simulation and mathematical programming to formulate an 
optimisation system for the design function has not received adequate 
attention. 
computational scheme similar to that of Mobasheri and 
Harboe, except using the Dynostat (see Section 4.2) algorithm for the 
first stage, was considered. However, the non-stationary nature of 
the system, and extremely large computational requirement, 
especially when sensitivity analyses are added, mitigate against such 
a form.ulation. Consequently, combined simulation - rnathelnatical 
programming approach was investigated as discussed in Section 2.3, 
thus resulting in the algorithmic solution policy of Figure 2, 8, 
(3.3.1) Page 3.6 
3. 3. 1 Static aEon 
Little work has been performed here as this aspect was 
studied in a concurrent investigation at Tasman by Hoult. As 
a linear model was assumed, the I. C. L, "Linear Programming Mark 2" 
package was used to perform the operation. Details of the model, 
assumptions, and res ults are given in a Tasman report dated 3 
December 1 1968. The report concludes that in the static long term 
sense the energy system. is presently operated in an optimal m.anner. 
The linear programming "package" developed during the course of 
this thes could be used directly in this function, Alternatively, 
studies of the system may indicate that optimisation using a non-linear 
nethod is more valid. At the presert time, information on the system 
components to permit such a judgement is not available. Intensive 
experimentation is required to detennine cornponent characteristics, 
Little difficulty is fores een should such an investigation show 
that a non-linear method is more warranted. The multitude of non-
linear optimisation techniques available (16) ens ure Hat the main 
problem will be one of selection. 
State Sens is 3.3. 2. Ste 
----~----~--------~----~---
This aspect was also covered for the case of a linear model. 
The linear programming package usedJoutputs both the primal and dual 
solutions to the optimisation problem: the dual solution gives the 
marginal costs of the various variables, the range of values of the 
constraints and loadings for which the solution remains possible, and 
identifies the variables which leave the solution if thes e values are 
exceeded. Results of the Tasman work show that the optimum solution 
obtained very stable, the mini.mum increase in cost required to 
change the bas from optimality to~ non-optimality being of the order 
of 100%. 
In addition to optim.isation for norn1.3.1 conditions, an additional 
five optimisations were performed vlith various major energy supply or 
conversion units out of commiss iOD. Satisfactory bas solutions 
were obtained in all cases, the maximum cost increase being 30%. 
.t"a ge ,j.1 
If future investigation should show that a non-linear optimi-
sation method was warranted, s ens itivity information 011 the optimal 
solution could readily be obtained by us e of the perturbation teclmiques 
as outlined in Section 4. 3. 
3.3. 3. is of the Characteristics of the imal Solution 
discussed in Section 2. 3 every solution to the static long 
term optimisation a1fJlOve, has associated dynamic characteristics. 
These determine the ability of the system to meet operational peak 
demands: analysis is therefore required to give a total picture of the 
proposed solution. An example of a variable whose optimum value i.s 
determined by the static optimisation is "available groundwood storage", 
Variation of this valne directly affects the slow response dynamics of 
the system. 
The technique evolved is a simple adaption of the Monte Carlo 
constraint sensitivity analysis of 4. 3.1.; the Monte Carlo analysis being 
applied directly to a consistent nominal trajectory (taken as constant 
storage at the mean level to reduce bias effects). Thus for any pro-
posed plant and energy allocation, average loading and efficiency 
distributions obtained from previous operation can provide information 
on the system constraint sens itivity (60). 
In addition, the effects of parameter variation can be readily 
assessed'. Analysis of the variation of a parti.culal' major system 
parameter (NZED maximum demand) has carried out in develop-
ment work, The results, conclusions, and suggestions for improve 
ment are given in (6"-1). 
The distributions used in this work are as discussed in 2.4. 2, 
and are briefly described in Table 3. 1, The plant configuration used 
. . lip " d 9 1968 11 is as. ln erlO, . Results of the analysis are summarised in 
a graph of "probability 0 f lost production1! vers us IImaXimUlTI demand 
value ll (Graph 3,1), An interesting feature of this curve the sharp 
cut-off, this indicating a relatively well defined optimum maximum 
demand value. 
(3.3.3) 
Table 3. 1 
Variable 
MBL's and 
HPDPT 
Time-to-
failure, P, M. 
wet end, dry 
end and reel 
Length-of -
failure. 
above, 
Disturbance Models 
Distribution 
Assumed 
Normal 
Negative 
Exponential 
Combination 
Negative 
and Log 
Normal 
Reason 
Each value can be thought of as 
mean of as 
population. 
from a large 
mean distri-
bution tends to normal by the 
Central Limit Theorem. 
This curve res ults from faihlres 
occurring randomly with time. 
Appears to fit available data. 
Appears to fit available data 
Results given are relatively approximate due to: 
1. 
2. 
Insufficient sample lengths 
efficiency distributions, 
accurate and unit 
Ins ufficiently fine time crimination in the analysis 
this was limited to daily intervals by the form of 
available data; hourly intervals would more 
suitable. 
Simple extens 
followi.ng: 
to the present sinwlation would permit the 
1. Determination of tIle probable length of paper 
machine shutdown - ~his giving a cost figure, 
which, i.n conjunction with the prohability of failure, 
wOlild allow quantitat analysis of des irable 
lVI, D, value directly from compar on with the M. D, 
cost. 
'" . 
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2. 
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. Determination of the energy savings which could 
be obtained by increasing the groundwood storage by 
some given amount (for a constant probability of lost 
production and a given storage policy), 
Increasing available storage would permit the reduc-
tion of some other system parameter. The effects 
of storage are not considered directly in the steady state 
optimisation. 
ithms for the Term Problems 3. 3.4. A S 
----------~--------~--------------------~----------------
In Chapter 2. 3, the total energy optimisation problem was 
decomposed into an hierarchical structure of related subproblems, 
and an algorithmic solution policy for the long term level of this 
structure was derived as shown in Figure 2. 8. 
The preceding sections ( 3.1 to 3.3,3. ) have presented the 
development of existing algorithms to solve the subproblems of Figure 
2.8. For the static long term optimisation and the steady state sensitivity 
analysis, no development was required as this work was carried out in 
a concurrent investigation at the finn. A linear model was assumed, 
this predisposing a direct solution by linear programming. More 
informati.on is required to prove or disprove the vaUdity of this 
assmnption but even in the latter case, it is confidently expected that 
standard non-linear static optimisation and sensitivity analysis tecJ:mi.ques 
can be directly utilized. For the analysis of the dynami.c character ics 
of optimal solution produced by the above two algorithrns however: 
considerable development was required to produce an algorithm which 
fulfilled the requirements. This resulting algorithm is basically a 
modified Monte Carlo method, particular configuration used in 
application being a new development in the field. tioIlS for 
possible simple 
presented. 
ions to the power of the method were also 
3.4 DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING ALGORITHMS FOR THE INTER-
ATE TERM 
The specification and elucidation of the control problems at 
this level of the hie:nl.rchical problem structure has been considered 
~ 
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in Chapter 2.3, resulting in a diagramatic specification of the algorithms 
required to solve "thes e problems (Figure 2. 12). This section of the 
thesis presents the attempts made to develop existing algorithms to meet 
these specifications Section 4.1. presents an off-line low frequency 
algorithm to solve the optimal reordering problem, while Sections 3. 4. 1. 
and 3, 2. present attempts to utilize existing static and dynamic optimi-
sation methods to solve the optimal scheduling problem, 
Reorder Problem 
A solution to the optimal reordering problem involves deter-
mination of optimal reorder levels, and reorder volumes for each 
comnlOdity purchased from without the mill system. As the mill system 
under consideration has been in operation for a considerable time, this 
exercise has been performed, albeit empirically, generally in negotia-
tions with suppliers. However, a periodic review using quantitative 
methods could be a valuable exercise, especially with changing economic 
conditions. 
Without a detailed knowledge of the market place and of the 
firm IS requirements, and without the ability to negotiate mea.ningfully 
with suppliers, little practical work can be done in this region. 
Algoritlunic proposals however, can be put forward. 
An outline formulation of a proposed inventory control systenl 
is given below. Alternative control techniques are treated extensively 
in the literature (14, 53, 55, 56), 
DevivaiJion of decis ion functions for the two parts of the problem 
(1. e, provision of operational storage; and provision of contingency, Or 
reserve storage) are presented separately in 3, ':1:. 1,1, and 3 .. 4,1.2. 
Independent decisions may be made, however for overall minimum cost a 
decision based on the combined decision functions as in 3.4. 1. 3. is 
preferred. 
3,4.1.1. Provision of Operational Storage 
Operational storage is the storage volume normally in use, 
in comparison with the contingency or res erve stora.ge. 
When the operational storage level to zero, reordering 
is performed. The choice of the amount of operational 
(3.4.1.1) Page 3.12 
storage to be provided is a simple optimization problem, 
where it desired to mininlise operating costs, i. e, to 
provide the minimum cost of stored materiaL Costs in·· 
volved are the purchase cost of m.aterial, transport costs, 
and storage costs. The latter depend on financing arrange 
ments the storage volume, and on the type of product, 
e, g, whether a tank is necessary, whether agitation is required 
etc. 
In general, purchase costs are dependent on the size 
of order, and may be minimized by negotiation a 
single source of supply, Such negotiation yieldr:; a curve of 
cost versus reorder size, 
Investigation will simply the cheapest form of 
transportation. Note that for each additional vehicle utilization, 
the curve of transport cost versus order size will show a step 
increase. 
Given the average utilization of the stored product, 
the average number of reorders per year may be readily 
determined, hence above curves can be converted to annual 
cost curves~ 
Storage volume must be sufficient to contain the order 
on arri val (unless distributed deliveries can be 
hence storage costs are a direct function of reo 
iated), 
size. 
Plotting thc sum cif thc cost functions against 
reorder size permits selection of the reorder s yielding 
minimum operational cost; This SlUn is the operational 
d ion function. Deterrnination of this decis ion function in 
practice depends markedly on purchase and delivery terms which 
can be arranged. 
3,4.1. 2. Provision of Contingency or Reserve 
This storage volume determined by some acceptable 
low probability of being unable to supply system requirements, 
This reserve accounts for the between order and delivery 
allows for industrial dispute in the delivery or supply industries 
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From design data, or from compiled operational 
information, a distribution p(y) describing daily consumption, 
y, of the stored ial will be available, Little or no 
information will be available on the s erial correlation of daily 
reqnirements, 'assume then that these are independent. 
Given that the contingency storage level when reorder-
ing is performed is set at level S, it is possible to compute the 
probability of exhausting stocks in i days: 
viz: p(stocks exhausted in i ) 0: 
P(yl+y2+ y3+"" ............ "'yi:> S) 
),so fS - Yl JS -y] - ...•.• , ••• - y. -1 11(10.'11 •• 4 ("') () 1 
o oPYl py2···········"'····· 
P(Yi) dYi dYi_1 ........ " ...... dy1 3. 01 
where y. demand on storage in day j. 
J 
In cases where this calculation becomes complex or 
where analytic distributions are not available, a lVIonte 
simulation can provide a rapid solution. (52). 
Let the probability that goods ordered will delivered 
x days following plac ement of order be as p (xL This 
distribution will most probably be a gamma distribution - see 
Page 88, ( L The probability that the goods ordered will 
not have arrived by day i is given by: 
p(non arrival by day i) = 1 - p(x i) 
j i' = 1 -,' p( x) dx 1I " " tI .... '!J .. ., " to ., ., <> ell o , 3,02 
overall probability of an outage of stored goods by day i, 
necessitating shutdown of some sections of the plant is thus: 
p(ou.tage by day i) = p(nonarrival by day i)':< p(stocks exhausted in 
i days) 
P(X)dX] 
(8 
)0 
p(y.) ely,. , , . . . .. dy] 
11. 
For allY given level of storage the probability of outage 
can be plotted ag~inst Although determination of this 
3,03 
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function 9Y analytic rneans is possible, it would seem more 
economic to utilise the simple Mont,e Carlo simulation pro 
cedure, The ul'lazard rat ell the derivative of this function. 
Note that as the probability of a cumulative form, after 
a certain period of time, the curve levels off. This "practical 
maximum" value only is of interest, as it gives the effective 
probability that outage will ever occur, L e. p(outage). This 
probability may plotted for various values of S as before. 
The annual cost of the provisi.on of contingency storage is a 
deterministic function of S determined by capital financing and 
type of materiaL A graph of storage cost versus probability 
of outage follows directly. 
From the size of operational storage, the average number 
of reorders per year may be determi.ned. Given the average 
cost per outage, the expected annual outage cost is: 
Expected annual outage cost (no. reorders / year) >:~ (average 
outage cost) ):< (prob, of outage) 
The total expected cost for some probability of outage 
the sum of the expected CL'1l1ual outage cost the annual 
storage cost. Plotting the total expected cost against the 
probability of outage allows the In inimum total expected cost 
3,04 
and associated acceptabJe probability of outage to be determined, 
hence the acceptable contingency storage. 
3, 1. 3. Overall Cost Minimisation 
The total expected storage cost the SUIlL of the operational 
cost and the expected contingency cost. The reorder size, 
which directly influences operational cost, is also a factor in 
the determination of the rnfnimurn budgeted contingency cost. 
A procedure to eliminate this cross coupling in 
s eleetion of minimum total stor-age cost is as follows: 
(1) deterrnine the minimum expected cost for each allowed 
value of reorder size using the method outlined in 
(2) plot the sum of this ue and the operational cost 
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(from 3,4. 1, 1. ) against reorder size, 
The overall optimum reorder s e (L e, operational 
storage value) can now be determined directly from this graph, 
and this value used to determine the optimum value of contingency 
storage by stepping back through the procedure of 3 4, 1. 2, 
The total storage required is of course, the sum of 
the operational storage and the contingency storage, 
Problem - Extended Static Meiho 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the problem here is to schedule 
intermediate production and energy distribution with respect to system 
loadings so as to achieve minilnal operational costs. The optimisation 
algorithm(s) is required to treat storage explicitly (i., e, the dynamics 
of the'system must be accounted for) and must have an on-line capability, 
In view of the ign philosophy of proceeding from simple, fast algorithmB 
to the more sophisticated routines, initial study concentrated on the 
extension of static methods to give a dynamic capability, Later work 
involved the more conventional dynamic methods (3. 3, and 4.2). 
The model utilized for these studieD is that given in 2. 1. 4. This 
model (Figure 2. 16) is reproduced in Figure 3, 1. 
PI'> I 
PB2 
PB3 
I 
- FI 3 I. Er'-J GY OPTliviiSATIOI'J h~ODEt_ --_. -~-
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Consider the application of ordinary methods to the 
problem. Let the smallest interval of interest be ts and let the time 
horizon extend over N intervals. 
As the system model and constraints are linear J the linear 
progrmnming method can be used. 
be formulated: 
interval problem can thus 
Mine Ii' = c1 v 1 + c 2 v 7 + c 3 v 8 + c 4 v 6 + c 5 ulO 
subject to: fj Cr, ~, v) = 0 j 
Min u Max 
Min v Max 
where the notation is as defined in 2. 1. 4. ; f. are linear functions. 
J 
3,05 
3.06 
Notice that this formulation incomplete as the pulp balance equations 
are not included. For static optimisation over the interval t, the pulp 
balance eqtlations and storage restraints can be included as: 
x 
u.. + 1 - (q y + q y) 
1 tIl 2 '2 
where Xl ::: storage level at the beginnh'lg of the interval 3, 07 
Sequential optimisation over intervals 1> .. , .... N, res nlts 
a minimum storage policy, 1. e. the storage is rapidly reduced to, and 
remains at the low'est allovmble leveL As there is no cost on the stored 
pulp, this result is rather obvious. 
Application of an unmodified static Hlethod thus has two related 
d ciencies; 1) the resultant minimum policy satisfactory 
over intervals of low, or average denlEmd, however the occurrence of 
a peak demand exceeding generation capacity requires either a reduction 
system output, or an increase in the NZED maximum demand (the 
former involves a loss of profit, th~ latter an increase in cost); and 2) 
although system operation is optimal with respect to instantaneous con-
ditions, the resultant schedule is not optimal over total period (N ':' tt 
It can be seen therefore, that this formulation .I..'-" ... ,,'-u an ability 
to utilize information on futUre system hehaviour i. e., it lacks a 
pr edictive capability. 
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Three methods of extending this static formulation to give 
some predictive capability have been cons idered: 1) artificial storage 
constraints, 2) recursive (feedback) m.ethods, and 3) feed forward methods. 
3.4. 2. L An Artificial Storage Method 
Consider defining an artificial minimum storage level .. 
1 , such that: 
a 
xl' 1 xl The value of 1 chosen to be 
mIn a max. a 
suitably high to ensure that there is sufficient stored pulp to 
avert a forced reduction in system output production. The 
computational procedure is as follows: 
1. Choos e some value of la 
2. Perform the sequential static optimisations as above, 
with the storage constraint: 
3. 
, Xl la!t~ul +'r (ql Yl + q2 Y2) storage /t 
When a peak dema nd interval is encountered such that 
a feasible solution is not possible, reduce the value of 
la until a feasible solution is possible. If this interval 
value of la is below the minimum allowable storage 
level, return to the start point, increas 
la value. 
the initial 
4. Increase JJ a to its original value, and return to 2, 
This algorithm similar to that presented by Caprez 
and Caha (23). It gives some improvement on ordinary 
sequential static optimisation, as it enables the energy system 
to satisfy peak demands. The resulting schedule is still noYl-
optimal over the total period however. 
3.4.2. A Recursive Method 
Consider a number of interv8.1s making up the period 
of interest as in the ordinary sequential static method. The 
recursive method performs sequential static opthnisation over 
each independent interval as before, however, at each optimi 
sation the values of any Iislack" the control variables 
(L e, uu t) are stored. If in the ith period the demand 
m.ax op' , 
is s 11ch that the control, U, eanllot prevent the storage from 
falling to an tmacceptable level, then the algorithrn searches 
(3.4.2. 2) ge 3.18 
back through the (i - 1)th, (i 2)th etc., intervals taking up the 
slack in the control variables( L e. rais ing the storage level), 
until the ith period reqtdrements can be fulfilled. 
to the next interval is t11en possible. 
Progression 
In implementation, only those variables u which directly 
influence the storage (or state variable) need be considered 
explicitly. When recursion occurs, the significant control 
variables can be forced to their maximum values either by 
inclusion in the functional equation in a negative sens e, or by 
introducing an artificial minimum storage level which shall 
achieved. 
The technique is similar in concept to the feedback 
analogue algorithm of (24) used for the economic operation of 
a hydroelectric system. Forcing of the control variables in 
this case is achieved by cha.nging the value of the co-efficient 
whic h converts incren1(cntal 'NateI' rate to an incremental 
cost. This co efficient sets the ratio of. hydro to thermal 
generation by means of the co-ordination equations. (59). Thus 
on the occurrence of spill or excessive drawdown, the algorithm 
modifies the co -efficient values in preceeding intervals, 
This recursive, or feedback method has advantages 
and advantages similar to the artificial storage constraint 
method; i. e" while it ensnres deterministic system production 
security, it does not ensure overall optimality, especially as 
utilises slack in the control variables on a bas of sequential 
availability rather than cost-effectiveness • 
. 3,4.2. 3, A Feedforward lVIethod 
alte:rnative to the feedback type of dynamic algorithm 
presented above is a dynamic feedforward method developed for 
this problem. Here, a. mea,s ure of the loading conditions of 
future intervals is incorporated in the optimisation at each 
interval; thus the resultant trajectory has some allowance for 
known future system behaviour. 
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Consider two consecutive intervals. If control action in the 
first interval is such that the resultant storage lcvel is too low for the 
requirements of the second interval, then in the second interyal, two 
alternative actions are poss ible: 
I, Cut system output production 0, e. paper machine 
production. 
2. Increase grinder production. 
Similarly, if the resultant storage level is excessively high, 
then in the second interval the alternatives are: 
I, Increase system output production. 
2, Decrease grinder production. 
In general, options (1) are not available, and, depending on 
the mill base electrical load in the second interval, the options (2) 
may either: 
a, Not be possible (owing to plant requirements and 
N, E, D, M, D. limit) 
b. Result in usage of higher cost energy 
c. Result in fuller utilization of low-cost energy 
d, Result in non -utilization of low-cost energy 
e, Hesult in non-uHlization of high-cost energy 
Of these of course, (c) and (e) are desirable, (b) and (d) 
are undesirable and (a) 
production cut. 
extrenlely uncles irable, as it impl 
A scheme was therefore evolved which;; when an optinlization 
was being carried out an interval, assigned a positive or negative 
cost to the level of groundwood storage at the end of the interval, this 
cost being based on the predicted electrical mill base load and the 
paper machi.ne production in the follow interval, In this way, the 
system :rnay be driven such that the, cost of energy expenditure is 
minimized over the hvo intervals. 
Two principal schemes for the costing of groundwoocl storage 
level were cons idered, as follows: 
1. Cost the groundwood level continuously such that every 
poss ible end of interval level is costed on a bas iB of 
effect with respect to available power and system demands 
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in the next interval. This method would not be suitable· 
for linear programming as the costing would be non-linear 
with discontinuities where, say, the lVID limit was broken 
or another turbine was required. 
2, Cost the level on a bas of interpolation between worst 
and best case costs in the following interval e. if the 
system loadings are all high in the following interval 
the worst case obvi.ously when the groundwood storage 
is at a minimum at the end of the first intervaL Similarly 
thc best case is when groundwood storage is at a maximum 
at this point in time. The type of interpolation used is 
governed only by the intended optimisation method - thus 
linear methods require linear interpolation, whereas non-
linear methods allow freedom of choice. 
The former method involves difficulties in assigning meaningful 
costs to every possible end-of·-interval groundwood storage level, and so 
was not purs ned further. The latter approach requires only that end·-
of-interval costs be determined for the extJ:'eme storage levels. To 
determine a reasonable costing basis, consider the effects of the end-of-
interval storage level on the operational costs of the fonowing interval, 
Taking the extreme cases: 
1. Groundwood storage at a minimum at the end of an intervaL 
To avoid an enforced reduction in s em output in the 
following interval, grinders must supply sufficient pulp 
to meet the paper machine demands. The cost associated 
with this situation is dependent only on the mill bCl.se loads of 
the particular interval. Ass uming that all other n1.i11 base 
loads are met, a rather arbitrary costing can be based on 
the total mill requirement 
(a) in the case wbere: 
electricity. L e, , 
Total electrical mill loading (maximum demand) + 
(generation capacity) 
Cost (excessive amount) ':' (maximum demand Lmit 
cost for the remaining months of the '" as the 
maximm):l dem.and automatically rair:::ed) 
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(b) When: 
Total electrical mill loading 
(genera tion capacity) 
(maximum demand) + 
Cost =-(difference) >:< (unit cost of the most expensive 
source) . 
2. Groundwood storage at a maximum at the end of an 
intervaL Again, storage cost at the end of an interval is 
dependent on the mill base loads of the following intervaL 
Making similar assumptions to (1) above, costings are: 
(a) In the case where: 
Total electrical mill loading > (maximum demand) + 
(generation capacity) 
Cost = - (difference) >:< (maximum demand cost per unit). 
(b) Where: 
Total electrical mill loading ~ (maximum demand) + 
(genera tion capacity) 
Cost::: (difference) >:< (cost per unit of the most 
expensive source) 
Thus for any given interval, a particular storage cost may be 
determined by linear interpolation between the above extreme value 
costs, these being based on the known total electrical loading of the 
following interval; i. e., storage cost F s can be expressed as a function 
of storage level at the end of the interval (xlf)' as shown in Figure 3.2 
~~~~~_Feedforward Groundwood Level Cosbng 
Following interval electrical load, case (b) 
min. 
: End- of -I nterva I 
I Groundwood 
--'7""------"·---1--· t-
mOl( Storage Leve-I. 
( X If) 
(3.4.2.3) 
i, e, F =c x +k 
s s If 1 
where: c = cost per 
s 
k = constant 1 
The level of 
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unit 
is known, therefore the cost 
of groundwood production: 
at the beginning of the interval (xU) 
be expressed as a linear function 
i, e. 
F 
s 
F = c 
s s 
T) + kl 
xli + leI) 
where: ul groundwood production rate 
T length 
This costing satisfies the requirements of the 
linear programming method, and can thus be incorporated in the 
sequential static optimisation approach to give a dynamic capability, 
e, g. augmented fUnctj onal 
As the initial level of grounrlwood storage (xli) is det 
in previous 
the interval 
optimisations" it may be regarded as constant for 
consideration: constant terms have no effect on 
resultant strategy hence may be neglected. 
complete augmented problem is thus; 
Minimize: 
=c1 v 1 +c2 v7+c3Vg+c4v6+c5ul0+cs 
Subject to: 
f. (y, u, v) =0 J '-, .' , j :;; 2, , ...•• & ••••••• J 10 
Min. u Max 
-
Min. v Max 
ul' ..L v 1 -L~1 i 
L~ T 
The initial sequential static optimisation 
beginning of this section (see 3,4.2,) has thus been 
at the 
to a one-
3.08 
3.09 
3,12 
predictive or feedforward method, utilizing on condition.:; in 
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the next time interval. Further ext ens ion to an 11 -stage pr ed ieti ve 
method is possi.ble; this i.s envisaged as a \veighted scheme such that 
for interval i, groundwood storage cost from interval (n ... 1) is 
of relatively greater magnitude than that interval n. 
Although in this case a linear programming formulation has been 
developed, non·-linear optimisation methods could equally well be applied. 
A non-linear model could Tn.ake a closer approximation to the r 
process, although caution would be required with respect to non-
unimodality (L e, a unique optimum point is required). Any suitable 
non optimisation method could be used in conjunction with this 
model. 
This feedforward method ideally gives an optimum trajectory 
while ensuring production security, ideal is thus an improvement 
over the feedback and artificial storage met.hods, having the addition al 
advantage of requiring only a single group of calculations per interval, 
The latter feature is of cons i derable advantage for on -line formulations j 
as it enables calculation of optimum action wi.thout detailed calculation 
of future interval behaviour. 
In practice however, optimality and security of ectories 
produced is highly dependent. on the form and accuracy of the rather 
artificial groundwood storage ing. 
3. 2, 4. Dynamic Linear Programmi.ng 
The title of this section descr a method involving the 
static formulation of a dynamic problem, and the solution by linear 
programming. This method has been applied to a simplified version 
of th<=: energy optimisation problem. 
Consider' the schematic model diagram of Figure 3, 3. The 
equations describing the behaviour of this system are: 
vl(t) ;:; k3 Yl(t) + kl u1(t) - u2(t) 
,t 
x1(t) := J (ul(t) - k2 Yl(t}) dt 
t.o 
Xl . rnm ~ rn.ax 
3, 13 
3. 14 
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where: vl(t) = NZED electrical supply vI max 
ul(t) :: rate of groundwood production ~ max. 
u2(t) ::: electrical output of turbogenerator 
'y 1(0 ::: paper machine production rate 
xl(t) :0 level of groundwood 
"I\jZED.:= v,(t) y, (t) 
3,15 
r-----<--
Steam. Turbine 
FIG. 3·3 SIMPLIFIED ENERGY OPTIMISp,TION p M. 
----
that this simplified problern includes the two major 
c of the total problcIYl, L e. alternative energy sources 
and prov ion for intermediate product storage, 
Dyna,mic optimisation of tbis system over n intervals can be 
converted to a static problel11. (1 EiL Assuming Unear transfer fun ctions, 
the interval formulation is: 
lVHnim e: 
1 i ::: 
3 
7'" ~<=..><.B 
i ::: 1 
l ' " 
'2i 
3,16 
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Subj to: 
(a) maximum d limit over each int 
Interval 1: kl ull - u21 v 1 max. - k3 Y 11 
Int 2: k1 u12 u22 vI k3 Y12 max. 
Interval 3: kl u13 - u23 vI -k3 Y13 3.17 max. U OIl iii G q Q G 
(b) incler lirrdtations. 
ul ' Ul 1 rnax. i for all i 3. 18 
(c) Turbine limitations. 
u 2 u2 ; for all i n'lax. 19 
(d) Groundwood minimum limits~ initial level =: o 
Interval 1: 
O+L\t(ull (k2Yll +x1 min.! 
Interval 2: 
o +~t(ull+uI2 L\t(k2Yll +k2Y12 +xl min. 
Interval 3: 
+xl min. • •. 3. 20 
(e) Groundwood 
Interval 1: 
x 10 +llt(Ull 
Interval 2: 
Interval 3: 
maximum limits 
) +x 1 max. 
+x 1 rnax. 
x 10 +LH(ull+u12+uI3)~L),.t(k2Yl1+k2Y12+k2YI3) +xl max .•.. 3.21 
The above formulation has been solved for the data given 
in Table 3.2 qsing a generalised linear programming program developed 
during the study. The resulting optimal trajectories versus 
values are given in F 3.4. 
I:, 
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Table 3,2 Problem Data 
Paranieter Values 
6,t -- 4 hours k1 -. 2280 KV\lH!ton 
u 22,5 tons/hour k2 0,85 ton /ton 1 max. ;:;:: ::::: 
U ::::: 30,000 KW kS .. 590 KWH/ton 2 max. 
v . ::.: 43,250 KW c1 
;:;:: 0, 0027 $/KWH 1 max, 
::; 200 tons c 2 
;:;:: 0.01 $/KWH 
max. 
x :;;;; 100 tons x lO 
::: 125 tons 1 min. 
Yll :;;;; 1. 0 tons /hour Y12 
::; 20 tons /hour Y13 ::: SO tons /hour 
This technique has been utilised by Roefs and Bodin (25) in the 
optimal scheduling of multireservoir systems. As pointed out, the 
method enjoys a speed advantage over dynamic programming in the case 
of multidimensional studies: computational times increasing as the square 
or cube of the nmn_ber of l11_atrix rows for linear programming, whereas 
for dynamic programming the computational time increas es to the power 
of double the number of dimensions. In addition, the technique does not 
require discrete levels of the state variable, unlil;;:c the conventional 
dynamic programming method. The further two advantages cited by 
Roefs and Bodin are not applicable to this study, 
Unlike the previous extended static niethods this technique 
ensures deterministic system secu:city and optimality. Two features 
however mitigate against on-line developn"lent: 
(0 The method gives "one shot" solution of the total 
period of interest. Consequently, if the systenl loadings 
of one interval vary fro,m expected values, a complete 
soltt ion must be obtained before action can be taken, L e, 
the technique has a slow response to disturbances, 
(ii) System conditions are included in the program constraints) 
rather than as input data to an iterative type algorithm such 
as dynamic programming, Changes in i.nterval conditions 
such as systenl. loadings, systelTI pal'arneters or erval 
length are thus comparatively difficult to implement. 
3.4. 2. 5. A Relaxation Method 
This is an extremely powerful approach to dynamic optimis ation 
probleIIls, developed by Fukao and Yarnazaki (26) for optimisation of 
hydro-thermal systems, An initial trajectory is estimated, and a 
sequence of overlapping two -interval dynamic linear programnling 
problems (of similar form to the dynamic linear .l}l'ogramming algorithIIl 
of 3.4. 2. 4.) are solved lmtil the estimated trajectory converges (relaxes) 
to the optimal trajectory. 
Figure 3. 5 illustrates the relaxation process. Suppose the 
period of interest is divided into a number of intervals, and let the initial 
estimated trajectory be given by the points x .. 
o 1 
StotQ 
VariCible 
.:)(; 
Fi gure 3~ 5 
:r 
o 0 
A Relaxation T echniq ue 
(3.4.3) Pa 3.29 
Taking the boundary points as x and x, determine the 
o 0 0 3 
optimal 1 x2 . Repeating this procedure gives the updated trajectory 
of points .' x. 
1 1 
Updating of trajectories continued until convergence 
on the opt is attained. Although Fukao and Yamazaki use the dynamic 
linear programming method, any dynamic method could be used. 
The power of the method lies in utilization of a priori knowledge 
of system behaviour, When convergence can be relatively easily obtained 
(as for the linear examples given in (26)), an optimal solution can be rapidly 
determined. of the dynamic linear programming method in this 
configuration results in fewer disadvantages than in the "one -slot II solution 
case, as the repeated two-interval problems have a standard form, 
Variation of interval length however would be difficult. 
The technique only gives a local optimum, and convergence 
problems could be experienced with more complex (non-linear or non-
unimodel) response surfaces, Although this method is more suited to 
on-line application than a lIone-shot" method, a solution over several 
intervals would still be required before action could taken. 
3. 4. 3. The Problem - Methods 
---~--~------------~~--~----.--~~--------------
The advantages and disadvantages of the ic dynamic methods 
are fully discussed in (27). A survey (see 3.2) reveals that although 
variational -methods have been widely used, there have only been a few 
applications to the type of problem considered here (28, 29). The 'method 
of gradients I does not seem to featUre explicitly in the literature. On 
the other hand, dynami.c programmi.ng i.n its various forms has been us ed 
extensively i.n similar hydrosystem scheduling problems (30, 31, 33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40), 
Cons~quent1y, bearing in rnind the generality and simplicity of 
the dynamic programming concept, a decision was made to concentrate on the 
dynamic programming method and its extensions in this study; later work 
-by J. F. Lowinger 
cated methods. 
aimed examination and use of the more sophisti-
The principle difficulty in the us e of dynam ic programming is 
th d ' . 1') "b . II - e unens lOna Hy arrlCr. number of procedures are available 
which reduce these computational requirements while retaining most of 
(3.4.4) Page 3. ~10 
the desirable properties of the standard algorithm. These include 
successive approximations (41, 42, 43, 44), iteration in policy space 
(41, ,45), quasili.nearization (46), iteration about a nominal using 
success ively finer quantization increments (47), and state increment 
dynamic program.ming, A comprehensive survey of these procedures 
is given in (48). The work of Mullis and Roberts (' 48) concerned wi.th 
improving the capacity of dynamic programming through the use of a 
soft (erasable) memory, Kwakernaak (50) uses a sophisticated concept 
where the system control policy is based on information continually being 
acquired from on-line computation, Dynamic programming in conjunction 
with simulation is envisaged for the optimum-seeking device, however one 
of the basic ideas precludes a dynamic capability. 
These teclmiques, however, rarely extend the method capability 
beyond three dimensions. 
The alternative approach to reducing the dimensionality problem 
is to utilize the features of the particular system to be controlled, For 
example, for linear systems with quadratic performance indices subjected 
to white Gauss noise inputs, Sage (51), devises a separation theorem 
suitable for stochastic optimum controller des ign. 
Development of particular problem features was considered to be 
the first step to producing a feasible optimisation algorithm, the techniques 
given above then being utilized as required to further reduce computational 
requirements, This approach led to the dynamic -static Dynostat Algorithm, 
and further development was not immediately required, The Dynostat 
algorithm is pres ented in Chapter 4. 
3, 4, AS for The Intermediate Term Problen18 
The preceding sections (3,4.1. to 3,4, 3, ) have presented attempts 
to apply existing techl1iques to the subproblems of the intermediate term 
level of the total problem hierarchy. 
A satisfactory solution procedUre was developed for the optimal 
reordering problem (Section 3,4. 1, ) by the logical application of standard 
statistical methods. 
(3, 5) Page 3.31 
Attempts to utilize existing static optimisation techniques to 
the optimal scheduling problem (Section 3, 4, 2. ) did not meet with the sal11.e 
degree of success, Two algorithms capable of solving the problem were found 
(1, e, Dynamic Linear Programming, 3,4,2.4; and A Relaxation Method 
3.4.2,5,), however these did not fully satisfy the requirements of the 
total solution structure of Figure 2. 12, particularly with regard to an 
on -line capability, 
The computer dimensi.onaUty problem of standard dynamic 
methods precluded their di.rect application to the optimal scheduling problem 
(Section 3. 4. 3, ) 
3. 5 A SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3 
This chapter s examined establi techniques for 
application to some of the subproblems of the overall problenL In some 
cases, viz. the Static Long Term Optimisation, the Steady State 
Sensitivity Analysis, the Optinlal }{eorder Problem, existing 
methods were directly applied. For the analysi.s of the dynamic character-
ist of long term optimal solutions the Monte arlo technique was 
e:hi:ended to provide the algorithm required. The latter algorithm was 
developed from work to be described in the next Chapter (4.3), and is 
a unique application of the Monte arlo method. The major advance in the 
solution of upper level long term planning problem ware; one of approach, 
rather than specific technique. The approach was the iterative solution pro-
cedure developed in Chapter 2 (Fi.gure 2. 8). Utilizing procedure" the 
required solutions to the complex problem coulcl be determined using the 
comparatively simple specific techniques [Jcrib ed ill this eha pteI' . 
The Optimal Scheduling problem of the intermediate term level 
was found to be. considerably more difficult to solve. Following the 
policy of applying the techniques least demcmd of computational time 
and storage first, various formulations of static optimizing methods were 
attempted. These met with varying degrees of success, the most prmnis 
being the relaxation technique developed by Fukao Yamazaki (26). All 
methods, investigated, however, suffered from some disadvantage "'lith 
cd to the requirements of th(~ des ired algorithm. Dynarnic methods 
.Page 3, 32 
were briefly introduced -- the dynamic programming method being 
selected as the most promising. Various approaches to the dimensionCllity 
problem associated with this technique ,,"ere mentioned, however it was 
decided to concentrate initially on the utilization of the particular features 
of the problem., rather than refine the solution techni.que. This approach 
lead to the development of the new DynostaJ algorithm, and associated 
sensitivity algorithms, that will be described in Chapter 4, 
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CHAPTEH 4 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter described the development of control 
algorithms from established technique. With reference to the 
overall problem structure of Figure 2. 12, the8 e algorithms provide 
solutions to: 
(0 the long tern1. static opt aHon problem 
(jj) the long term steady state sens itivity analys 
(Hi) the analys is of the dynamic characteristics of the long 
term optimal solution 
(iv) the intermediate term optinlal re-ordering problem, 
The interrnediate term optimal scheduling problem and the 
associated sensitivity analyses are not amenable to solution ufJing 
conventional n1ethods c A vad of static and extended static 
optimisati.on methods have been applied to the optimal scheduli.ng 
problen1 with some success - however, all of the desired features 
of the required algorithm could not be attained, Section 3.4, 3 
described the selection of a basic dynamic method, dynarnic pro-
gramming, and its attendant difficulties. philosophy of utilisation 
of particular problem featuY'es to negate these difficulties was then 
advanced, Thi.s cb.apter descT the us e of this approach to develop 
a new algorithm, Dynostat, to solve this problem. Also eribed 
the developm.ent of various sensitivi.ty analys algol'iJlm1s associat 
vrith the intermediate optimum scheduling problem. 
4,2 INTERMEDIATE 'fER OPTIMUM SCHEDULING LEM 
4,2,1 is of the Off-Line 
4.2. L 1 Re-Defini.tion of the Problem 
FOr the model representation shovvn i.n Figure 4,1 (a 
repeat of Figure 2. 17), the object function can be given as: 
(4.2.1.1) Page 4.1 
T 
Minimise C 1 [f((i-) + g(x)] dt e ~ III 4.;; 1 
o 
where the instantaneous cost functiollS are: 
1) f(o') = f(AS) accoLmting for energy costs; and 
2) g(x) accounting for storage costs, 
and where T is the period of time over which the optimum schedule 
is to operate. 
~~-, ' 
~'<+datil rl.~~ 
I "I" 1 I I 
energy I distribution I lumped: en<zrgy I output I excess surplus 
sources, :_conversion I energy I US'2rs rote, de9~cit. storage, 
I I I 
[
0--------0 J I II : ITn 
I I 
A: : : b ________ ~ 
nl f'l-r~ 
At the same time all sys l:em requirements are to be 
satisfied. They are of two types: 
1) the constraints given by the system, differential equation 
- - -x lVIAS - u 
L e, 
X~· = m·(a'1~1 + ,,- ". S ) 
--1 '1 '1_ "-' , , , ,.' Q'un' In 
2) the ]:'est:raints due to num,c):'ous practical limits, of which 
the following are important examples: 
a) storage 0 ~ x. ~ 1, say,.i ::: 1 ... , 11, 
1 
b) production rates 0":;; h ,t;; 1, say, i ::: 1, .. ,n 
4.2 
c) energy distribution, L e., energy used cannot exceed 
the amounts of energy Q'laihtble, so: 
O~ alj+a2/"" +anj.:f 1,' j ::: l., .. m 
(4. 2. 1. 2) ge 4. 2 
4. 2. 1. 2 Variables and the Dimensionality Problem 
Determination of the optimurn sehedu1e requires evaluation 
of the variables necess to d eHne the state of the at any 
time during period of the schedule. A sufficient sct of such 
variables is as follows: 
1) storage variables xl' x2' , , ,., xn; total n 
2) eontro1 variables a.. i '" 1,... nand j 1J, 
total mn, 
Of this total 11(m + 1) variables, n are e11t by virtue 
of n system constraint' equations, leaving, therefore, 
mn independent variables. 
The task of determining the optimum. sehedule may be 
stated as that of synthes ing a system state trajeetory in (m x n) -
dimensional j• Euclidean (Fig. 4, 2) whieh, whUe satisfying 
the speci.fied and boundary conditions, must also minimise 
the cosi. functional over the period of the schedules. The actual 
asses of the optimal trajectory could proceed on the basis of 
the fan~iliar dynaxnic programm.ing technique. However, as 
discussed the 
severely limiting, 
ionality problem of this technique would 
( "_) specimen A~X1;. trajectory 
/'1 IT! .' '.ill.· . 
I :'1 'I . 
'I: ;1 
projection 
(x~, t I p!cme 
---'------time 
FIG. 4·2 SPECIr...~EN TRAJECTORY IN _ [A'f+ XJ ._~PACE. 
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For clarity of this explanation (there are technical com~' 
putational reasons also) it convenient to choose the n 
variables from the energy control So the optimum 
schcdule will be assessed in (A':' + x) space, where ~ spacc 
the dimens ions xl • ,. x
n
' and 
dimensions r a .. ' less n 
Ii" 1J.k'I 
e A~:' space compr es A 
variables, say, 811 ..• 
Since exploring all the sible trajectories in this 
(m x n) "dimensional (A:" -t e would involve a prohi.bitively 
large computational effort, it now desirable to find an 
technique. 
4.2.1.3 Separation into Dynamic and Static Sections 
e 
In an assessment of the optilTlUm schedule by progressive 
construction of an optimal trajectOJ:'y in (x + e, the 
following observations are made. 
1 ) Each decis on the coordinates for the 
affects operational costs at future times, so assessment 
es 
of an optimum storage policy must em,brace complete storage 
trajector 
2) Choice or dec ions on the coordinates of the energy control 
variables only instantaneous costs 
set of control variables at any time is det 
reference to past and future disposition of 
trajectory 
so the optiroum 
ed without 
overall optimum 
So, considering the operations schedule to be made up of 
N equal time int ',N t = T} in w hi ch { 
'\l 
~ 
i -steady -state 
conditions 
storage cooI'd 
reasonably be assumed, then for a chosen change of 
the optimun1.~:eeking exerc e within thai interval 
is simply a problem in static optinlisatiol1o Cho of the trajectory 
coordincdcs x is part of the dynamic content of the optimisation 
exerc 8. 
\ '±, ,:" J.. .J, 
x - space 
vC!r iables, 
'#. Speci! ied Boundary Conditions 
Page 4.4 
TIME 
xn ----Quo:;i St<zady Stoiv: I\rproxirnations 
to continuous trojectOTie:;; 
IONS IN p, TRA,)ECTORY-
Thus the overall (m x n)··dimcnsional optimisation exercise 
(Fig. 4,3) splits into the following two distinct sections: 
1) dynamic section (n vari.ables) in.i space, whi&h requires 
substantial computer facilities for assessment of complete 
trajectories; 
2) static secHo11 (11 (m - 1) variables) in N!' space, 'which 
requires a repetition (one for each interval of each pernl.issible 
trajectory) of relatively siI:nple static optimurn~'seeking 
com. putations. 
This separation into two distinct .sections m.ay also be justified 
by an inspection of the system equations in Section 4. 2. 1, 1. It is 
seen that dynami.c operations in the equati.ons involve only the x space 
variables, so their consideration n1.ust belong to a dynamic section 
of the probJ,em. However, the piecewis e linear approxi.lTlations to 
the system state trajectories (Fi.gs, 4. 2 and 4, 3) impos e eonstant 
values on all components of x within cacb intervaL So within thes e 
intervals the dynamic content of the problem is suppressed and the 
'1 ,.'. 1 1 A . bI' f " t t' If exerClSe tlere, Illvolvlng on:l tle space varIa .es, 18 one 0 s-a"lC 
Opti~11is aHon. Thus identification of the groups of variables may be 
made directly from the system. differential equations, 
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4. 2. 1. 4 of the Dynostat Technique 
The key points of this technique may now be stated as 
the following: 
1) quasi -steady representation of optimal control trajectories. 
2) identification of the d sections requiring stCl.tiC or 
d;ynamic optimisation techniques. 
3) the application of a repetition of relatively simple static 
optin1.um··seeking techl1iques in A>:< space within each 
interval. 
4) the progressive application of tbe dynamic programming 
technique us ing from the static optimiser to determi.ne 
the optimum storage policy for complete trajectories. 
A point of interest in the techniq ue the concurrent operation 
of the separate DYNamic and STATic Optimisation techniques. Thus 
fhe connotation of the title this "Dynostat" technique. 
A practical advantage of the DYl10stat technique is a major 
saving of COHlputer storage computing required for assess-
ment of an opdrnal trajectory. In a majority of applications static 
optimum seeking techniques can be expected to be m.uch more 
economical of computer facilities than dynamic programmillg. So, by 
placing a number of variables in static section, Dynostat 
fact the computer greatly computing rcquirements. 
dimensionality problem reduced from (m x n) dimens in (x + 
space to little more than that required of an n-"dimens problem i1'l 
x space, 
of 
in its 
or 
Using Dynostat there is no to examine economics 
possible e trajectories in A':< space, Instead, Dynostat 
:mode of operation seelw only the opthnum A':' space co~ 
in each quasi-steady interval; no i:irne is wastf;d on un-
ecorlOmic configurations .~ the static optim.is er does not cons ider them . 
. 
4. 2. 1. 5 Developm the CompuLational Algorithm 
Corresponding to the N seetion approxi.mat to the 
spec telTl state trajectory 3)the computer algo;dthm must 
contain N discrete computation stages, which in Fig • 
. tackled in the on··der 1 to N, corresponding to incr 
4 a1' e s hmvn 
such of computation stat.ic optbnization asseE1S are rE'.:quir 
to d ine 9- l1lulticHmens ional of m.inim.U111 increlT18ntal 
(4.2.1.5) Page 4.6 
ari8 ing from all the permissible co-ordinate levels of entry and departure 
of system state trajectories to the 1<.th section" the computation 
proceeds through the stages. the arrays of i.ncremental costs are com.bined 
in the classic fashion of dynamic programming, and a minim.um cost path 
through all the arrays is determined. The value of the corresponding 
trajectory co-ordi.nates and distribution parameters are read out to provide 
data on the optimum stor'age policy and 
The vector quantities (u}l and 
\: 
control settings, respectively. 
4 represent forcing function 
demand levels and trajectory emental co·-ordinates applicable to stage k. 
The actual computational procedure involved is then eSB entially as follows. 
The dynamic programming section determines the next in 
- -
cremental trajectory x to a particular grid point x which is 
to be exan1.ined, and also sets up the conditions for the static 
optimurn seeking problem associated vi/jth this choice of in-
cremerrtal trajectory, The static computational section 
determines the optimum configuration of the control variables 
<:l .. satisfying the system restraints, and then transfers this lJ 
data on the local optimum to the dynamic scction; which in 
tUrn costs the incremental trajectory and decides (on bas of 
OCCU11iulote minim UI1l 
(4.2.1.6) 
ini tiol cond itions, ini tial 
cients f. I'estmint 
VDF,' 
Static 
control actions 
and 
sys~em 
disturb:mces 
Requisite static optimisation 
for this possible route, 
YES 
incrementol co ~t tor th is 
iran other routes to this grid 
consic!\or<zd then reploce previous 
on th<z opt irnu ITI fDU te to thi~ 
point with required infomotion,. 
Page 4, 'f 
up the set of optimal 
and cost for this S€t oi 
control actions. 
DIGITAI~ COMPUTER l:;,LGORITHlvi OF DYNOSTft\f 
the inciple of Optimality) whether to retain or discard this 
particular route. This procedure is repeated for all perm ible 
increment trajectories to this gri.d point, tben for all possible 
grid points at this stage, and finally for all intervals making up 
the complete trajectory. 
A specimen digital computer program flow chart is shown 
in Figure 4.5, This program has been used to assess optirnum energy 
usage schedules from data, on this application as below. 
4. 2. L 6, Computation Tinle and Storage 
For an (ill x n)-dimensional systen1. with r-level discrin1.ination 
of each spatial variable and N-stage discrimination in time, the total 
computation time for tIle dynalnic programming technique to assess an 
optimum trajectory is known to be 
2rnn 
T DP - N r tD' 
where tD is the time taken to assess an incrernental trajectory cost. 
Using Dyn08tat the comput<=ttion time can be shown to be 
]'\1 2n +1\-( 2 1 )11 .... T DS - r "D + ,l'1 r·, I'S •••••• 
where t is the time taken to accomplish a static optimisation and S 
is a carryover factor varying in value between l/N and I, depending 
upon whether all or n011e of the static optimisation data in one stage 
is applicable to other 
The ratio of the two expressions indicates the improvement 
in computation tinie due to Dynostat: 
T
DS · 
'I\T 2n. 
::: 1,',1' t 
D + 
N(2r 
T N nint DP r D 
n 
::: :1 + (2/1')· (tS/tD) 
l' 
whel'e 
.m 1. 
1 0 -10 f' t1 ' J . t' or 1LS app .lca lOn 
3 
4.4 
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Savings COll1pui:ation tinJ.e for other combinations of m 
and n are indicated in Fig. 
3 t It == 10 S D . 
;. 50 
o 
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6 where r "" 10, 1, 
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In more cOlnplex exarnples the static optimizer would be 
ded to be slower to converge to an answer po and then 
Dynostat loses some of its advantage over dYIHl.Jnic programming. 
However, with the 0 of inii:iaf advantage indicctted in F ~ 4. 6 
it is quite that for the class of problem wit]) (m n) 
Dynosi:at techni.que offers a major reduction i.n computation time, 
even when ts is substantially 3 than 10 t D. 
Similarly, it is shovr)1 that the ratio of storage requil'e-> 
ments of Dynostat versus clynamic programrn.ing is suJ:wtance 
by (l/r)m. So for conditions of the same example nostat has 
an advantage of 107 :1 with respect to co.m.puter storage ernent[:"., 
Po. 4.10 
4. 2. 1 c '7 The Breadth of Applications 
In this dQ!scussion it is convenient to use topographical 
terms in references to the static section of Dynostat. The static 
optimiser is regarded as a hill-climbing devlce seeking a maximum 
value of a profitability' functional A~' space (implying a least cost 
of encrgy usagc). The optimis er, using a predeterm.ined strategy, 
steers a search point to find the peak of the profitability hypersurface, 
although it is deni.ed access to certai.n areas by the system restraints. 
1, Systems with Time-Varying Parameter's 
In principle the dynamic programrn.ing techniquc can always 
handle time-varying coefficients simply by reducing the 
stage interval until for practical purposes the variation 
of the value of the param eter within the i.nterval may be 
neglected. However, such reduction of increases the 
l1Ull'lber of stages in the computation and the computational 
time proportionally. 
6t 6t 6t &~ 6t 
""'-TIME 
-FIG.4.7 S IES STATIC OPTIM.A ~ 
Rather than incur this computation penalty an alternative 
to let t be as lar ge ;::.8 ible subject only to 
maintaining a satisfactory discrimination of the fastest 
changes in forcing function dencanct A separate and 
sufficiently fine tirne discrimination t i.s then introduc 
(4.2 . .1. 'n 4.11 
(Fig. 4. 7) the static section so that variation of the 
time dependent parameters in each sub,·interval t may 
be neglected. optimum costs from each sub-interval 
are accumulated over each interval t for inclusion in the 
dynamic section. Thus the increased computation reqnire 
accomnlodated where it e:A'-pected to hurt 
in the static section of Dynostat. 
In quantitative tern'18 an indication of the maximum. sizes 
of the thn.e intervals t and S t may be obtained from a 
consideration of the periodicities present or anticipated in 
forcing ftmction input s and the fluctuations of the 
parameter values, respectively. Choos each time 
interval a fraction (,-_ .. 1/10) of the shortest periodicity 
of significant a.mpUtude present ens ures that a high per c 
confidence may 
computed answer point 
placed on an assertion that the 
within a small percent error of 
the ideal answer point which 1.8 as t and 
More precisely, the magnitudes of the time intervals can 
be predicted from a consideration of the power spectral 
density fUIlctions of the time-varyi.ng quantities and 
application of sampling theory. However, this an 
involved exercise and is invaria.bly avoided in favour of 
preceding guideline modified by al1.8wer point sensitivity 
tests during com.putation proving. 
In SOln~ circumstances the static optimiser may with 
advantage be allowed to run continuously seeking 
instantaneous opthnum.' in space; the total cost over' an 
(nterval being obtained from it by integration. Subj 
to e lim.itations, a wel1~des hill clilnber may 
successfully track a static optimum. even when topography 
and restraints are time varying. 
2 •. Nonlinearities and Switching Discontinuities 
cJynam.ic programming technique ifJ again wen·~s 
3. 
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in principle to handle non~linear flIDctions and restraints. 
However, the effect of nonlinearities in the SHltiC section 
is to corn.plicate the topographical structure of the hill 
climbing exercises leading to a slower convergence to an 
answer point. Answer point ambiguities due to multiple 
peaks and a possible re entrant restraint structure 
o be encountered. Dynostat accommo nonlinear 
with a degree cf efficiency dictated pdmarily by the quality 
of the hUl-"climbing technique chosen from the wide 
of such teclmi.ques available. 
Switching discontinuities occur frequently in ive 
either /01' situations where either this machine or another 
but not both machines rflay used to manufacture a eel' 
pl:·oduct. In the dynmnic section solutions are readHy 
obtained by defining suitably restraining switch variables 
a well-established technique.-
The particular applicati.on included switched elements in 
the static section. were handled simply by repeating 
each run for permissible combination of switcb. itions, 
routing cost inforn"latiol1 on thc bcst combination to 
d;ynarnic optimizing section. Morc efficient schemes which 
avoid the need to res between runs are clearly sible. 
ion.-::: of the Introductory S,ystem Model 
The simplified system HlOde1 of 1 served as a suitable 
example with which to introduce the essentials of the Dyno.stat 
technique Q Practical problems do not directly this 
s.imple form due to many complicating features \vhich v{Ould 
enter into a flow diagram model s as intermediate Cr08G-
channel couplings and eqll~pment ti.ule constants. 
If the system is Unear, then it can be s howl1 such 
feedhacl<.:s cross o. couplings can be compounded 
the flow diagram. representation essentially 
· (4.2.1.7) Page 4.13 
unchangedJrorn Fig. 4. 1 although overall feedback may be 
present in some cases. (For the example illustrated such 
unlikely feedbaclc would have to be a derivative function to 
have physical significance.) The order of the characterizing 
differential equation is unaltered, only the matrix co-
effieients become more involved. Even when non linearities 
are present it is considered that the principles of Dynostat 
remain valid. Additional complication due to non linear 
function evaluation is, of course, incurred. 
However, the omission of an equipment time constant (say, 
a generator with an exponential time constant seconds) 
could have serious repercussions in a case where it is 
important to fonow fast changes in forcing function demand. 
In such cases ( /;''1 t c;;: ) the necessary inclusion of 
equipment dynamics adds to the computation problem. 
4. Extensions Beyond the Class of the Present Model 
Although the Dynostat a.pproach to optimization is expected 
to be of value in other classes of systems, the detailed 
work reported here pertains only to the class of system 
outlined in Fig. 4.1 together with the variations discussed 
in Sections (1), (2), (3) above, 
A preliminary examination, however, shows thai: a similar 
approach to the classic opUmal control problem is an 
aid to comprehens ion and computer im.plementation of this 
optimis ation problem. 
(n The static section of the approach recogllises the 
maximum principle in topographical terms, viz.:. a 
search point finds the co ··,ordinates of the optimum 
instantaneous forcing frn1ction in state space at an 
extremum of the engineering Hamiltonian's hyper-
surface, although system restraints deny access to 
parts of this hj:persurface. Clearly, this section of 
(4.2,1,8) Page 4.14 
of the problem can be considered as a hill-clinl.bing 
exercise and amenable to so-called static methods 
of computer implementation. 
(ii) The dynamic section caters for -varying 
in the hypers 
formulation 
topography due to the Hamiltonian 
possible presence of time~varying system 
co-efficients. Imposition of 
as in Fig. 3 would result in 
i -'steady approxiIll.ations 
dynamic section 
assessing and scheduling to the static section the 
changes of topography progressively across the time 
intervals 0 Dynamic programming (or multjstage 
decision making) does not s een1 to be involved s 
all feedb of a state variable are abs ent, i. e. , 
there is an open loop integrator in the system topology. 
In this area of generalisation of the Dynostat approach 
additional research is bei.ng carTied out. 
4. 2. 1, 8 Application to the Practical Problem 
The initial math~matical mod of the system is as described 
in Chapter 2. 4 and embodied time variance of demand and some 
conversion co·-efficients a. 'J and an ass ion of linear transfer IJ 
functions for the blocks of the n'lodel bloc Ie diagram. 
As. the initial model was taken as linear. the Dynos progran1 
was constructed to use dynamic programming for the dynamic section 
and linear programming for the stati:c s 
Us ing this program, optimum Llles were produc for a 
period of one month (daily intervals), It was found tbat the scheduling 
better use of the state electricity supply such that the 
maximum demand necessary to avoid failure to s fy 
production demands could be reduc 4. 8 illustrates the 
s (for each valuc of this parameter) produced by optimum 
schedules as compared with rpi11 operation as actually occurred, a 
, program computing actual op costs on an identical price 
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structure. The values of s only to the elementary 
linear model of the plant. A sensitivity is is also necessary 
to assess a sufficient margin for ilistic disturbances. 
14 
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the reduction in comparative saving as the maximum 
nd towards the minim,um; this is due to the plant 
into more uneconomic operating conditions to avoid 
producti.on reduction" 
for 
s 
with, 
fact, the 
an 3601 the computation time to produce a schedule 
at this 20 percent discrimination on the 
was approximately 25 minutes. This was 
full output. which slowed computation greatly. In 
would be of the order of 10 minutes. 
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4. 2. 2 is of the On"·Line 
4. 2, 2. lOn-Line Hcquirements 
Consider the ease where off-line optimum schedules 
have been produced for the coming period" The general on-"line require 
ment for a fast response algorithlu to update these schedules in the 
light of new system information or revised loading schedules. 
Generally, such information, or revision (referred to as disturbances) 
apply to only a few of the total number of intervals in the schedule" 
Three general classes· of disturbance lnay be determined, in order 
of priority with respect to speed of response requirements, as 
shown in Fig, 4. 9 
i. e, Taking a real time reference as r RT, (See Fig. 4:, 9) 
the disturbance applies to; 
(a) the immediate ne}..1: few intervals 
(b) some intermediate group of intervals 
( c) int at the end of the schedule, or 
additional intervals beyond the off .. line schedule, 
1. c. extension of the optimum schedule planning 
horizon. 
Response requirements obviously become less stringent 
from (a) to (c) owing to the buffering action of intervening intervals, 
i. e., a disturbance of type (b) or (c) will have a smaller effect on the 
action required at tRT than win a t:)-,pe (a) disturbance. 
(el ) ( b) (c) 
---- - 1------ -- ---
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LL 2. 2. 2 Inadequacies of the Off-·Line Algorithm 
As discussed above, the off·~Jjne algorithm has two 
major sections; a) dynamic and b) static. T'he dynarni.c section 
forms the lTlain-1ine program, and the static section forms a sub-
program called by the main-line program whenever a minimum 
stage cost poUcy is required (see Fig. 4,4). Because the static 
section is a unitary subroutine slaved to the m.ain··1ine program, 
improving the response time of the static "package" ean be treated 
as a separate exercise~ Owing to the difficulty in significantly 
increasing the speed of this relatively efficient subroutine on the 
digital computer, the alternative approach of reducing the frequency 
of us age was pursued in this studyo Analogue computer techniques 
have been utilised with considerable success to achieve the former 
objective. This work was undertal~en by To W. Marks as a part of 
the overall project. 
The dynamic section utilises the implicit recurJ.'en ce relation 
of dynamic programming in sequelLtially extending I' optimal tra-
jectories from one fixed boundary point through r time variable 
boundary points (r is the number of discrete state variable levels), 
Only at the last inte:rval in the p18.nning horizon are the x' trajectories 
br'ought to the other boundary point to identify the optimal solution 
to the given two -point boundary value problem. This mechanism is 
identical whether computation proceeds in a forward di:1'8ction (as 
in Fig, 4. 4) or in the reverse di.rection. 
In the on··line situation where only a few intervals are disturbed, 
the calculation must pl'oceed through all intervals in the schedule before 
the updated optimal trajectory can be determined. As conditions for 
the majority of the intervals in the schedule have not been affected by 
the disturbances, such a procedure involves a large degree of re .. 
petitive calculation. If the algorithm. could be so o:cganis ed that 
relevant information on the optirn.um trajectories across each interval 
could be succinctly stored, a large proportion of the repetitive cal-
culation could be elimi.nated. This would significantly improve the 
response time of the algorithm. 
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4, 2. 2, 3 On -Line Algorithm Concepts 
The basis of the ol1""line algor is a modified statement 
of Bellman's "Principle of Optimality 'I ( 1) 
With respect to Fig. 
can be phrased: 
10 the original "Principle of Optirnalityl! 
"If (UV) is the optimal trajectory between boundary points 
x and z, then; (U) the optimal trajectory between 
points x and y, and (V) 
points y anx Z. t I 
the optimal trajectory between 
Consider the modified statement: 
"If trajectory (U) is optimal with respect to the points 
x, y, and trajectory (V) optimal with respect to the 
points y, z, and y th2 optimal of all possible states at 
the time t (with respect to the total functional value); then 
n 
the trajectory (UV) is optimal between the boundary points 
x and ZD II 
X I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
y 
u 
- FIG.4· - SUBDIVISION OF OP 
This modified statement can be uHlis 
timll 
TRAJECTORIES. -
directly in an 
on"·li1'1e algorithm for disturbance classes (a) and (c). For the case 
of an (a) type disturbance optimality has been lost for the (U) section 
of the trajectory illustrated; however information on the I' optimal 
trajectories (V) from the allowable states y at time tn' to the endpoint 
Z is sUU valid. (This information obtained where the original 
off-line calculation is performed in a reverse direction, tN to t RT.). 
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The ol1·-line alg?ritlun computes the r optimal trajectories (U) 
from the initial point x to all allowable states y, The optinml 
trajectory xz is then given by: 
Min ( y 
where C.. = cost of optimal trajectory from grid 
1J 
point i, to grid point j, 
Alternatively, the on-line algoritlm'l could proceed as the 
conventional "backwards II dynamic programming from the states y 
to the ini.tial state x, given the optimal costs C as initial data. 
zy . 
The most frequent case of this type of disturbance involves 
only one i.nterval. Obviously the response time of the on-line 
algorithm is eA"tremely fast in this case as only r static opHmis aUons 
need be performed to obtain the new optimal trajectory, 
For the case of a (c) type disturbance a similar procedure 
applies, Assuming that information is available, the algorithm 
proceeds as forward dynamic programmtng from the allowable states 
Y to any final state z, with C as initial xy 
The case of a (b) type disturbance a little more compU-
cated as three trajectory segments have to be "matched t1 , rather than 
two as before (Fig. 11 L Two equivalent alternative methods are 
possible: 1) apply forward dynamic programming from the initial 
states x (with t as initial data) to a11 states y, then select 
wx , 
optimum state y which gives l\IU.n.jlVLax) C + C j. as above; 
" wy zy. 
2) use Ilbackwards II dynamic programmi.ng from. initial states y 
to states x and apply a similar selection. 
z 
--FI 4.11 THREE TRAJECTORY SEGMENTS-I':>. CASE b 
_._----
DI STU~< I\jCE 
.... i-
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4. 2, 2,4 Implem.entatiol1 of the On"Line Algorithm 
The basic com.putational "unit" used in all three cases 
above is the dynamic programm.ing (or dynostat) calculation in-
volved in stage progression (see Figure 4. L e, • the calculation 
involved in determination of the minimum C. for all allowable 
n .- 1 i:: RT 1 
states y at t j given the minimum 
en. i C. , 1 As this computational RT 
Ilunit il derived from the conventional off-line algorithm, with suitable 
organisation of calculation sequences a single program should perform 
all functions (1. e., off~1ine and on-line optirnisation). A program 
conforming to this specifi cation bas been written, salient developments 
being bricfly described here, 
A primary initial requirement was for a flexible method 
of storing, accessing and updating all current optimurn route and 
cost information using minimum computer storage .. 
Four techniques for storing the required route information 
were conDidered: 
1. Store all possible i.ncremental trajectories and the 
associated costs, "activat II those currently 
optim.umc This techni.que \vas not cons idered 
further owing to the tremendous amount of storage 
required, 
2. Use the "Unknet" technique of Cashin, Mayson and 
Podrnore ( 2 ) , This a list progrannning 
technique developed for graphical analysis, Three 
information files are maintained; one for information 
regarding the nodes of the graph, one for information 
regarding the arcs joining nodes together, and one for 
beads, which link p2,rticular arcs with particular 
nodes, Each file subdivi.ded into a large number of 
numbered ITblocksll, each Ilblockl! defining the attributes 
of a particular node or arc, or in the case of beads, 
relating the nodal and arc "blocks II, This teclmiq ue 
is more general in application than is warranted for 
this particular case as here the nodal layout is very 
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regular, l' per time interval; where r the number 
of discrete storage levels, and also because there are 
only (21' 1) unique incremental trajectories (arcs) 
per time interval. e of this technique directly would 
therefore result in superfluous information being 
stored in both the arc and bead files Development of 
a similar technique tailored to the particular appli-
cation was favoured however. 
3 0 Use of list programming with two information files; 
one defining the (21' ,. 1) possible incremental costs 
for each time interval; the other subdivided into 
tagged bloc giving the node attributes in addition 
to pointers showing the next and previous nodes on the 
optimUlYl ronte. The disadvantage associated with 
this approach is that the possibility of multiple optimum 
routes cannot. be allowed for (L e, multiple pointers) 
without defining thc nodal blo large anough to allow 
for the maximum number of pointers; from previ.ous 
optimum nodes (r), and to the next optimum nodes (d. 
Thus in the case of a single optimum route, 2(1' ~ I) 
storage positions within each nodel block are wasted. 
4. Us e of lisi: programming with multiple matrix files 
in (3) above, one separate file used to define the 
. (2r - 1) possible incremental costs per time intervaL 
The remainder of the matrix files each describe a 
particular node attribute; the matrix index defining 
the particular node being described. For a single 
optimum trajectory over N time intervals, (rN) 
elements would be'required in each nodel definition 
matrix file: the possibility of multiple routes requires 
that a greater number of elements provided. The 
presence of a multiple route radiating from a given node 
indicated by a number at the corresponding index in 
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an additional identical file defined for th purpose. 
The V<':J.lu.c of this number ( rN) gives the index at 
which complete nodal information on this additional 
route may be found, By ensuring that redundant 
.information is removed from these additional levels 
rN) in the information files, multiple routes can 
be allowed for without the same d ee of wastage as 
in (3) above, 
The method developed in (4) above was considered most suit-
able for this application and was used satisfactorily in an M 360/44 
implementation of the on-line DYl10stat programme (See Fig. 4.12). The 
regular layout of nodes on the dynamic pro amming grid allows a repeatable 
numbering system to be used .. the index number related to each 
node can thus be determined by a simple program and an additional 
file is not required. The case of a non-valid node can be indicated 
by zeros in all associated noda1 attribute files. 
S nodal i.nformation or eolum.n matrices were defined 
for this particular application, these describing: a) optimum cost 
to the boundary point at the end of the time horizon under consideration, 
b) optimum cost from the initial poil1t at the beginni.ng of the time 
horizon, c) the index corresponding to the next node on the preferred 
optimum route, d) the index corresponding to the last node on the 
preferred optimmTl route, e) the corresponding to the storage 
location of a, b, c, d, e, and f information for an alternative 
optim.urn route in the forward direction, and f) the indcx co:nesponding 
to the storage location of a, b, c, d, e, and f iniorrn.atioll for an 
alternative optimum route in the revers e direction, A zero element 
in e, or f indicates that there are no further alternative optimum 
routes. 
The broad requirements of the on-line algorithm were 
given 40 2, I, and the basic algodthmic concepts for satisfaction 
of these requirements were presented in 2. 2. 3, Although the 
b · t t' ] II 'tIl, 1 d' thO ., , J aBlC cornpn'a lona. Ulli' Invo ve In' IS exercIse IS cornparatIve.y 
simple, program organi.sation and housekeeping (e. updating values 
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of C following a disturbance type (a), consequent C 
wxyz. < xw 
recalculation and action) require a complex structure of subroutines. 
The prograrn developed has been designed to perform only the dynamic 
optin1.isation functions, the static optimisations for the (21' 1) 
possible x values in each interval not being pertinent to the on-line 
program in that they can be performed by a separate subroutine 
which can be called for when required (e, g. the linear programming 
11 . 1 II 3 1 3 pac mge of 3. , or , 2, 4) 
The final program has a four level hierarchical structure 
a descriptive representation of the various subprograms and their 
functions being given in Figure 4. 1 The four levels as shown 
comprise: a) Program mode selection determined by disturbance 
type or required action, b) an organisationFtllayer to direct lower 
level operatiol1r:;, c) direct control of cyclic basic operations, and 
d) basic operations. The functions of the subroutines at each level 
of the program are given in Figure 4, 12 and win not be further 
elaborated here. The list prograrnming technique developed for 
this application and described (4) above was used to minimize 
storage requiren1.ents while allowing ready access and modification 
to optimal routing and costing information. The present fLmction 
selection routinc requires a high ee of operator interaction i.n 
its present form in that the operator is required to recognise the 
type of disturbance, and input necessary data and calculation and 
output limits. Cerhd.l1 housekeeping and output routines such as 
STEPPROG, RESET, INFOUT, ,<'mod GRIDOUT also require direct 
operator request. This is in keeping with the nature of the progran1 -
operator intelligence being uti1ised for functions it best performs in 
direction of the computer, the latter handling functions for which it 
is better equipped. In an on .. line' cOlnputer situation this philosophy 
would not substantially change, however more automation in terms 
of date acquisitiol1, handling, and output would be desirable and 
could readily be implemented. 
P~GRAM MODE SELECTION 
SETS UP CALLING PARAMETERS 
CAL.LS-~KfHRU. ""fOUT, STEPR(X;/ IMMEDST, DELAYDST" RESE ~ GRIDOu-r: 
1NRml' Used for output of intltmation 
on optiml.ll1 route fran a given point 
oW'r a givcm ro. of int2nols. A du~ routine 
as a srction of IMMEDST. is u$«J to actoolly 
di~t TRACEOUT. 
CALLS IMMED ST. 
I "Sid''' IOnw I The basic off line routin~ 
u to optimisr in !Zither, dinz:ction owr a 
given no. of r,tllt'\lQls. Colis WIPE to clear 
storage. then START to calculate the 1irst 
intemal. Then diA!!Cts COM~RE th~ 
s!Zquential intlZrvats ovu the spccifica 
t iIM horizoo. 
I ~!J~~USf:d for a disturbance type (a' 
itlOIY1 I E IS dim:tcd to ci«lr store'Je OVU tt. disurMd ~9ion. If mo~ than OM intcr\IQ1 
invoMd OPOPT is diNCt.c.d to optimise in the: 
backwards diA!!dion. When one iltcNal remains 
C~RE is used to select thlr ttptimum route 
from the sprcif~d init;cal ~nt. TRACEOUT ttllln 
outputs optimum route information WORI<THRU 
is coiled to A!!qptimiK in the b'word dinz:ctioo 
Q'Iff thlr pbnnina horizon. 
QELAYDST J UM:d for disturbance t)'Pt',s (b) & (c) 
If cost from tRT redundant, a'l11S WORl(THRU to updatlt 
up to bouftdcry of disturbed rqion. 0:Ids WIPE to clear 
s~ owr dlSturbtd I"'l!ion. back to ~t . If plc:mi'lg 
horizOn i$ bring «xtlrmcMd. calls WOR K to qptina. 
baCkwards oyC'r distJIi-biid' ... gion. ~sc POPT is 
uS&'<!. SCANOPT is then UMd to cictermiM t .... cpt.iIurn 
immzdiatc action TRACEOUT is uscI for O\tPllt. 
Priority 2 caltulation starts by dircctn, DPOPT CALLS 
DPOP)] Dir«ts tile: r.OMPARE routine to optimise: 
o vczr all nocks OVer one: intLr\IQl Rizprots tM proC0:furlZ 
s<1'qentially over all inte'VOls from a (Jive:n start tim!Z 
to a 9ivlln md timll. 
CALLS COMPARE 
START I Transposlls arc 
costs into nodll cost s 
(CDst t'om initial pointor 
rost to 1inol point ~ndirv;l 
on calculation dire:l:tion r-..J 
forwards ~ or backwordsP'T. 
Nodll costs 0I"Il pi a Old in list 
Storagll. 
cx::::tvR\RET Takrls one: grid 
point & co~ t.htl total cast 
to this point .. an aU allowobk 
stabls prlZVioos (for taward 
calculations} or blb¥ing (t>r 
backwards cnlculations). Thrl 
minimum cost is steAd ... & tM 
a~iabzd pl"'lvi~, or next 
nodll on the q>tlmum rout~ 
is r«o~d. 
WIPE, START, COM"'R E. 
CALLS WIPE. DPOPT) COMPARE; TRACE()lJT, 
WORKTHRU. 
to ~timisc from thr disturbanc2 boundary bock to tjtf 
TRACEOUT is used 10r ~lck output to check 
previous output. DPOPT then rmpti'Aiscs "cost fn:wn t~T" 
from the brqinning ct thlr disturbance to tM t'nd of 
STEPPROG I CoII~d by SELECT. 
Dir«ts TRACE to output r«quftd. 
dota on optilTllm routC'S corrapondi~ 
to the pass09~ 01 reol till'llt. Any giwn 
numbtlr 01 C)rid .ruzps can be roodC'. 
SIlts flag to indicotcz"cost fran tt'" 
rlldundant. 
CA LLS TRACE . 
SCANOPT I The new ·cost ta C'nd' 
. is adOad ta thc·a:>st from ttr" 
t:>r all nodl:s at· thcz bajJinnng Of 
(! disturblld "9ion. TMS4' valurs 
a~ ccmpanz~ & thcz MW ~imur\ 
nodlZ sdzcttZCI. For this n6dc, 
tM nlZW'" cost to C'nd' 'is ~., 
to thz'·cost to «nd a bdo~ k 
disturboncrz," the,6 CDst dt~ .. 
1hz routin« tlwn ste:ps back atong 
thIl ~t:imun rout.cz from this neck 
updating th« ·cost to flnd· with thit' 
a cost l'Q1ue:. Multiple routn art 
no t ac <XlUI'lte:l tx. 
tM planning horimn. 
CAlLS W~THRU, WIPE, DPOPT S CANOPT 
TRAC E OUT. J 
RES E,.] Hou.wkerping rout inr . 
Updotczs grid storagE' OOicllS 
corresponC:ling to t.htl possCJ9ll 
01 nz:al timcz then diA!!tts WIPE 
to mnovlZ rmundont infa"mation. 
CALLS WIPE 
., TRIrCEOUT I An output 
routh</:. From C3 spec if i0:I 
sta1.point, the: nm nod!s 
on the: optilTlJl1l ro utllS & 
all cost data intludiOi 
trC CDSt arc output.Thrl 
routirltl ~~n stirps to the 
next cptlmum nodczs & 
nrpqots to a sptzcifie;l 
cznd pOint. 
• 
WIPE r HOUSf'kczllping 
routine. GOllS thl"()Uljh 
sto~ corf'lsponding 
ta grid (JI"QIJ ta btl 
worked on & wiplls aut 
all prlZVious opti\'llun 
dil"'lction inbnnation. 
Costing data i.s not 
a~. List ~OftIgI.' 
5 t hrl n COfIl)I"!lss;(l'C#. 
GRIDOUTTOutput routine used when 
ch«:king or wht'n all grid inforlOOtion 
is rtquil'lld.Ste:ps .sequentially ttlrough 
all nodes in a givczn nz:gion of a grid & 
output all storul int::Jrmation. 
- FIG. 4·12 HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE OF SUB-PROGRAMS FOR THE ON-LINE DYNOSTAT PROGRAM. ---
(4. 2, '3) 
Developmer~; of this cornposite program completes the 
major work carried out on the "optimal scheduling problem" of the 
intermediate term layer. The requirements for a fast response dynaInic 
optimisation algorithm as discussed in 2, 3, 2. been realised, 
4, 2. 3. A imisation rithm 
Although further algorithm development was not considered 
necessary for the energy optimiEiation problem, computing speed 
increas es of several orders of magnitude niay be necessary for cases 
with multidimensional dynamics. Using the dynamic programming 
technique as a basis, the obvious way to achieve such a d increase 
is to drastically reduce the number of optimal route possibilities 
considered at each stage in the calculation. Although the techniques 
discussed in 3,4.3, S to attain this object, none achieve the order of 
reduction required to enable use of the method on more than two or three 
dimensional system,g, A X110re promising metb.od would appear to be 
the operation of the particular stem under study, T'he trajectory 
determined by such a process would not be the absolute optimum, 
rather, a !.?~t:.~~.~ optinlUin trajectory would result, If computation time 
were included in the objective function, then for large dimension systems 
a suitable heuristic algorithm could be cons idered optimal with respect 
to the ive search dynamic programming algorithm. 
The sic problern or routine of this heuristic algorithm 
given that the "optinl.i.:t]" trajectory so far results in a'system state 
X. at the bc!?Jnning of interval i, rind given the set L I :::: I.~ ..L.. L'1-2' 1 ',. \: t 1 ~ -1· " 
, ••• J 1.1. + of m-dim.ensional loading sets for the future intervals 
-1 
within the algorithm planning horj'zoll (k intervals); determine the "optimal' I 
n-dimensi011al action (or control) set U,:::: [u]., U2 ' , •••• , , •• U ,-' for -1 ·.1 1 mJ 
the interval L This a.chon set extends the optimal trajectory to the 
n-dimensional point X, 1 where the' problem or routine is repeated. 
--- 1+ , 
Ideally the algorithm would operate utiliz ing som.e function f; 
4.7 
where; C :::: traJ'ectory cost over the intervals i, i+1, i+2 •. ,." i+k k 
::: C1 .~ ·C. 
i+k 1 
(4.2.3) 
where; C. 
1 
interval 1. 
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ectol'Y cost from initial point to inning of 
Generally the function f would be extrerne Iy complex, and 
partially indeterm.inate, precluding conventional optim.izing methods. 
Hence a heuristic optimisation algorithm. 
To simply describe the proposed algorithm define the 
m.appings: 
A 
B 
C 
where; (0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
" 
U. 
-1 
AI 
U. 
1 
lk is a scalar val' 
4 0 8 
/.' th II t II , represem:mg . e s ress to 
be impos on the system in the k future intervals of 
the planning horizon. 
A 
U. is a scalar 
1 
enting the system resources disposed 
. l' II 11 h' II 1/ mlerva. 1 to oppose t 1S stress . 
~. is a scalar representing the remaining system resource 
1 
fTpotentialll available at the beginning of i.nterval L 
--- FIG. 4 -13 - PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR PROPOSED HEURISTIC ALGOf{ITH!vl 
-~-'Fl 14 ·-.SllviULMED COST VEr<SUS - CONTROL. ACTION 
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The algorithm may be divided into two sections: 
(a) Min 
A 
U. 
1 
,'\ 
X. , 
1 
A 
u.L 
I 
9 
The function is again complex and partially indeterminate. 
In the course of computation over some long period a probability 
distribution representing the function f1' 
/"" #\ 
can be illustrated for any pair (1i' u.) as 
t 1 
is bunt np. This distribution 
A in Fig, 4. 1 x. would be 
1 
another variable in a practical algorithm - it has been neglected here 
only for clar ity of illustration, 
(b) Min 
U 1 " U 11 
C. 
1 
f 2(U X., L.) -1 1 
subject to: B: U. 
1 
A 
U. 
1 
L e. g(U1 " U 2" .••• ". 0 U .) 1 1 n1 
A 
u, 
I 
4.10 
4.11 
This optimizing procedul~e is effectively the reverse 
mapping B 1, thus the function 1'2 a deterministic control costing; 
and conventional static optimizing methods can be used. 
cost across interval i resulting from action U .• 
c, is the actual 
1 
1 
The computational procedure of section (a) involves Monte 
Carlo analysis (52, 53) hill climbing optimis ation as follows: 
A 
1. Perform. the mapping A to determine 1 k for the it11 
interval. 
20 For each allovrable value U. generate a random number 
1 
and perfOrl'll a Monte Carlo s election of a particular C k 
from the "learned II distri.bution of Fig. 4.13, This 
generates a simulated cost response curve as shown in 
Fig. 4. 14, 
3', Using a suitable hill cUm.bing method, select tbe 
", II 1\, ? 
optImum u, from the SllTIulated cost curve of u. 
1 
4. Perform the optimisation of section (b) to give the 
optimum control U1 " U2 ., ..•.. U3 ..• , •• U , for 1 1 1 111 
the ith intervaL Optimum f2 (U1 , .• ," Un) (\::: 
aetnal cost across interval L 
5. From process relationshipE3 determine the value 
for the next interval. 
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6, Heturn to' 1 and repeat until the desired planning horizon 
is reachcd. 
7, When the interval i + k is reached, the actual cost 
C k can be determined, This is used to update the 
distribution for interval L Note that the dec ions at 
intervals i, ..••.• , , i + k - 1 each influence the value 
of Ck ; hence the Ck distribution obtained not a unique 
basis for the ith dec ion. Reduction of this cross 
coupling vvo uld result in faster, more accurate "learning", 
This could poss ibly be achieved by computing the value 
of Ck on the basis of: 
C1 :: C. + s. 1 + s. 2 + •• • • • •• + s, . k . ., •• 4. 12 \: 1 1+ 1+ 11"' 
where s. .:: actual cost across interval j resulting 
, 1 + J 
from some given standard decision. 
This procedure can be likened to the standard 
experimental procedure of running a "control" group in 
11 1 't1 t'h f I ' t I" para e W1'.l 'e expenmen a group, 
!\ Note: x. again been neglected for clarity; inclusion would 
1 
simply require the Monte Carlo and hillclilnbing procedures to be 
performed in two dimensions. 
The advantages of this algorithm are: 
1. Use of the Monte Carlo procedure allows the algorithm 
to adapt to a slowly changing environment, and prevents 
repetitive cycling 1 " "t' t '1:: 'l't ' t 18.t newraJec 'ory poss 1)1 l'les 
are selected in proportion to their cost probability, 
2. The procedure 1 to 6 can be repeated several times, 
selection of the final trajectory being made on actual 
cost. This would result in more rapid probability 
distribution "learning" and a superior final trajectory. 
3,. In an extreme case the mappings Band C (and thus· 
the inverse mapping J3 1) need not be performed, the 
algorithm working directly in dimens ional 
u1 , u2 , .". un' xl' 0", space. Note that in 
this case the computation per interval (for a diserimiue,tion 
2n 
of 1:) involves r Monte Carlo evaluations and one 2n 
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dimensional static optimization, approximately the same 
as the normal dynamic programming solution. Various 
2 
poss ibilities between full Band C mappings (requiring r 
Monte Carlo selections, one 2n dimensional and one n 
dimensional static optirni.sation per interval) can be chosen 
to suit the particular problem and the particular compu-
tational limits. 
The proposed algorithm has not been tested, however some 
preliminary investigation of the mapping procedure has been carried 
out, For the initial investigation of the Tasman system, the mappings 
B and C were not necessary as: 1) the state variable X was neglected, 
and 2) the single control variable was taken as X over the interval. 
For this system the critical feature of the loading set for any interval 
is the total electrical loading, this d ecUy influencing groundwood 
manUfacturing capability. Consequently, initial attempts to form a 
compos ite single valued interval loading reflecting t1stress If on the 
system, involved conversion of all systenl interval loadings into a 
composite electrical load. 
where: 
Composite Electrical load (t) = 
CEL{t):.:: Yl (t) + a 23'2(i:) + .... a 7Y7(t) 
(1) are conversion coefficients 
Table ite Load Conversion Coefficients 
1 lb650 psi clean steam 
1 lb 150 psi clean steam 
1 lb 50 psi clean steam 
1 Ib ~20 psi geothermal steam 
1 Ib 100 psi geothermal steam 
1 ton groundwocd pulp 
1 ton finished paper 
0, 10 I~WH Elect, 
0.08 KWH Elect. 
0.05 K\VH Elect. 
0.043 KWH Elect. 
0, 04 KWH Elect. 
1, 200 KWH Elect, 
2, 595 KWH Elect. 
4. 13 
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Table 4, 2 Composite Electrical Load (CEL) for 
Period 9, 1968 
._------
Day L Day CEL Day CEL 
1 1688 12 2209 23 1939 
2 2133~ 13 2146 24 2018 
3 2132 14 1978 25 1922 
4 1974 15 1439 26 2075 
5 1968 16 1039 27 2131 
6 1878 17 1701 28 2112 
7 1901 18 1947 29 2121 
8 2146 19 2100 30 2126 
9 2187 20 1928 31 2142 
10 2229 21 1990 32 2186 
11 2182 22 1830 
For the limited investigation perfonned .. the values of 
ai' i 3 were chosen from suitable averages of the model transfer 
coefficients (see 2. 3. ). Resultant values are given in Table 4.1, 
hence the values of CEL for Period 9, 1968 given in Table 2. 
The values of 11 were formed as a linear function of the 
{ . 
composite electrieal10ads 0 f the k intervals in the planning horizon: 
1\ 
lic b1 CELl + b 2 CEL2 + •....•• + b k CELk 3 14 
Weighting of the b coefficients, b. 
1 
b. 1 results in a discounting of 1+ , 
the effects of more remote intervals. 
For preliminary investigations a three interval plmming 
horizon was used, choice of the b coefficients being ratber arbitrary, 
High values of the C for the irnmediate first interval i require the 
optimal action to utilize sto red energy, henee in both cas es shown 
(Graphs 4. 1 and 2) bJ, is negative. High CEL in intervals i + 1: i + 2, ' .. , 
require that potential energy be stored, hence b 2, b 3,. o ••• are positive .. 
A 
Graphs 4.1 and 4. 2 show plots of lkagai.nst optimal action as determ5ned 
by the off-line Dynostat program for Period 9, 1968. 
While these results are not very significant they do reveal 
some tendency in expected dil~ectiol1 as shovvn encouraging future work 
I 
viUb th.is proposed algorithm. A more suitable form of testing would 
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involve regression analysis choice of the parameters a and b, however 
this would involve more data than was available during the course of 
this study. 
It is interesting to note that this proposed algorithm is of 
the extended static fo:nll, similar to those discussed in 3.4.2. The 
predi.ctive or "look ahead!! capability here is based on a heuristic 
cost or "future stress II relationship rather than a deterministic 
relationship as before. The wheel has turned through a full circle, 
major difference in approach being the manner in which the effect 
of the future on pres ent strategy is assessedo 
A promising alternative heuristic approach to the dimen~' 
sionality problem of dynamic programming is that developed by Hart 
et al (3). Their A''f. algorithm was developed for the problem of 
finding a minimum cost path through a ge'aeral gi'aph or network, and 
so lends its for adaption to the 11 standard II dynamic programming 
problem. The evaluation function taken as £(n) =: g(n) + h(n) 
where g(n) is the cost of the most optimal path so far found by 
algorithrn from the initial node to node n; and h(n) a lower bound 
estimate of cost of the optimal path from node n to the goal node. 
At each ep in the algoritlm1. the node v>lith minimum f(n) is expanded. 
When no information is available on h(n), h(n) is taken as zero, with 
the result that every node expanded as in dynamic programmi.ng. 
Generally, the number of nodes expanded a function of the amount 
of information EN ailable on h(n). Obviously, such an algorithm 
could be utilized in conjunction with the Dynostat approach to reduce 
the computation required; the reduction depending on the accuracy 
of future cost estimation for the particular problem. 
4. 3 SYNTHESIS OF SENSITIVITY ~ANA LGOR.ITHMS FOR 
CHEDTJLING '~~~--~~~~~~~~'-~~--~--
.~---"'--~-~~-"~'~----~ 
For problems i.nvolving static optimisation, analysis of the 
seI1-sitivity of optimal solutions produced is comparatively simple, 
Cost sensitivity, or the sensitivity of the optimal functional value to 
s mall changes any input variable, can be simply considered as t.he 
15 
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peakness of the response surface in the region of the solution (4). 
A measure of this pealmess can readily obtained by perturbation 
analysis about the optimal point. Similarly, restraint scnsitivity or 
the likelihood of the optimal action producing a forbidden or restrained 
situation due to possible changes in input variables can be considered 
as the state space distance between the optimal point the nearest 
restraint boundary. This may also assess by a suitable 
perturbation study, The latter type of sensitivity only applies to 
certain types of system, for example, a boiler operated within rigid 
pollution limits. 
possible variations of input variables can be described 
by probability distributions: by relating the distributions to cost 
sensitivity, probabilities may be assignc::d to cost by relating 
them to constraint sensitivity the probabilities of undesirable (or 
otherwise) occurrences may be assessed. 
In contraBt, the sensitivity of dynamic trajectories not 
at all easy to vi.s ualize owing to the multitude of possible input variable 
combinations over Even with systems of low dim.ension analytic 
techniques are intractable (5), so recourse m.ust be Inade to nml1.erical 
computer tc::chniq LIes. 
problem does not appear to have received intensive 
study in the litel'ature, Stage Larsson (6) refer to constraint 
sensitivity in defining a mini.mum or forbidden zone i.n trajector y 
space, however no details are given apart from a statisti.cal definition, 
Other authors ( 7$ 8 .) define a sirnilar zone by computing tbe boundary 
trajectory which just fails to run storage completely en1pty, given that 
inflow for each month the least ever recordedo Cost sensitivity 
not refer~ed to at all, however this partly taken care of where 
stochastic opt ation techniques have bcen used: e. g., stochast 
dynamic programming as (9, 10, 11)3 or the cost weighting methods 
of (12. 13). Us e of thes e techniques gives t:eajectory with minimum 
expected cost, however they do not yield any actual information on the 
l'ang~" of cost to be encountered in practical application Q 
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In the COUI'S e of this study simulation techniques for 
evaluating trajectory sensitivity for varying conditions and assumptions 
on the decision processes have been evolved. These are discussed 
in chronological order. 
3. 1. Sens 
Given the situation were precomputed optimum trajectories 
are applied to the system direct, with no correction for unexpected 
occurrences, the cost and constraint sensitivities are relatively easy 
to obtain. Simulation of system performance for given disturbance 
and control sequences gives system response to input schedules. 
Selection of disturbance sequences can be achieved by Monte Carlo 
methods bas on disturbance probability distributions. (14). 
By repeating the systenl simulation for each disturbance 
sequence, and holding the control sequence fixed equal to the optimum 
schedule, the constraint sensitivity probability and cost sensitivity 
probability distributions may be directly obtained. 
study as: 
4. 3. 2. 
Such a procedure is unfortunately not applicable to this 
a) the effects of the 0 significant deviations of 
disturbance values frOln those expected are cumulative, 
hence constraints are usually broken with a few intervals 
(1. e. constraint sensitivity probabilities are very high)~ 
b) to alleviate the effects of unexpected disturbances an 
on-line decision making process has been formulated. 
The direct sensitivity study as above makes no allowance 
for the effects of this unit. 
SE'mS Total Off·,Line Recalculation 
'I'hi.s approach assumes that deviations i.n the disturbance 
values taken th2 initial off-line optimisation, become known before 
the real time application of the schedules. Hence a fun recalculation 
possible. 
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The obvious way of obtaining both cost and constraint 
sensitivity inforination on the original schedule is to continually 
simulate loading sequences over the tin'le horizon of the schedule, 
and perform a separate optimization for each sequence so produced. 
Repeated performance of this procedure would penn.it a probability 
distribution for optimal cost to be plotted. and assessment of the 
likelihood of an enforc shut down of an output production unit, for 
particular ranges of input disturbance values. 
This fun approach however is impractical owing to the 
extremely large computation requirement for even reasonably accurate 
probabilities and distributions 
Table 4. 3 PI' 
Description loading 
Original optimum schedule (MD=46. 2MW) 
Alternate:: 10% on 150 ps i clean steam MBL 
" -!:: 20% II II II II II IT 
II + 50% II geothermal steam ]V[8L .. 
" 
+ 
- 10% 1\ 50 psi clean steam MBL 
II + 50% 1I II II II " II -
II + 
- 10% IT electrical lvlBL 
+ 
" 
II 
- 10% total paper machine proda\ 
+ II 
- 15% II II II II 
+ 10% on electrical MBL 
+ 10% on total paper machine production 
3% reduction in groundwood manufacture 
capability 
+ Alternate - 10% on electrical MeL us ing 
optimal trajectories and constraLnts 
corresponding to MD :;:; 35 MW 
II 
Studies 
Enforced 
reduction 
in system 
output 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
YES 
NO 
YES 
YES 
YES 
Variation 
in energy 
cost over 
'planniIfg 
horizon 
- 0.04% 
- O. 07% 
- O. 03% 
- 0.03% 
0.05% 
- o. 13% 
L 34% 
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Initially, an abbreviated form of this approach was used to 
obtain some i.dea of the trajectory sensitivity. particular optimum 
trajectory tested was that obtained by the off-·Une Dynostat program 
for Period 9,1968, with MD 46,2 MVv. Instead of using a Monte 
Carlo simulation of disturbance sequences, which vvould require m.any 
program runs for meaningful results, runs were performed varying 
only one system loading from its expecte'd values over the planning 
hodzon (generally an alternate + % of interval loading). The results 
of these preliminary investigations aJ.'e shown in Table 4, 3. 
As would expected, the results of this study are extremely 
limited application, however they do serve to show up the sensi~ 
tive sections of the process e, g, the groundwood section, where even 
a 3% reduction in capability 
reduction. 
sufficient to cause a system output 
4. 3, 3. Sens ectories Constraint Sensitive 
On-line Correction 
In the previous sections it was assumed that all disturbance 
deviations from expected values were Imown before the real time 
application of the optimum schedules In practice, although some 
deviations rJlay become known beforehand, this assumption is not 
generally vaUd. The more probable situation that disturbance 
deviations become kno\vn as they occur, or with very short lead time, 
This corresponds to the on-line updating situation, 
Given the likely situation where an on-line corn.puter is not 
available, optimum schedules will be supplied to a human operator. 
Although this operator will able to utilis e intuition and under-
standing of the problem to minimise operational costs, the imary 
responsibility will be to ensure that shortages energy or intermediate 
products do not cause a loss of system output. Constraint sensitivity 
therefore, is of paramount importance (the nett cost of any loss of 
production far exceeds energy cost perturbations which may occur). 
A method for determination of the constraint sensitivity of the original 
schedUle in this environment has developed (15), 
~ 
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The operations schedules produced cons of an N ~stage 
trajectory in the major systelIl intermediate product storage level 
(N-discrete intervals in the period of interest), and the corresponding 
, optirnmYl values of the system. control variables each stage w 
respect to expected system loadings" off-line optimal assessment 
may be considered as committing the system. to the expected optimal 
trajectory·· this being .achieved ( the ence of non~·expected loading) by 
manipulation of the appropriate control variables to the predeterrnined 
values of the optimal schedule assessment, 
Now in any physical system 
as follows: 
ee types of constraint 111.ay 
1, physical constraints, e, g., equipment saturation 
levels, 
2. equilibrium constraints e" , Supply - Demand, 
3. storage constraints, e. g., Mlnimunl Storage 
Level lVIaxirnum. 
Cons all product flows within the system as floYis of 
'equivalent energy'. Now the predei:ern'lined schedules ar e followed 
(L e" no corrective action), then physical equilibrium constraints 
are satisfied, and deviations of actual loadings from expe load 
will cause the actual trajectory to diverge from expected optimum, 
until in the limit the storage constraints are broken. Whether the upper 
or :tower constraint broken dependent on the form and rnagnitude 
of the sequent sets loading deviations - two extreme cases are 
il1ustrated in Figure 4.1.5. 
A 
B 
FIG. SCHEMATIC OF AN OPTIlViUM ROUTE SHOWIi'IG THE TWO 
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF NOI"-[XPECTED LOADII\JGS 
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It may be seen that corrective acti.on e'n'lploying the control 
variables can always prevent deviations such as A by reducing the 
input of 'equivalent energy' to storage, however limitations on the 
supply of I equivalent energy' (phys ical and equilibrium constraints) 
restrict corrective action in prevention of type B deviations. Thus 
the constraint sens itivity may be express ed in terms of the probability 
of deviations such as B occurri.ng in the presence of all possible 
corrective Clctions, j, e" the probability of the system being unable to 
satisfy production demands. 
A program was prod ueed which determines the probability 
of thi.s enforced reduction in output, given a particular storage 
trajectory and the values of the associated system parameters, This 
program uses the Monte Carlo technique in the following fashion: 
At any grid point, a, on the particular route, all system coefficient and 
loading values for the next interval are selected from their cumulative 
probability distributions by means of a random number generator. 
Given these loadings, the maximum possible storage input for the 
interval is computed (with respect to constraints 1 and 2), this gi.ving 
the rnaximum storage level attainable at the beginning of the next interval, 
If this level is greater than that required to remai.n on the particular 
trajectory (e. g,., point b f - Fi.gure 4. 15) then for the next interval the 
i.nitial level is taken as b. If however, the maximum level attainable 
is below that required to remain on the particular ronte (e, g., point 
b "), then for the next i.nterval the initial level is taken as b ". 
This procedure is carried out for all intervals in sequence -
if for any interval the maximum attainable level is below the mini.mum 
allowable level, this is regarded as a failure. 
If !11any runs are carried out, .then the probability of a 
production loss for a particular route is given by P, where; 
P = (numuer of fai.lures)/(total number of runs), 
The s ens i.tivity of the various trajectories can thus be 
assessed. 
0/0 ProblJbility -" Failure to meet 
100.b. Sy~t<?rn F«lstroinis. 
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A series of similar programs each using a slightly 
different model (see Chapter 2) vvas developed in an evolutionary 
fashion, The program PTEST3 was the most general of these, in 
the sense of having all variables described by probability distributions 
and part ipating in the Monte Carlo process, rather than having some 
variables described by probability. distributions and the remainder 
holding to deterministic loading schedule, Constraint sens i.tivities 
of the optimum trajectories obtained (using the off~line DYNOSTAT 
program) for various values of maximurn demand are shown in 
Graph 4. 3. The maximum inlprovement possible by modification 
of these trajectories is also plotted, this being obtained using a policy 
of maximising storage levels at all time~l. 
Although not performed this study, actual operation cost 
data could readily be obtained by totalling the cost respons e of the 
system over each 1n1:erv8.1, including the effects of any operator inter <-
action, The cost sensitivity di.stribution for the original trajectory 
could thus be assessed. The accuracy the distribution obtained 
in this n1anner however open to question as operator respons e is 
highly variable this context, and meW differ considerably from any 
programnled subjective assUlnptions o 
4. 3. 4. SensU ectories with Full 011'~line imisation 
Given the availability of a suitable computer the on 
Dynostat can be uU.lized to optimally update the original schedules 
the light of the latest available inf?rmation 011 the system. In this 
case cost and constraint sensitivities for both the original and updated 
ajectori.es may again be obtaine~ by simulation of the system behaviour 
and the corresponding dec ion making process. 
Consider the computing scheme as shown in Figure 4, 16. 
This scbeme simulates the real time, behaviour of the system and the 
controller: at interval i the systern loading values are selected 
randomly from the appropriate probability distributions, and the on~ 
line algorithm takes the appropriate optimum control action over 
the intervaL This action results i.n the optimum system state at the 
beginning of the next interval, wh ere the procedure is repeated" 
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Trajectory 
Simulator 
-~ FIG 4.16 COMPUTI~~G DETE:F~MII'~E COST 
--------------------
& COt~STRt\INT SE(\JSITIVITY ---
Traversing procedure across the planning horizon of the trajectory 
many times results in a probability value for constraint sensitivity, 
and a distribution of actual aUonal costs. 
Instead of terminating a particular traverse when the value 
of the state variable (storage level) is forced below a certaLn minimum 
value, it poss to continue the procedure whilst holding the dernands 
serviced by this variable at zero (10 e. > shutdown of paper machines). 
When the variable again aSSUInes a permitted value particular 
demands would allowed to take on unrestricted values as before o 
Thus' a normal si.mulation would not only give a cost distribution 
a constraint s ens itivity probability~ but o a downtime or "time of 
constraint diss faction It probability distribution. For the period 
that the paper machines are shut down the system suffers a loss of 
revenue by the loss of produ etion times the selling price of the 
product. Loss of production is given by sum of the output unit 
loadings which would have occurred over the period "vhen unit demands 
were artificially supressed. Hence a loss of production or loss 
revenue probability distribution may also be plotted. 
(4.3.5) yage 4.4Z 
Equating probable s of revenue with possible decreas e in 
energy cost allows realistic comparison of trajectories for Ininimum 
overall cost, 
3. 5, 
It proposed that the Dynostat optin'lizing algorithm be com~ 
bined with a sens itivity rout to yield optimum trajectories in terms 
of both overall energy cost and sensiHvity, The particular sensitivity 
routine used depends on the form of the loading distributions available, 
and the security (or inverse sensitivity) requirements, 
Consider the simplest case, where the loadtng di.stributions 
are identical for each interval of schedule planning horizon, and 
where the resultant trajectory is only required never to exceed a certain 
probability of constraint dissahsi'action. For the single dimension 
space grid of Fi.gure 17, if loading distributions are stationary 
over the pI horizon, then the constraint security of a trajectory is 
limited by the lowest grid point pas sed through, regardless of the of 
this occurrence, Hence each grid level may be assigned a security 
I 
I I I I 
I I I I I 
1 I I I I 
r!TI'ttiHI 
-- - -- I : : :l/II J 
I I I :-.., 
I I I I;;; I 
I i I '/' 
__ . _._~--jj-ttt, 
I I I , 
I I 
I J 
I I 
, 
STATE S E GRID ----
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(or sensitivity) value which can simply be determincd by use of 
simulation program of 4. 3. operating on a constant level trajectory. 
where it 
The combined program thus has the following major steps: 
1 Determine the security value of each allowclble 
level of state variable, 
2. Connect up the grid points having security values 
equal to the given mtnirrlUm allowable secudty 
value. This forms the new lower state variable 
constraint. 
3. Proceed to compute the expected optimum route 
using the Dynostat program. 
For cases where the distributions are non-'stationary, but 
necessary to 1m_pose the same limits on allowable trajec-
tories, a sinlilar method may be used, hovvever it win be necessary 
to perfornl a n10re cOInplex analys to el'rnine the security values 
of each fd point. For the nth grid intersect of Figure 17, let 
n p" be the probability that the maximum possible groundwood pro'~ lJ 
duetion increases storage from node (11. i) to (n + 1, j), where i 
and j denote the ith jth discrete storage levels For any intersect 
repetitive Monte Carlo simulation can establish these probabl1it 
alternatively analyti.c methods be used, (Note: Cases which 
exceed the maxirnum allowable storage level are included in the upper 
node probability value). 
Cons the node (N - 1, 0. The probability that a trajectory> 
having reached this node, can terminate at a level above the minimum 
'. N-l N-l N 
constraint IS glV-en by Pi:::: 1 P ij A value of 1\ 
can be (]etel~minecl for each of the r grid levels. This value is the 
security value of the particular node. Taking now (N - 2)th node, 
the success or security probability of the ith node, is given by: 
P~ 2 
1 
(sec) = 
1 
N-2 P,. lJ 
N-l 
P. 
J 
P.~-Q 
IJ k = 1 
Hence a security value can be assigned to each of the r nodes of 
intersect 2, 
N-l 
PJ'k 
4. 1 'I 
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Repeating the procedure sequentially back to the 1st intersect 
of the planning horizon gives a security value to each node of the grid. 
The similarity to the Dynamic Programming procedure is irnmecliately 
obvious. 
By cormecting up grid point,s having security values equal to 
a given lower limit, a new 10\ver storage constraint can bc defined. A 
Dynostat computation as above then determines the expected optimum 
trajectory. 
If, instead of us the simulation techniques of 4. 3, 3, to 
determJne securi.ty probabilit J the metbod of 4. 3, 4. used, a sman 
modification directly provides a powerful stochastic optimization tool with 
a built-in sensitivity analysis. Define a desir'ed end point or trajectory 
boundary point on intersect N, For each node of the (N -1)th grid inter'-
t ' 1 "1' ]" N -1 f .. 1 d ' ( 1 '1 sec'; a pro JafJl Ity), 0 aita1l11ng t 1e en ,_ pOInt or a ternatlve y a 
1 
probability of not breaking a system constraint and caus ing a production 
loss) $ and a probability distribution function for optimal cost (C) of 
the incremental trajectory may be established by either Monte Carlo 
analys or analytic techniques, Sin1.ilarly, for each node of the (N )th 
intersect, secU'!:"ity probabiUt P~~ -2 and cost distribution fLU'wtions 
N-2 1J 
P . , (C) for the transition from that nocIe to each of the r nodes of the 
1J 
(N-l )th intersect can be determined. 
Consider the node (N-0 2, 0. The probability of attaining the 
end poi.nt (goal satisfaction) given as before by equation 17. Using 
derived distribution techniques (16), the distribution functions p~\:-2 (C) 
and p~-l (C) may be combined to yi.eld the distribution function ~;r the 
J 
trajectory connecting the nodes (N·~2, i), (N -1, j), (N, eL Using some 
constant basis of evaluation, cost distribution functions for the permitted 
trajectories having end points ( 2, i) and (N, e) may be compared to 
select the optimum. Only those nodes having suitably high probabilities 
of goal satisfaction are conGidered. 'rhe optin:ml11 trajectories for each 
value of i can thus be determined, Repeating' the procedure for the (N 3)th, 
(N-4)th , ..... , ....• ,., 1st interval isolates the overall optimum trajectory, 
(4. 4) . 4.45 
The schedule obtained by this ll'lethod is: 
1) optimal with res to probabilistic and deternlinistic 
disturbances (in c:m off·~line case), and; 
2) has a probabi.lity of goal satisfaction (aU 
security 'probahility) which is above some stipulated 
value. This i:tlun ther efor e fulfills require~ 
ment for a stochastic optimis and 
s ens itiv ity 
The latter two of this section (1.. e" the On,'1ine 
Reopt ation procedure of ~), 4, and the Compos Algorithm of 
4,3,5, ) would appear to hold considerable promise" Future research 
to evaluate the ational perfOl'lnanceof the concepts 
involved. 
4.4 SUMMARY 
In Chapter 2 the problem \vas ed into a 
hierarchical structLn."e of subroutines BrQad 
algorithrns to solve the s ubprobJ.ellls were dravm up, resulting in the 
algorithmic hierarchy of 
tion of established techni 
e 2, 12, Cb.aptor 3 described the applica·· 
to suitable subproblem of this structure. 
In this chapter the 
subproblems hal5 been presented, and sunlmarised as follows: 
The area of developrl1 ent has been 1:h.e 
intermediate tern'l optimal scheduling PI' The fundamcn[:21 
breakth)'ongh in the developrnent of an ophm ation rnethod was 
derivation of the Dynostat concept: combining dynamic and static 
optin;lis ation Although this concept arose through the 
s Wc feailu'es of approach of utiliz 
to have a cons breadt h of appIj 
problern, it is cons 
and is reported on (17). 
Following cleve 10prnent of the 
the specific r of the on 
ic off-line Dynostat 
optimisation problem \\'ere 
examined, Analys and restaternent of e "principle of Opt 
1ead to the Developm cnt of 
these concepts res in the on opt in:d.>'3 ation cam 
,.,',"" ,,~,."~.,-~~, 
pres entcd in Although the calculation involv 
It 
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CHAPTE.H 5 A PEOTJOSAL 
OF ENEHGY TH.r<:; 
INDUSTHY 
5.,1 INTl10DUCTION 
exist 
thesis is concerned with energy optimisation in an 
industrial system, There are three major facets to any 
s ueh task which are of inter within the times of the study (1); 
(a) System Analysis, involving decornposition of the 
problem into a set of manageable subproblems and 
the evolution of a suitable system Tl'lodeL 
(b) System Synthesis, involving the development of 
suitable techniques and algorithms to solve the 
subproblems determined in the analys is phase. 
(e) Implementation of the techniques and algorithms of 
the synthesis phase the industrial environment 
to provide optimurn control 
The ana1ys and synthes phases of the study have been 
presented i,n Chapter 2, and Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. Although 
full imp1en'lentation of the techniques and algorithms developed 
outside the scope and timescale of this academic study, the thesis 
would not be complete without a plan for this implementation. In 
this chapter an implementation philosophy and a plan for the introduction 
of both the particular methods developed and general systems engineering 
technique are presented. 
Whereas the time scale for the introduction of the nevV techniques 
is ill-defined due to uncertainties of teclmical data, management policy 
and other matters outside the control of the student, nevertheless the 
proposed plan is a serious attempt to set in motion events \vhieh 'will 
ultimately lead to implementation of the new ideas at the plant. 
5,2 A PHILOSOPHY FOE THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW 
--~.----------------.---~--
One of the original objectives in initiation of this udy was 
the mutual benefit to be obtained from an increase in University/Industry 
eooperation. This benefit stems directly from the cliffeI' ences i.n engineering 
objectives of the two organizations, the firm being more concerned 
with matters of detail and application, and the University wi.th nwHer;:: 
of principle and general teclmique. Throughout the organization of 
(5, 2) 
study and in particular 
the distinct objectives of each 
it believed firstly that the 
derivation of a plan for 
been recognized. In 
iency of the approach 
and secondly, that the bas a continuing post doctoral 
between the firm and the Univer established, 
The field of ering with its computer 
Pa 5.2 
techniqnes is 8.ssuming increas relevance to the industrial situati.on 
the function of a University in the developlTlent of these new techniques 
makes such a University! ustry project an ideal vehicle for the 
introduction of the new technology to the industrial environment, 
As pointed out by Church (2), sudden 'step' technology 
can have disastrous consequences, This form of introduction has fre-
quently resulted in proj being started without adequate eparatory 
investigation and 
suited to the job, 
ion: Equipment is purchased which is not best 
and expensive delays in satisfactory 
on-line performance through poor understanding of the conccpts or 
equipnTent involved can occur, 
The second major part in i.mplementation philosophy proposed 
here is that implcmentation should be gradual: the form of a 
It 11 • 1 h ramp functlOn versus time characteristic, rong 11y t e inverse of 
the classical human operator learning curve, 
introduction of new technique through the acquis 
involves a progressilre 
of system data and 
the testing of the 
study, through to 
and teclmiques dcveloped in the University 
progressive implementation of discrete sections 
of the project. In this manner suitable experience will be acqui.red 
over a period of to ensure satisfactory completion of eacl1 step 
in the progress implementation, each step will be thorougtJ1y tested 
and proved before implemcntation, and the progressive approach will 
give increased operator confidence. 
The overall project concept can be concisely expressed: 
(1) 
(2) 
development of general methods techniques 
suitable for implementation 
UniversHy, 
transfcr of this methodology to 
student joining a Systems 
cornpletion of the study 
the stu dent at the 
firm by tJ18 
at the fi rm on 
(5,3) Page 5.3 
(3) the acquisition of :::;ystern data, and the testing of 
models and techniques the industrial environment, 
and 
(4) the progressive implementation of prOven sections 
of the project, Study effort thus transferred from. 
the nniVel'Rity to the firm, with the University pro~ 
viding a backup only on matters of principle, 
5 0 3 A PLAN FOH THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ENEHGY OPTIMISATION 
TECHNIQU 
The proposed parallel working arrangerllent between the 
University and Industry' groups is shown in Figure 5. 1. Note the 
gradual introduction of the "systems approach!! to the industrtal 
environment, To avoid a conflict between the acadelTlic requirements 
of the University and the 1detail 1 requirements of the firm, each group 
has specialist objectives that make up the broad study necessary for 
success, 
5, 3, 1. The lJnivers 
This grOlp should considcr the class of problems to which the 
particular problem belongs, proceeding to acquire and to add to 
comtempory knowledge in that field, Testing and proving of teclmique 
should utilis e the partic ular problem - thus work usefully related to 
the industrial project is achieved without prejudicing the quality of the 
academic study. 
The schematics of Figures 5. 2, 5. 3 and 5.4 indicate the 
content of the three studies within the planning horizon. Although 
three full time studies are shown, only the first is primarily concerned 
with t~e energy optimization project. The remainder are involved 
with the project but in 111.ore of a 'back-up' sense than total commitment. 
5, 3, 2, The 
---------~~.----.--~ 
The Systems Engineering Group proposed (3), should be 
'relatively independent of normal production activities of the fir m., and 
should carry out research into broad systems engineering problems 
affecting the firm.'s operations: particular attention being paid io the 
application oi' computer odented control, 
In addition to "the power optimisation project and any other 
(5.4) Pa 5.4 
possible computer control (lpplications, group should determine 
and study new tcclmiques v'lith potential value to Tasman Company, 
It should be respons for the introduction and preliminary systenlS 
is, synthes and cost benefit ud of systerns projects, 
If irnplementation is warr;anted o specific project would be d 
as recOlnmencl by Jenldns ( 1 these would contain specialists 
from the various departments involved, 
schernatic of Figure 5, 5 indicates the first four year 
programme for the proposed group, T 
to this plan: 
e are three distinct sections 
1. Data Acqui.sition and Handling .. Hecordings of pIant 
performance and behaviour will initially be performed 
manually, although this function win ultimately be 
automated in any on··line computer system. installed, 
This section also covers the forecasting of aspects 
of plant behaviour as required, and providing system.s 
for models. 
2, Power Optimisation Project - This consists largely of 
detailed testing and cost benefit studies. 
3, Studies of Related Applications - Investigations of data 
logging and production tmit automatic and computer 
control are envis 
5.4 SUMMAHY 
This chapter has briefly outlined a philosophy for practical 
application of the res ults of this studyo Although tentative and cautious 
in its recommendations, it does propose positive steps approaches to 
the practieal implementation problem, Definite action to be taken to 
initiate the next step in the implementation strategy ean be ed on it. 
The ideal Industry - University liaison proposed should benefit both 
Industry and University interests. 
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6.1 INTHODUCTION 
This thesif:; has pres the author's contribution to the 
problem of energy optimisation and to an appreciation of the future 
of optimum contro~J at the TaSIllan MilL The emphasis 
been on the technical a of the work, in dcta il to 
I'm the foundation for the next stage towards practi elnenta-
tion, The other important a cts such as selection and initiation of 
the study, organisation of 
Hon hn ve also been mention 
project, and planning for implementa-
Although much more work on practical d is required 
for full implementation, 
solved and a framework 
major theoretical problems have been 
the co-ordination of future optinlisation 
problems has been established. 
The aim of this chapter is to summarise the thesis by 
presentation of the contributions to the state of the art, contributions 
to the industry, other documentation of the wo 
areas of potentially valuable future research. 
6. 2 CONTHIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS 
The breadth of scope of the Systems 
carried out, and 
ing researcb 
of this study has the contributions to the state of the art over 
a wider range than normally the case. The major contributions 
of the study have been in the field of algorithm formulation and 
development (Chapters 3 and 4), with contributions in the 
hierarchical approach to the problem, in the modelling of the 
particular application, and in the project formulation,. organisation, 
and implementation planning. 
The follo sumlnarises spec 
to the state of the art as presented in 
original contributions 
thesis: 
1. 
Page (\,2 
tlun Forrnulati.on and De ent 
(a) The Dynostat Algorithm. (Chapter 4.2) 
The Dynostat techni.que of imbedding a static optirnisation 
method w~thi.l1 a dynamic programlning method has been 
a major contribution of the study. The technique achieves 
a rnarked reduction in computational requiren1cnts for 
dyna.mic optimisation of that class of system conUJining 
elements of differing dynamic responses. The method 
may be applied to both linear and ntJn~linear en'ls, 
and allows for time varying system parameters and 
s witching discontinuities. 
(b) The On-line Dynamic Algorithm. (Chapter 4.2) 
A technique for continuous input on-line updating of optimal 
dynamic trajectories has been evolved, based on the dynC;l,mic 
programming method. With thi.s technique dynamic systems 
can be maintained in the most optirnal configuration possible 
with respect to the system information avail able. A m.odificd 
list programming technique has been developed and utilised 
in the computationally efficient hierarchy of sub-progr;:tms 
to implement the on -line concept. 
(c) Sensitivity Analysis Algorithms. (Chapter 4.3) 
A set of progressively more f30phisticated algorithm~3 to 
analyse the cost and constraint sensitivity of dynamic 
optimal trajectories has been developed. A. Monte Carlo 
technique is utilised to randomly select disturbances to 
the system from appropriate distributions, and the system 
response undf.;r various conditions assessed. The injJial 
algorithms considered constraint sensitivity only, however 
the more sophisticated algorithms assefJsed both cost and 
constraint sensitivity. 
(6,2) 
(d) 
Page 6.3 
Analysis of System Dynamic Characteristics With 
Respect to Parameter Variation, (Chapter 3,2) 
An algori.thm has been developed to determine the effects 
of changing system parameters on the dynamic character-
ist of the system. The algorithm gives a measure of 
the ability of the 'system to withstand peak demands on 
energy with different sets of parameter values, and is used 
in the long term iterative optimisation procedure. The method 
developed is a modified version of a sensitivity analysis 
algorithm. 
Other material covered in the thesis, comprising modelling, management 
aspects, and proposed algorithms for which claim.s of acadel11.ic 
originaJ,i.ty cannot be made, are summarised below: 
L 
(a) 
ithm Formulation 
An Iterative Procedure for Plant Optirnisation in the 
Long Term, (Chapters 2.3 and 3,3) 
An iterative procedure has been developed to determine the 
optimmll system configuration over a long term planning 
horizon, as an aid to system planning and operation 
budgeting. The procedure permits the use of relatively 
simple static optimisation and sensitivity analysis techniques, 
and accounts for the effects of parameter variation on the 
dynamic characteristics of the system by incorporating the 
dynamic analysis algorithm (see (d) above). The complex 
obje s of the system, and its interaction with the outside 
world are accounted for by including the management group 
within the closed loop. 
(b) Proposed Composite Dynamic Optimisation - Sensitivity 
Analysis Algorithm (Chapter 4.3) 
A composite optimisation/ sensitivity analysis technique 
for dynamic systems has been proposed. Monte Carlo or 
analytic techniques are used regressively to establish limits 
on the allowable system states, so as to ensure some given 
probability of goal satisfacti,on, The Dynostat (or alterna 
opUmi ng technique then s the optimum trajectory 
within these limits, A simple extension to this technique 
,> 
pro vid es a powerful ive sto sHe optimisation and 
sensitivity analysis algorithm. The trajectories obtained 
(G. 2) 
2, 
Page 6.4 
usingJ this technique would: 1) be optimal with respect 
to probabilistic and 
line sense, and: 2) 
ic c1 isturbances (in an 0 ff-
a probability of goal satisfaction 
above some given 
(c) Proposed Heuristic Dynamic Optimisation Algoritlun. 
(Chapter 4. 2) 
An heuristic algorithm for optimisation of multi-dimensional 
dynamic systems has been proposed. The technique uses 
learned system response to control actions to reduce the 
Dlllnber of optimal route possibili~ies considered at each 
stage of the calculation. With i-dimensional systems 
a considerable computa.tional advan can be ga.ined, at 
the expense of certainty in the optimality of the resultant 
trajectories, Although developed the dynamic pro-
gramming technique, the method is more similar to the 
static feedforward techniques d in Chapter 3,4. 
Problem 
One facet of the study has been the use concepts 
to decornpo se the overall problem into a number of related 
subproblems. This permits maxinlum utilisation of the specific 
features of the problem, and to a lesser available 
technique. In addition, the specific problem under con sid 
may be readily co -ordinated wi tIl studies on other aspects of 
operation, or the scope of the specific problem may be sirnply 
expanded to include these other aspects. In a strict sense, e 
concepts are far fron1 new - the approach here however, s been 
to apply hierarchical techniques as a design tool to coarsely 
structure the overall problem of mill operation, then to progressively 
focus on more and more details of the particular problem until 
the individual algorithms required could be identifi.ed and specified. 
This management aspect of the study has been reported in "A 
c Approach to an Industrial Optim isa Hon Probleni" (See 
Scction 6.4), The iterative procedure for plant optimisation in 
the 10 in particular, is di.rectly attributable to the usc of 
this cll. 
r' 
J-'agc !J.::J 
The contributions within this field have: been: 
(a) The development of a mathematical model of the energy 
system at the Tasman Mill. The system model was 
expressed both in a "block diagrarn" form; and in a m.ore 
general mathematical formulation. 
(b) The use of an aggregation technique in the deve lopment 
of models of system structure. The aggregation method 
is an efficient mocl(clling technique, and has the added 
advantage of giving a hierarchical structure of models. 
The model hierarchy can be readily expanue d to any 
required level of detail so as to include any desired features 
of the system. 
(c) The analysis of system disturbances, and the modelling 
of the resultant disturbance components. 
4. Formulation and Planni?g of the Project (Chapters 1.2 and 5) 
Throughout the course of the project, a specific effort has been 
made to ensure planned development of the study. This contri.bution 
encompasses three related aspects: 
(a) selection and formulation of the project 
(b) outline planning of the University studies 
(c) development of a philosophy and plan for implementation 
of the study. 
6.3 THE INTHODU crEION OF NEW TECHNIQUE TO THE FIHM 
As discussed in Chaptel' 5, the plan for implementation of the i'esults 
of this study is of necessity tentative, and dependent on lTt<lny factors, 
outside the direct control of the student. One of tbe factorb not tab.:n inLo 
account in thi s planning was the cU1Tc'ntmajol' rniJl expansion, then ill it, 
very early stages. This c}~panSioll has iElpo:3cd ~1 .,:evere load on LhC' 
(0,4) Fa 6,G 
engineering resources of the In ill , \viih inevitable result of postponing 
the planned implementation until suitable manpower is available. Some 
success can be noted in the introduction of the ne'vV expertise to the firm: 
(a) An exploratory study on the application of the technique 
(b) 
for analysis of system dynamic characteristics (see 1 (d) above) 
to the choice of the electrical maximum demand parameter, has 
been carried out. 
Interaction tho- University oup and the firm's 
control engineers has resulted in the application of a 
sophisticated feedforward automatic control system to a set 
of multi-effect evaporators. This is a pioneer application 
and will shortly be reported on. 
(c) Following the proposals put forward for the forma.tion of a 
Systems Engineering group at the firm, a Systen'lS Engineer 
was appointed. The autbor has since joined the firm, and is 
also employed in this capacity. Currently the group heavily 
committed with the de of control systems for the present 
mill expansion, however) it is anticipated that some effort 
will shortly be put toward the proposed implementation plan 
of Chapter 5. 
6.4 DOCUMENTATION OF THE PROJECT 
Documentation of the project other than this thesis falls into three 
groups; a) papers published in technical' journals, b) internal reports to 
the firm, and c) seminars presented at th;:= firm. These are as follows: 
(a) Papers presented in technical journals: 
1. ITA Parallel Optimum Seeki.ng Technique -" Dynostat IF. 
,LA. Gihson, G.E. COOl1'lbes, IEEE Trans. on Systems 
Science and Cybernetics, Vol. SSe-G, No.3, 1970. 
2. "A Systematic A'pproacb to an Industrial Optim.isation 
Problem", G. E. Coombes. Present at the 31:' dHawaii 
Internationa.l ,Conference on Systems Sciences, J 970. 
q 
0. 
4. 
5. 
(b) 
spe 
1. 
lip'" Sensitivity 
G. E. Cool1'lhes. 
Conference on 
"A Joint 
ysis of Optimal 
csented at the 3rd 
eIns Seiences, 1970. 
"Industry Systerns 
G. E. Coombes. Submitted to the Journal 
Enginee:dng. 
.... , ..-. t::J '-' './, , 
c'l'rajectorjes". 
Intcrnati ona1 
J. A. Gibson, 
Systems 
llA C ,t . Olnpu e1'-a1 
P1'oblen1. 11 , J.A. 
d Approach to a System Optimisation 
on, G.E. Coombes, T.W. Marks. 
Automation and Control, Tvlarch 1971. 
Internal Reports to Firm: 
In addition to the YlfY"'lYl 
reports have been 
monthly progress 1'e 
ented as follows: 
"Project - Power Optimisation at Tasman. esent 
Status, FutUre Plans as at May 1970". 
2. I'A Systematic Approach to an Industrial Optimis 
oblen1. fI, 
3. "A Monte Carlo Assessment of 'Probability of duction 
s versus ]\jlaxilnurn Value Ifl. 
4. Departmental Memo #76. flEnergy Optimisation at 
Problern Breakdown and Proposed Study 
Implementation Plan ". 
(c) Seminars Presented at the Firm: 
Seminars have been given to ers and managernent at 
the firm on three occasions: 
1. Prob akdown using Hierarchical Techniques 
2. The Dynostat Optin1.ising Algorithm 
3. A Monte Carlo Evaluation of M. D. 
In addition to the above papers, reports and s s, apl'oposal 
for a· Systems Engineer group at the finn 'Nas preE~ented to management 
1970. On a subsequent visit', this Pl~orosal was scuss ed and a second 
dOCU111ent, 'I A Hese 
Enginecring, U nicant ", 
Programme in Lhe Department Elect),j,cal 
was pl'esentcd. A Systerns neering gn)llp 
(G, G) Page 6.8 
has since been forrned. 
6.5 FUHTHEH DEVE 01V1 T I-IlS THESIS 
Work is continuing in 
by other members of the" group. 
at extending the developments of 
way outlined in Chapter 5 
areas of these studies aim 
1. 
2, 
An improved mathemati 
at the Tasman mill been 
developlnent of the form of mo 
Application of the Dynostat 
of the energy system 
eved by Marks (1). This is a 
shown in Figures 2,17, 2.18. 
d using a' hybrid computer 
has been a primary development. The dynamic section of 
the m.ethod lends itself to solution digital computer, 
while the repeated static optimis can be readily solved 
nsing hill climbing techniques on analogue computer. 
The use of sophisticated techniques d from control 
theory in the design of the algodthm, has allowed 
full utilisation of the parallel proces 
very high solutIon speeds with 
capability to achieve 
in accuracy. 
3. Further development in implementation of the Dynostat is 
under investigation. This i.nvolves the use of a serial dLgital 
computer interfaced with a parallel digital processer. The 
philosophy is as in the digital - hybrid application with 
the 
dynamic problem being'solved by the s 
c problem by the parallel processer. 
machine, and 
prototype 
digital optimiser lias been constructed and successfully 
on a simple static optimisation problem. 
4. Development of heuristic techniques for solution of dynamic 
aUon problems is under investigation. algorithm 
should reduce the dimensionality problems of dynamic 
by a it'ade of II 'Yo confi dence in 
'computation speed ", usin~' complem 
II for 
ministic 
Page G, 9 
and probabilistic Incthods. It is expected that the techniques 
developed will be used to solve the dynamic section of the 
Dynostat computation, further increasing the power of this 
basic concept. 
This research, and the other work outlined in Chapter 5 
has two objectives: 
(1) Final implernentation of the best possible em 
for the optimisation of energy usage at the Tasman mill. 
(2) Achieving an improvement in the state of the art of 
computer aided optimisation 
Continuing research yielding rapid improvements in computer 
hardware and software, decreasing costs and increasing speed and 
reliability. At the current rate of development, it win very soon be 
possible to extend the scope of computer -aided process optimisation and 
control beyond t11at envisaged in this thesis. 
Such system.s will ultimately provide i.ntegrated analysis, 
optimisation and control over the full range of activities within the 
cOHlpany, from the process itself through to bookkeeping. Properly 
designed and operated systems of this nature will yield a primary 
return by releasing labour for alternative tasks, but will also give 
secondary retuJ;'ns by virtue of closer control, better effiCiency, and 
the integrated nature of the system. 
The human decision making 'facility with its incredible flexihility 
cann<;>t be dispensed with in the foreseeable future, but it can be relieved 
of much of the tedium and many of the menial tasks now required of it. 
In this way the introduction of comprehensive computer control systems 
will remove one of the dehumanising side effects of capital intensive 
industry - reversing a trend begun with the first production lines. 
(6.5) Page G. HI 
The use of these com ehensive systerns will not be 
restricted to industry, but will ea.d into every field human 
activity fJ,:om COlTllnerCe, to the regulation and control of ety. 
The nett effect on our society will be d -. whether for good 
or otherwis e \vi11 nd on r 
with the 
now. 
d development of a fi 
and -sighted planning, which 
d still in infancy> required 
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1, T , W, 'l\1a1'k8: IIEigh Speed Cornputer- Aided Optimization in 
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PhD. Thesis, University of Canterbury, 19'72. 
